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Abstract

ABSTRACT

An analysis of the literature on web marketing of hotel websites reveals the potential
of the World Wide Web (the Web) to enable small hotels to compete with
international chain hotels in the global marketplace. However, the literature also
emphasizes the importance of branding in determining consumer choice. Thus the
Web presents an inherent dilemma for small (independent and multiple
independent) hotels unless they effectively utilize the unique characteristics of the
Web to positively enhance their images in the mind of customer, i.e. to build their
brands. However, little attention has been paid to how a website can be used to
build a hotel brand - an issue which is critically important to the survival of small
hotels and the focus of this thesis.

This constructionist study adopts a phenomenological perspective to evolve a model
for the evaluation of small hotels websites in terms of their brand-building capacity
and identifies 28 consumer-relevant features grouped into a pyramid of six
considerations (accessibility; information; credibility; e-commerce; immediacy;
customer relationship). Each feature is codified in terms of good, satisfactory and
sub-optimal performance into an EXCEL spreadsheet set up to produce a radar plot
for visual presentation of the results. From this, areas of weakness in website design
can be determined and remedial action prioritized.

The thesis then examines a case study of small Egyptian hotels and their
exploitation of the Web as a strategic marketing tool. This is achieved through
evaluating Egyptian hotel websites and interviewing Egyptian hotel marketers and
web designers. The results of the evaluation of the websites show that: most of
these hotels websites performed 'satisfactory' and 'sub-optimal' on many of the
evaluated website design features; they are not designed as part of an integrated
marketing strategy and therefore the Egyptian small hotels in this study do not
exploit the unique characteristics of the Web to best advantage and face a branding
dilemma in the global marketplace.

The thesis concludes that there are considerable opportunities for enhancing the
understanding of the potential of the Web to build the hotel brand and makes
recommendations as to priorities for focus.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The lnternet and the World Wide Web (the Web), in conceñ, represent the most

significant technological advance to impact on the economics of the hospitality

industry. The Web promises equality of access to global markets to all hospitality

businesses, whether small independent companies or multinational hotel chains.

The significant emergence of the Web as a global communication medium

challenges businesses to adapt their marketing activities to fully exploit the benefits

of the lnternet. Small and medium-sized enterprises have lagged behind large

companies and, in 1999 for example, an estimated 60% of large companies and

30% of medium-sized companies around the world used the lnternet for marketing

and business purposes (Gilberl et al., 1999). This phenomenal, and ongoing,

expansion of the Web as a marketing tool has resulted in a plethora of commercial

websites promoting and distributing a range of products and services on-line and

has motivated many large hotel companies to spend thousands of dollars on

establishing websites, Uptake of the Web has been slower in developing countries

than in the developed, particularly the English-speaking world. lndeed there are

interesting challenges relating to the dominance of English as the language of

communication on the Web.

Clearly, the Web offers tremendous marketing opportunities to the hotel industry,

particularly in international markets in terms of modified value chains and

disintermediation which, in turn, are redefining the hospitality marketplace. lt is

questionable, however, whether the full potential of this emerging tool has been

entirely realized and whether marketing practitioners are able to justify spending
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resources and devoting efforts to Web developments which are not an integrated

part of their wider marketing and development strategies. The responses of some

hospitality businesses appear reactive and opportunistic without clear links to

strategic developments. The aim of this study is to explore the potential of the Web

as a strategic marketing tool for independent and multiple independent hotels in

Egvpt.

1.2 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

There is an emerging literature on the evolution and impact of the Web in tourism

marketing. To date little research has been done on the specific issues of the Web's

role in hotel marketing, particularly on the way that hotel operators exploit the

potential of the Web as a marketing tool. The developing literature on hospitality

web marketing includes: discussion of the impact of information technology on

tourism and its application in relation to transportation, travel intermediaries, hotels

and enteftainment (e.g. Sheldon, 1997); the role of information technology and the

Web in supporting destination services organizations, analysing marketing on Global

Distribution Systems (GDSs) (e.9. lnkpen, 1998); case studies from across the

travel and tourism sector (e.g. Marcussen, 1999; O'Connor, 1999); the evolution and

uptake of new technology focusing on benchmarking information technology

exploitation in tourism-sector small and medium-sized enterprises (e.9. Buhalis,

2OOO). lt is also important to note that most of these studies look at issues

concerning the use of the Web from the perspective of developed countries.

tn this context, this research is a response to the urgent need to investigate the

efficacy of the Web as a strategic marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector in

particular, and also seeks to improve a generic evaluative methodology for hotel

website design. Two questions loom large in the literature and are addressed by

2
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this thesis. Firstly, how are websites best designed to support customer needs and

build the brand? Secondly, is the Web really effective in enhancing hotel marketing

in Egypt?

How are websites best designed to support customer needs and build

the brand?

Websites that enhance the user experience empower consumers to reap the

benefits of the Web, without losing the power and flexibility they have in a physical

store. Unfortunately, most websites do not provide a user experience that feels like

shopping - instead it feels like searching, which is not usually the users' goal

(Nielsen and Tahir, 2001). Users want to shop or find information in a way that

seems natural to them, not search or struggle using Web tools and features that

offer inflexible ways to do and find things. Worse, these tools are often built without

any regard for how real users think, group things, name things, or approach their

problems (Nielsen and Tahir, 2001).

Today most hotels already have websites and yet, less than 50% of hotels offer on-

line reseruations on their websites (Starkov and Price, 2001). However, having a

website or even offering on-line reservations is not sufficient; to truly empower users

requires a deep understanding of their needs and behaviour, which will differ from

one industry to another (Nielsen and Tahir, 2001). Among the critical factors in

designing an effective brand-building website are the ability to: deliver its promises

to consumers; elicit an emotional involvement from the customer side; and to exploit

diverse sources of relationships between the company and its customers. These

relationship-building and loyalty-enhancing aspects must be based on attractive

customer-engaging design features such as accessibility of site, appropriate

information, ease of site navigation, immediacy of real-time processes and secure

3
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financial transactions. Despite the establishment of the importance of these factors,

there remains a need to investigate what constitutes an effective hotel website from

the customer point of view.

A number of typologies for the categorization of commercial websites have been

described in the literature, e,g. Hoffman ef a/. (1995); Cockburn and Wilson (1995);

Ho (1997); Hoger et al. (1998); Pan and Fesenmaier (2000); O'Neil eral. (1998)

and Murphy (1999). Such frameworks focus on the functional or technological side

of website design and do not comprehensively consider web marketing features and

customer interactivity. Thus, these frameworks do not classify websites according

to the extent to which they reflect the marketing and distribution of products and

services. There is a need to develop a more comprehensive methodology,

encompassing functionality, design, web content and customer interactivity, to

enable a comparative analysis, not only of technical aspects of hotel websites, but

also other characteristics of hotel websites to evaluate their effectiveness in terms of

their brand-building capacity.

ls the Web really effective for enhanc¡ng hotel market¡ng in Egypt?

The Web, particularly from a marketing viewpoint, provides an efficient channel for

advertising, marketing and direct distribution of certain products and services,

including hotel products. Until recently, Egyptian hotel seruices/products have been

promoted and distributed exclusively via conventional tools of marketing. As in

many other developing countries, the hotel sector has been slow to consider the

advent of the Web and its use for hotel marketing. However, many hotel companies,

in Egypt, whether internationally branded, multiple independent or single hotel

chains, are now expanding their efforts to use the Web as a marketing tool.

Although some Egyptian hotel marketers view the Web as a critical weapon in their

4
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competitive strategies for overcoming sharp competition in today's global market

place, web marketing is still in its infancy. ln response to this, there is a need to

investigate the dynamics of web marketing in the Egyptian hotel sector and assess

and review the current status of the usage of the Web and its potential application

as a strategic marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel market.

Yet another related issue is branding small hotels on-line. The emergence of the

Web as a global marketing medium has forced many businesses to consider the

implications of promoting their brands globally. The role of branding in the hospitality

sector has been neglected, especially in the case of small hotels. Large hotel

companies gain competitive advantage by going beyond their own sites to manage

the consumer experience and their brand presence on the Web. Their on-line

investments are carefully targeted to ensure a presence that will generate the most

positive impressions on their target audience, maintain the desired customer

experience and capture the greatest share of the market (Cyveillance, 2001).

As a result, many on-line travel players are posing serious threats to smaller

hospitality operations through their successful web branding (Katz, 2000; Liu, 2000).

Many small hotels/hotel companies, even with recognition of the benefits of the Web

in marketing are failing to exploit its full potential due to lack of management

commitment, investment capital and qualified technical and managerial personnel

(Liu, 2000). This is particularly the case for small hotel operations in Egypt.

However, the Web potentially offers the small hotel operator a lifeline for business

suruival, providing an avenue for small hotels to compete against larger chains

(Morrison et a\.,1999). There is therefore a need to design and implement effective

and viable web marketing strategies through an effective web presence in order for

these small hotel operators to respond to these threats.

5
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1.3 AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The thesis aims to explore the potential of the Web as a strategic marketing tool for

independent and multiple independent hotels in Egypt. lt utilizes a

phenomenological methodology that employs qualitative and quantitative research

tools to interpret meaning from the reactions of individuals to experiences of using

the Web. The study is constructionist in its notion of the essential relationship

between principal web marketing stakeholders and hotel website design. To

accomplish this overall aim, this thesis is focused on four specific objectives:

1. To develop a diagnostic and analytical tool for the evaluation of hotel websites

in terms of their brand-building capacity.

2. To evaluate a selected sample of 36 hotel websites in three destinations (UK,

USA and Egypt) in terms of their brand-building capacity.

3. To explore web marketers' perspectives of the impacts and benefits of web

marketing for their business activities and practices and its potential as a

strategic marketing toolfor Egyptian hotels.

4. To explore web designers' perspectives of the issues for hotel website design

and particularly web design in support of hotel brand-building.

Through these objectives, it will be possible to assess the nature of the relationship

between the hotel marketers and the web designers and to evaluate the extent to

which the marketing needs of hoteliers and the preferences of the hotel consumers

drive the web design process and similarly the extent to which web marketing is

integrated into the strategic marketing of the small hotel.

6
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1.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH

This thesis is the first in-depth analysis of how the Web is used as a strategic

marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector exploring web users and website design

stakeholders (hotel marketers and hotel website designers). lt develops a

methodology for the evaluation of the brand-building capacity of hotel websites

which is applied to the evaluation of the web presence of a sample of UK, USA and

Egyptian hotel websites. These evaluations are supplemented by semi-structured

interviews with hotel marketers and website designers. This rich data set provides

the basis for understanding web functionality and effectiveness as a strategic

marketing tool for Egyptian hotel websites, The breadth of this thesis provides a

valuable basis for future research in the field and grounds the theoretical principles

of hotel web marketing through a phenomenological research approach.

The thesis develops a comprehensive and effective methodology, identifying user-

relevant features which are grouped into a hierarchy of prioritised considerations.

Evaluation of the performance of the features against customer expectations

enables the development of a diagnostic and analytical tool to enable a comparative

evaluation of hotel websites in terms of their brand-building capacity. The graphical

representation of websites evaluation facilitates performance comparison of

websites. The contribution to the understanding of various related issues through

the review of literature and the generation of ideas will also add to the growing

academic literature about hotel web marketing.

7
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1.5 THESIS OUTLINE

The thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter one, the current chapter, has introduced

the study and outlined its background, setting the stage for what follows.

Specifically, it has addressed the research questions, stated the overall thesis aim

and specific objectives, and discussed its significance.

Chapter two reviews the key literature on the lnternet and the evolution of the Web

as a marketing phenomenon in the hotel sector. The chapter moves from general

conceptualisations of information technology and its applications to business

processes to specific issues of new marketing paradigms and the usability of the

Web as an emerging marketing tool and as an enabler for electronic commerce.

The Web supports a new many-to-many interactive model of communication which

can suppoft the development of relationships between hotels and their customers.

The Web potentially offers small hotels a lifeline for business survival, levelling the

playing field in the global marketplace. However, in the battle on the search

engines, small hotels rnay lose out to known brands of large international chains.

The chapter therefore extends to explore the unique opportunities that small hotels

have for niche marketing and brand development through effectively-designed

websites. lt concludes with a review of website typologies for the evaluation of

websites and identifies a gap in relation to a typology which evaluates the brand-

building capacity of websites.

Chapter three outlines the epistemological and theoretical perspectives of the

research and provides a justification for choosing the research design and

methodology. The chapter then describes methodology phases employed in this

research. First, it describes the methods used to support the development of a

model, to function as a diagnostic and analytical tool for the evaluation of hotel

I
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websites in terms of their brand-building capacity. This phase included two research

methods to develop a consumer focus for the evaluation. Firstly, semi-structured

interviews with web users to explore their scenarios when searching for or buying

hotel products on-line and to identify what website features constitute a successful

hotel website. Secondly, an on-line survey to support the data from the interviews

and to identify the user-relevant website design features. The chapter then

describes the methods used in an exploratory case study in which an evaluation of a

selected sample of Egyptian hotel websites were performed and series of semi-

structured interviews, with Egyptian hotel marketers and Egyptian web designers

was conducted, to assess the current performance of the Web as a strategic

marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector.

Chapter four describes a model derived from an adaptation of Dutta et al.'s

marketspace model. From this model and the literature, 48 website design features

are selected. These are prioritised through consumer studies to identify 28 user-

relevant features which are organized into a hierarchy of considerations which

emphasises how a website can support a model of brand appropriate for small

independent hotels. These features are then classified in terms of three degrees of

pedormance (good, satisfactory and sub-optimal) which allows the graphical

presentation of hotel website evaluation results using a radar chart approach.

Finally, the chapter describes analyses of two exemplar websites using the

developed tool.

Chapter five presents a review of the development of information technology in

Egypt since the 1990s. lt provides an overview of the evolution of lnternet services

(Dot.eg), and their opportunities and constraints in the Egyptian information

technology market. lt also reviews the potential of electronic commerce as an

I
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emerging seruice empowered by the lnternet and its future expansion. The chapter

provides a background on the Egyptian tourism and hotel market and its

development and addresses critical issues that are fundamental to evaluate the

current status of the web as a strategic marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector.

The chapter also presents the results from the case study of web marketing in the

Egyptian hotel sector; it reports on the evaluation of a selected sample of hotel

websites in three destinations (UK, USA and Egypt) and focuses on identifying the

problems facing Egyptian small independent hotels regarding their exploitation of

web marketing through the graphic representation of their websites evaluation. The

chapter finishes by presenting the results of a series of semi-structured interuiews

with hotel website principal stakeholders (web users, web marketers and web

designers) and assesses the current peñormance of their websites as a strategic

marketing toolfor the Egyptian hotel sector.

Finally, chapter six concludes the study. lt presents the major research findings and

the significant contributions of the study in relation to theory, methodology and

practice. The chapter also set out an agenda for fudher research on this complex,

yet significant and timely issue of web marketing. This includes recommendations

for further research on on-line hotel brands and brand-building mechanisms to

explore the one-to-one marketing oppoftunities offered by the Web, The chapter

also suggests that further research may focus on web consumers and their on-line

buying behaviour specifically in developing countries. Finally, it also recommends

further investigation of the on-line return on investment (eROl) of websites and the

proactive integration of websites into a strategic marketing plan.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE WEB AND STRATEGIC
MARKETING FOR HOTELS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reviews the key literature on the lnternet, the Web and its evolution as

a strategic marketing tool in the hotel sector. lt moves from general

conceptualisations of information technology and its applications for business

processes to specific issues of new marketing paradigms and the usability of the

Web as a marketing tool and enabler of electronic commerce for hotels, culminating

in a discussion of branding as an issue in the small hotel business strategy. Section

2.2 considers information and communications technology developments leading to

the network era, reviewing their impact on business processes. Section 2.3 moves

on to highlight the lnternet definition, demographics and user profile, growth and

exploitation as a mass communication medium. In Section 2.4lhe particular issues

associated with the marketing of hospitality products are considered before moving

onto Section 2.5 to discuss web marketing and electronic commerce and the

significance of the new communication models offered by the Web for hospitality

marketers. Branding and its implications for the selection of hospitality products by

consumers is then considered in Section 2.6 and the key role of the development of

a special relationship between the supplier and the consumer explored. Section 2.7

critically reviews relevant literature and previous typologies that studied website

design. Section 2.8 concludes the chapter with a summary of the implications of the

Web as a strategic marketing toolfor hotels.
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2.2 INFORMATIONTECHNOLOGYANDORGANIZATIONAL

TRANSFORMATION

2.2.1 lnformation technology

According to Senn (1998:12)

lnformation technology refers to a wide variety of items and abilities
used in the creation, storage and dispersal of data and information as
wellas the creation of knowledge.

A more comprehensive and universally-accepted definition of information technology
is:

A term that encompasses the rapidly expanding range of equipment
(computers, data storage devices, network and communications
devices), applications and seruices (end user computing, help desk,
apptication development) used by organisations to deliver data,
information and knowledge. lt provides strategic value to all parts of
the business.

(Venkatraman ef a/., 1993:139)

Clearly, these generic definitions broadly define information technology depending

on its evolution in terms of its business application. From its start in the 1950s as an

electronic replacement for mechanical methods of basic accounting, information

technology has grown in sophistication and complexity to encompass virtually all

aspects of business (lntel Corporation, 2000). Every activity of an organization

creates and uses information (Porter, 1985), so the benefits of applying information

technology may be found in many different areas and have organization-wide

impacts (Earl, 1989; Flynn and Goleniewska, 1993). Pofter and Millar (1985:149)

make the point that information technology is more than just computers and:

must be conceived broadly to encompass the information that
buslnesses create and use as well as a wide spectrum of increasingly
convergent and tinked technologies that process the information.

This includes computers, data recognition equipment, communication technologies,

factory automation and related hardware, software and services'

12
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2.2.2 The evolution of business information technology

Keen (1994) identifies four distinct eras in the evolution of business information

technology. These are: Data Processing (1960s); Management lnformation Systems

(1970s); lnformation lnnovation and Support (1980s) and Business lntegration and

Restructuring (1990s). These eras precede the network era of the late 1990s and

early years of the new millennium that has enabled the development of a global

information community with significant impacts on business and consumer

behaviour.

During the Data Processing era, there was no need to develop in-house

technologies beyond operational telecommunications skills. As a result, computers

became economically attractive for large and medium-sized companies and this

pushed firms toward automating large-scale clerical activities, thus it was labelled

"data processingl' (Keen, 1994; Curtis, 1995). The Management lnformation

Systems era saw the emergence of an important new tool - the computer terminal

(Keen, 1994). Sprague and Carlson (1982) attempt to give meaning to the term

Management lnformation System by noting that when it is used in practice, one can

assume that what is being referred to is a computer system with certain

characteristics with an information focus aimed at middle managers via structured

information flows that integrates data processing jobs by business function. The

Management lnformation System era contributed a new level of information to serue

management needs, but was still very much oriented towards, and built upon,

information flows and data files (Sprague and Carlson, 1982).

During the lnformation lnnovation and Support era, the term "information

technotogf' replaced computers. Office technology was the first area to benefit from

the introduction of information technology systems. Businesses invested in word

13
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processors and personal computers appeared on the desks of many professionals.

Minicomputers and microcomputers were introduced as an alternative for

mainframes. As a result, by the early 1980s, the terms "information technologf'and

"competitive advantagd' had become almost synonymous (Keen, 1994).

ln the early 1990s a fourth and more profound era, Business lntegration and

Restructuring, emerged. During this period, long-distance telecommunications

technology remained stable, with continued improvements in price and performance.

In the mid 1990s, cable television firms, cellular providers, and the local phone

company monopolies suddenly became competitors, partnering with one another, or

converging on each other's markets (Keen, 1994). From about 1993, what has

become probably the most significant development in information and

communications technology emerged as both home and business computers

became networked in the 'network era'. Networking has revolutionised both the

global economy and organizations around the world and it is predicted that:

lnlormation technology will change everything in the world in which
we live. There will be no institution, no person and no government
that will be unaffected.

(Horn, 1999:42).

At the macroeconomic level, information technologies are increasingly regarded as

instrumental in long-term regional economic development (Buhalis, 1998). Within

businesses PCs became networked to form intranets. An intranet may comprise a

single network or a number of interlinking networks within different departments of a

business. The networks are able to access the wider network of the lnternet (see

Section 2.3) outside the business by a gateway but are protected from the outside

world by a firewall (see Figure 2.1). An extranet, in contrast, is partially accessible

to authorized outsiders by username and password allowing varying levels of

14
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accessib¡lity to networked resources according to the user's level of authorization

lntranets and e)dranets support distributed models of computing.

Source: Transarc Corporation.

Driven by the rapid advance of integrated circuit technology, information technology

has dramatically extended functionality within organizations (Hoplin, 1994; Horn,

l ggg). Gunton (1990) summarises the main benef its of information technology:

elimination of cumbersome, laborious administrative work; storage of vast quantities

of information and making it available rapidly and in a highly selective manner;

improvement of the operation of complex organizational systems by expediting the

flow of information along a chain of related activities. However, Gunton (1994)

balances the benefits by identifying a set of associated problems: alienation of staff

affected by its application which leads to personnel problems and reduced

productivity; delivery of more information than people can handle in ways that does

not necessarily match their working and thinking patterns; restricting human

information handling capabilities as a result of rigid computerized procedures; acting

as a barrier to change, when the computer systems that support organizational

processes are unable to adapt as quickly as the organization requires.
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It is clear that organizationalforms and technology are changing radically and those

who balance their responses to these combinations of radical forces will be

successful in today's market place. However, it is evident that the use of technology

is by no means a guarantee of better business performance (Cash et al., 1992).

Various studies (e.9. Porter and Millar, 1985; Malone et al., 1987; Bradley, 1993;

Scully and Fawcett, 1993; Gustin et al., 1994; Benjamin and Wigand, 1995; Rayport

and Sviokla, 1995; Sarkar et al., 1995; Bloch et al., 1996; Cronin, 1996;

Vandermerue, 1999; Hagel and Singer, 1999) describe the impacts of information

technology in organizations with regard to three significant areas: alteration of

industry structures, spawning of new business oppofiunities and creation of

competitive advantage.

2.2.3 Alterating of industry structures

Porter and Millar (1985) suggest that while information technology will intensify

rivalry between competitors, it will also provide more opportunities for competitive

advantage, such as: the creation of new business interrelationships within the value

system, the expansion of scope within industries, and the increased ability to co-

ordinate value activities regionally, nationally, and globally. Malone and Rockart

(1993) also note that by reducing the costs of coordination through the application of

networked information technologies, the resulting tighter integration of the value

system will lead to the development of both electronic markets and hierarchies.

These authors refer to three possible effects: firstly, that costs will be reduced as a

result of the ability to communicate larger amounts of information simultaneously;

secondly, that by connecting buyer and seller, an electronic brokerage will be

established; thirdly, that transaction, quality and relationship costs within a value

system will be reduced by the ability to interface together to exchange information.
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While many authors agree that the electronic communication effect proposed by

Malone et al. (1987) will be created by networking technology, there is dissension as

to whether electronic brokerage will affect the number of linkages in a value system.

At the extreme, some argue that disintermediation will be commonplace (e.9.

Benjamin and Wigand, 1995; Malone et al., 1987) while others suggest that

information technology will entrench existing intermediary relationships and may in

fact encourage a new generation of intermediaries (e.9. virtual malls, electronic

brokers, rating services and automated ordering services) that only exist in

cyberspace - cybermediaries (e.9. Sarkar et a1.,1995; Bloch et a|.,1996; Bailey and

Bakos,1997),

2.2.4 Spawning new bus¡nesses

Porter and Millar (1985) state that information technology enables organizations to

process much larger quantities of information, thus providing opportunities for the

sale, or alternative application of that information. Rayport and Sviokla (1994, 1995)

argue that companies should use the information created to generate new value-

added marketplace products and services. The benefits of such a strategy include

increases in economies of scale and competitive scope, and opportunities for new

customer relationships (Rayport and Sviokla, 1995). Porter (1985) claims that there

are four dimensions to competitive scope which can be reconfigured to have an

effect on competitive advantage and the value chain. First, there is segment scope

which refers to the range of products and/or services produced and customers

served; second, vertical scope which refers to the extent to which activities are

pe¡formed in-house rather than by independent firms; third, geographic scope which

describes the range of regions, countries, or groups of countries in which a firm

competes with a coordinated strategy; fourth, industry scope which describes the

range of related industries in which the firm competes with a coordinated strategy.
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Porter (1985) also notes that the relationship between competitive scope and the

value chain provides the basis for defining an organization's relevant boundaries.

Organizations must weigh the benefits of disintermediation or intermediation by

comparing the strength of interrelationships in serving related segments, geographic

areas, or industries to the differences in the value chains best suited to serving them

separately.

2.2.5 Greating competitive advantage

Significant literatures have evolved exploring the role of information technology as a

source of sustained competitive advantage (Porter and Miller, 1985; Scully and

Fawcett, 1993; Daniels, 1994; Gustin et al., 1994; Porter, 1996). Daniels (1994)

argues that changing the industry structure creates competitive advantage for the

companies that lead the change and can have devastating effects on slow-moving

companies that fail to react. Porter and Millar (1985) argue that one of the most

important elements in competitive advantage is information and suggest that

information technology will create competitive advantage by providing companies

with new ways to outperform their competitors. Scully and Fawcett (1993) support

this view emphasising that the firm's competitive survival depends on its ability to

understand the changing global environment and to adopt the emerging rules of

global strategy. Gustin et al. (1994) highlight the link between information and

competitive advantage arguing that computers and information are both critical to

achieving integration and are viewed as resources to be used by the firm in gaining

competitive advantage in the marketplace. Porter (1996:64) also stresses that

competitive strategy is about "deliberately choosing a different set of activities to

deliver a unique mix of value." Choosing activities that are different from its

competitors, a company can create a unique positioning. For a strategic position to
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be sustainable it involves trade-offs, or choices, with other positions and it offers

protection against imitators.

However, information technology also promotes changes in the nature of the work,

the integration of business functions, and the transformation of competitive forces

(Scott-Morton, 1991). Special emphasis is given here to information technology as

an enabler of business process reengineering. Since the early work of Hammer

(1990) and Davenport and Shoft (1990) there has been a growing interest in

business process reengineering, also referred to as business process innovation

(Davenport, 1993). Business process reengineering is concerned with redesigning

existing operations in such a way as to exploit new technologies and serve

customers better. lt often involves radical changes to business processes to

achieve dramatic improvements in cost, quality, and speed. Hammer and Champy

(1993:32) define business process reengineering as:

The fundamental rethinking and redesign of business processes to
achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of
pertormance.

Business process reengineering involves the critical analysis and redesign of

existing business processes to achieve improvements in performance measures.

This does not necessarily imply the increased use of information technology but

rather its rationalized, efficient support of business processes. Today's business

environment is demanding organizations to strategically develop and offer products

that will satisfy customers' needs.

Previous literature, (Naisbitt and Aburdene, 1985; Davenport and Short, 1990;

Hammer, 1990; Scott-Morton, 1991; Davenport, 1993, Love and Gunasekaran,

1gg7), emphasises that this environment forces a change in business processes to

feature reduced mediation and increased collaboration through: cost savings and
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improving the accuracy of exchanging information; avoiding human error when

complex and repetitive tasks are performed; saving money through time and

accuracy efficiency; integrating and coordinating several functions simultaneously;

and improving organizational efficiency and effectiveness by eliminating delay,

administrative intermediaries. By making these changes possible, information

technology can be considered an enabler of business process reengineering.

To conclude, organizations are at the point of revolutionary change in their ability to

gather and use information. The convergence of voice, data and broadcasting

devices (telephones, computers, and televisions) and the development of ever-more

powerful communication networks open up boundless prospectus for data

transmission. In striving for competitive advantage, business utilisation of

information technology is increasingly a strategic necessity (Bardley, 1993)'

2.3 THE INTERNET PHENOMENON

2.3.1 What is the Internet?

The lnternet is very much what its name implies - an interconnection of computer

networks, i.e. a "network of networks". lt consists of thousands of networks

wofldwide that are connected and can communicate by exchanging information

using Transmission Control Program/lnternet Protocol (TCP/lP) technology

(Mathiesen, 1995). McKeown and Watson (1996:5) defined the lnternet as:

A network of networks with millions of users world wide, the
lnternet is the largest decentralised computer network in the
world. ln addition, users on any network can exchange
information with each other user. The lnternet protocol is
called TCPflP, which sfands for Transmission Control
P rotocol/ I nte rn et P rotocol.

The lnternet is an extremely efficient medium for accessing, organizing and

communicating information (Peterson ef al., 1997) and is essentially provides a
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communication infrastructure consisting of four elements: networked computers (the

physical platform to process, store and transfer data), users (the providers and

requesters of information), services (protocols and standards used to organize,

access and transmit information), and lnformation (formatted data with meaningful

content).

2.3.2 The lnternet explos¡on

The lnternet has grown into a mass medium with millions of people accessing it

each day (Hunter, 1996). Estimates of the growth of Internet users around the

world are many and varied although there is a consensus that the growth has been

rapid and exponential. ln 1995, CommerceNeVNielsen indicated that only 10"/" ot

people over the age of 16 in Canada and the USA were using the lnternet, in 1998,

the White paper on the availability of the lnternet for Business quoted that MIDS

(lnternet-measuring Organization) estimated 57 million users (consumers) on the

fnternet world-wide (Baker et al., 1999). Early in 1999, NUA lnternet Surveys

announced that the number of users increased to 153 million, 87 million of them in

the USA. Growth continues to be rapid, especially across the developing world

(NUA Internet Surueys, GVU User Surveys, Jupiter Communications, Forrester

Research) - the number of users is predicted to expand to reach 717 million by the

year 2005. The revenues generated by the lnternet in billions of dollars f rom 1996

to the year 2002. was estimated to be $1234 billion (NUA lnternet Surueys,

1 999c).

Cahill (1998) states that the Web is the fastest growing part of the lnternet. Growth

in websites is even more impressive than the growth of users. ln 1994, the Web

grew a staggering 1758 % and doubled in size roughly every two to three months

(Downer, 1996). ln 1995, more than 23000 websites were found by the Web
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Wanderer (Hoffman et a1.,1995). ln 1996, Digital's popular search engine AltaVista,

indexed Uniform Record Locators (URLs) from over 225000 website (Hoffman et al.,

1995). ln 1999 it was estimated by NUA surveys that there were 3.6 million sites on

the Web. Although the exact growth can be difficult to estimate, the rate is

unquestionably rapid.

2.3.3 Userdemographics

Since its appearance, the lnternet has interested demographic researchers greatly.

A major part of research on the lnternet and the Web concerns approaches to

mapping web user demographics and behaviour. Since 1996 a number of studies

(e.g. Internet Society, NUA lnternet Surueys, GVU User Surveys, Yankee Group,

Cyber Atlas and NOP lnternet user profile study) have monitored lnternet user

profiles. Trends suggest that the user profile is becoming less stereotypically young

and male, aS more Women and older age groups gain access to the lnternet.

2.3.4 Why is the Internet so popular?

The Web's popularity can be attributed to the fact that it addresses most of the

limitations of lnternet information distribution applications that existed before web

browsers, ln the past, virtually everything on the lnternet was in plain text format.

Due to this, information could not be richly formatted or presented in a way that is

easy to browse and search. Now, thanks to web browsers, e.g. lnternet Explorer,

information on the Web can be formatted to make the information more presentable,

easy to view, and easy to understand. Web browsers integrate lnterneþbased

services transparently into the user interface. People do not have to use separated

clients for other applications any more as one piece of software integrates all of

these services (Andrews and Dieberger, 1996).
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Thus, the Web offers a very easy-to-use interface to the traditionally hard-to-master

resources on the Internet (Tierney, 1995). lt is probably this ease of use, as well as

the popularity of many graphical interfaces to the Web, that caused the explosion of

web traffic in 1993 (Hughes, 1994). As a result of this increasing popularity, the Web

will continue to evolve from a means of providing an easy way of accessing

information on the Internet to a virtual marketplace where a diverse range of

products and services can be bought or sold (Meyer, 1999),

This section highlighted the definition of the lnternet, its definition, demographics

and user profile, growth and exploitation as a mass communication medium. The

following section considers the particular issues associated with the marketing of

hospitality products and their distribution channels.

2.4 HOSPITALITY MARKETING

2.4.1 Marketing

Kotler (2000:8) defines marketing as:

A societal process by which individuals and groups obtain what they
need and want through creating, offering, and freely exchanging
products and seruices of value with others.

Kotler's definition indicates that marketing essentially focuses on integrating all

organizational activities towards satisfying customer needs in order to accomplish

the organization's long-range objectives. Guiltinan and Gordon (1993:5) support this

view adding that marketing is a "belief about the proper way to manage a business

or an economic system."

According to (Stanton et al., 1991:8) the marketing concept is based on three

fundamental bases. These are:
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o All planning and operations should be customer-oriented. That is the

organization and its employees should be focused on determining and

satisfying customers' needs.

All marketing activities in an organization should be coordinated. In

reality this belief means that marketing efforts such as (advertising,

product planning and pricing) should be combined in a coherent and

consistent way and that one executive should have overall authority

and responsibility for the complete set of marketing activities.

a

a Customer-oriented, coordinated marketing is essential to achieve the

organization's performance objectives.

2.4.2 Hospitality marketing - differentiating characteristics

Many authors (Wearne and Morrison, 1996; Reich, 1 997; Reid, 1989; Powers, 1990)

claim that hospitality marketing is a differentiated field of study within marketing

management studies, largely because it is concerned with the provision of services.

Hospitality services, like other seruices, have a number of unique characteristics,

notably: intangibility; inseparability of production and consumption; heterogeneity;

perishability (Shostack, 1977; Grönroos, 1978; Berry 1980; Lovelock ef a/., 1981;

Zeithaml, 1981; Zeithaml et al., 1985; Bowen, 1990; Onkvisit and Shaw, 1991;

Hartman and Lindgren, 1993).

Customers cannot evaluate a service prior to consumption, cannot see or touch a

service during consumption, and cannot save or store the seruice after consumption

- services are therefore described as intangrble (Shostack, 1977; Lovelock et al.,

1981). The second dimension of hospitality service is the inseparability of production
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and consumption. When serv¡ces are sold, production and consumption occur

simultaneously. This distinction implies that the customer must be present for the

service encounter. However, inseparability is taken to reflect the simultaneous

delivery and consumption of services and it is believed to enable consumers to

affect or shape the performance and quality of the seruice (Grönroos, 1978;

Zeithaml, 1981 ; Bowen, 1990; Onkvisit and Shaw, 1991 ).

The third dimension of service is heterogeneity; it is often difficult to achieve

standardization in the delivery of certain services. The standard of a service in terms

of its conformity to what may be prescribed by the seller may depend on who

provides the service or when it is provided. Heterogeneity reflects the potential for

high variability in service delivery (Zeithaml et a1.,1985). Onkvisit and Shaw (1991)

consider heterogeneity to offer the opportunity to provide a degree of flexibility and

customization of the service. Perishability is another characteristic of hospitality

services as they cannot be stored and carried forward to a future time period

(Zeithaml et al., 1985). Onkvisit and Shaw (1991) suggest that services are "time

dependent" and "time important". Hartman and Lindgren (1993) also claim that the

issue of perishability is primarily the concern of the service producer and that the

consumer only becomes aware of the issue when there is insufficient supply and

they have to wait for the service.

2.4.3 The hospitality market¡ng m¡x

The term "marketing mi*' relers to the mixture of elements useful in pursuing a

certain market response. The traditional marketing mix concept, most often

summarized by the popular McCarthy's (1960) label of the "4Ps - product, price,

place, and promotion", is an inadequate framework for marketing seruices (Booms

and Bitner, 1981) due to the ditferentiating characteristics of hospitality products
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(see Section 2.4.2). Thus, the traditional marketing mix needs modification in order

to be more useful for service marketers through expansion to include three new Ps:

participants; physical evidence; process of service assembly and delivery (Booms

and Bitner, 1981).

Participants. Allthe human actors who play a part in service delivery

and thus influence the buyer's perceptions: namely, the firm's

personnel and the other customers in the service environment.

Physical evidence. The environment in which the service is

assembled and where the firm and the customer interact; and any

tangible commodities which facilitate performance or communication

of the service.

Process of service assembly and delivery. The procedures,

mechanisms, and flow of activities by which the seruice is delivered.

Booms and Bitner (1981) argue that these new elements are essential to the

definition and promotion of the service in the consumer's eyes, both prior to and

during the service experience. They influence buyers' responses and, therefore,

belong in the hospitality marketing mix - hospitality service marketing is therefore

more complex than the marketing of goods.
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2.4.4 Distributing hosp¡tality products

Buhalis (2000:1 10) defines distribution or marketing channels as "sefs of

interdependent organizations involved in the process of marketing the product or

seruice available for use or consumption". Until recently, the distribution of hotel

products was based around obsolete systems involving intermediaries and resulting

in the inefficient use of resources and high distribution and administration costs.

Hotel bookings (reservations) were traditionally arranged via travel agents, hotel

central reservations systems, global distribution systems or market organizations.

The following paragraphs focus on these traditional distribution channels for

hospitality products (central reservation systems and global distribution services)

and briefly discuss challenges to them.

Central reseruation systems have been leading the information technology

development in hotels since the 1970s (O'Connor, 1999; Frangialli, 1999). The

primary objective of these systems was to increase sales of hotel room-nights by

making computer reservations easy and inexpensive (O'Connor, 1999). A central

reservation system is basically a dynamic database, which enables a hotel to

manage its inventory on-line and also to make it accessible to its distribution

partners, i.e. travel agencies and tour operators (Buhalis, 1996). lt enables flexible

pricing and capacity alterations on-line, and thus suppo¡ts a great degree of

flexibility. Buhalis (1996:35) reviews the importance of computerized systems for

managing different sectors of the industry and relates the need for these systems to

both supply and demand, explaining that:

The tourism industry could only be managed by powerful
computerized systems. Airlines were the pioneers of this technology
atthough intemational hotel chains and tour operators realized the
potential and followed by developing centralized reseruation systems.
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Frangialli (1999) relates the need for these systems to both supply and demand, as

well as to the expansion of the tourism industry in the last decades; he emphasises

that the use of information technology is driven by the development of complex

demand requests, as well as by the rapid expansion and sophistication of new

products, which tend to address niche market segments. For years, central

reservation systems allowed hotel management to keep track of inventory on-line

where distributors such as travel agents and tour operators have access to this

system. As a result, travel agents have been able to offer reasonable pricing and

capacity modifications which have increased overall flexibility in producUservice

offerings.

Early in the 1980s, central reservation systems were purposely developed into

global distribution systems - more sophisticated systems which travel agents used

as a "one-stop" shop integrating air, hotel and car rental reservations. ln simplest

terms, the ultimate objective of global distribution systems was to deliver "the right

quality and quantity of a product, in the right place, at the right time, at the right cost,

to the right customef'(Buhalis, 2000:1 10).

More clearly, the primary role of a hotel global distribution system is one of simple

utility: transaction processing and maintaining, controlling, and reporting room

inventory levels and hotel rates. Initially, it provided a simple accounting of rooms

available versus rooms sold at predetermined rates, generally set by each hotel for

some defined period of time (e.9. seasonal rates). Over time, this function has

expanded in complexity and strategic importance as more emphasis has been

placed on yield management to maximize a hotel's total revenue (Connolly, 1999).
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Although the traditional distribution channels had only improved the information

communication between tourist businesses, originally between airlines and travel

agents, as they do not directly interact with consumers, they also have their

drawbacks. The most common criticism to the traditional distribution channels is that

they are expensive for both the tourism producer and the retailer (Baker et al.,

1999). For instance, a typical global distribution system costs accounted, on

average, for 8,1% of the lnternational Air Transpod Association (IATA) member

airlines' distribution costs in 1996 (IATA 2000). The major global distribution

systems charge around US$600 a month to put a terminal in a travel agency.

Moreover, the systems are flawed by incompatibility between each other, especially

in the lodging sector, where "switch" companies such as THISCO (The Hotel

lndustry Switching Company, later known as "Pegasus") were needed to connect

hotels with all the major global distribution systems to facilitate room reservations by

travel agencies worldwide (Sheldon, 1997).

After the evolution of switch companies, the next major change in distribution

channels occurred when the Web welcomed Hyatt as the first hotel chain to go on-

line using a company called TravelWeb. This website, also initiated by THISCO,

provides hotel booking capability. ln the last five years total hotel bookings on the

Web have gone from two million dollars per year to a half billion dollars per year

(Eastman, 1998). Effective use of the Web successfully addresses many of the

problems associated with traditional distribution channels. Today, in addition to its

traditional function, a web-based hotel global distribution system can increase the

speed of information transmission, improve the quality of information delivery,

reduce the cost to the user as no special connections are necessary, and most

important of all, has the potential to interact with all web customers in the world

reach customers globally (Eastman, 1998; Palmer, 2002).
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2.5 WEB MARKETING AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

2.5.1 Gharacteristics of the Web as a market¡ng tool

The Web, unlike traditional media, is characterized by interaction, its global reach

andits24lTaccessibility(Pittef a/., 1996; Peterson eta1.,1997; Hanson,2000). lT

creates a hybrid of products and blurs traditional distinctions between intepersonal

and mass communication. The Web, as both medium and market, is more likely to

be successful if it frees consumers from their traditionally passive role and allows

them to become active participants in the marketing process (Hoffman and Novak,

1996a). Characteristics of the Web that are important f rom a strategic marketing

perspective are set out in table 2.1 below.

Berthon ef a/.

Berthon et al. (1996) claim that the Web warrants the serious attention of both

marketing academics and practitioners, pointing out that:

The customer generally has to find the marketer rather than vice versa, and to a

greater extent than is the case with most other media.

DescnrpnonCnrnrcreR¡sTrc
The abilitv to interact both with and through the medium,lnteractlvltv:

Availabilltv: 24 hour-a-dav Dresence.
Fac¡l¡tatlon and
flexibility

Advertising, informing, full-colour virtual catalogues, on-line
transactions, on-line customer support, distribution of certain
products and services, and the eliciting of customer feedback.
The customer generally has to find the marketer rather than vice
versa, to a greater extent than is the case with most other media
and thereby renders the medium unique from a marketing
oersoective.

Non-¡ntruslveness:

lnitial presence on the medium is relatively easy and inexpensive to
establish.

Cost:

Reach Any business or organization that has a web presence is
international bv definition.
Compared to other media, the Web provides a more or less level
playing field for all participants - access opportunities are essentially
eoual for all olavers. reoardless of size.

Equality:

Table 2.1 Pertinent Characteristics of the Web

a
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Initial presence on the medium is relatively easy and inexpensive to establish

and is international by definition.

Compared to other media, the Web provides a more or less level playing field for

all participants:

of size. No individual or organization has a 'better right'than others to

establish a place on the Web.

others. lt is difficult, if not impossible, to shout louder on the Web

unlike conventional advertising media.

used as an advertising medium. lnitial set up cost on the Web is so

low as to present minimal barriers to entry. Advertisers and media

owners will have to seriously consider the communication implications

of a medium in which variable costs (the cost of reaching individual

contact)tend to zero.

The Web possesses unique characteristics which distinguish it in important ways

from traditional commercial communications environments (Hoffman and Novak,

1996b). Sheth and Sisodia (1997) suggest that, as marketing is a context-driven

discipline, marketing will change in the web context. ln particular, location-centric

concepts will be fundamentally altered by the evolution of the lnternet.
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Because of this new marketing environment or new medium, it has been proposed

that the marketing paradigm itself will evolve towards interactive web marketing

(Rayport and Sviokla, 1994, 1995; Hoffman and Novak, 1996b; Deighton, 1997;

Wigand, 1996; Brännback, 1997; Peterson et a1.,1997). Two models are provided

by Hoffman et al. (1995) to contrast the new marketing communication potential of

the Web - the traditional marketing communication model of one-to-many marketing

communications (see figure 2.2) and the new marketing communications model for

the Web of many-to-many (see figure 2.3).

The traditiondl mdss media model of one-to-many marketing

communications

Marketing communications perform three functions: to inform, remind and persuade.

The traditional passive one-to-many marketing communications model is illustrated

inligure 2.2.

MediumContent €

o

O-

Frcune 2.2 TRnollorunl O¡¡e-To-Ma¡¡y MnRxerlruc Goru¡nnu¡.¡rcATtoNS Mooel ron
Mass Meo¡n

an et ee5)
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In the passive model, firms (denoted by F) broadcast content through a medium to a

mass market of consumers (denoted by C). Traditional communication models may

perform the first two functions of marketing communications. However, the

persuasion function necessary for differentiating a product or a brand is limited by

the unidirectionality of traditional mass media (Hoffman and Novak, 1996b). The

Web, a revolution in distributed computing and interactive multimedia many-to-many

communication, has dramatically altered this traditional model (Hoffman and Novak,

1 s96b).

The new model of marketing communications for the Web

The lnternet offers an alternative to mass communication. Some applications on the

lnternet represent narrow-casting to the extreme, with content created by and for

consumers. As a marketing and advertising medium, the Web has the potential to

radically change the way firms do business with their customers (Hoffman et al.,

1ses).
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Hoffman et al. (1995) describe this form of communication as an interactive

multimedia many-to-many communication model (see figure 2.3), where both

consumers and firms can interact with the medium, provide content to the medium,

communicate in one-to-one or one-to-many forms of communication and have more

direct control over the way they communicate than by using other media. When

everyone can communicate richly with everyone else, not only the old

communication models become obsolete, but also the business structures and

communication channels that are based on them (Evans and Thomas, 1999). ln

comparison to traditional media, the Web combines and integrates five functional

properties: information representation; collaboration; communication; interactivity;

and transactions. This flexibility makes the Web rich and appealing but also complex

and problematic (Gretzel et a1.,2000).

There is a minimal time gap between the production of information and its

distribution, which in turn places pressure on the management of websites since

timeliness of information and continuous updating of web pages have become a

necessity in the battle for web customers. Collaboration, and possibly the building of

virtual communities or organizations, requires flexible and open structures, a change

in the organizational mindset and new business processes (Grenier and Metes,

1995). However, web marketing and electronic commerce requires unique and

innovative concepts. Leading web marketers do not simply use the Web to put up

advertising banners or basic information; they create fully-functioning businesses.

Besides direct marketing and branding, these websites offer extranets for suppliers,

intranets for employees, and a variety of sales and service links for customers (Klein

and Quelch, 1997). Electronic marketing through the Web requires new skills and

distinctive approaches; however, it cannot be accomplished without knowing the

basics of traditional marketing.
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The Web, most importantly from a marketing viewpoint, provides an efficient

channel for advertising, marketing and even direct distribution of some goods and

services. However, the real opportunity on the Web is not to do things faster and

cheaper; it is the chance to rethink the business models organizations employ, both

in terms of delivering value to the customer and in building relationships with

customers, suppliers, and other business partners (Hagel, 1999). Hagel (1999) calls

this new business model "collaboration marketing" and argues that building a virtual

community for leisure travellers has considerable economic potential. Consumer

virtual communities are focus groups that last 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and

offer an enormous learning opportunity for organizations. lt is simply a matter of

getting to know about these messages, learning from them, and implementing

appropriate action (Hagel, 1999).

'The essence of interactive marketing is the use of information from the customer

rather than about the customef' (Day, 1998:47). lt differs f rom traditional marketing

in as much as it is based on a dialogue instead of a one-way communication, and

deals with individual consumers instead of mass markets (Parsons et al., 1998).

However, success factors for marketing on the Web include: attracting users;

engaging users' interest and participation; retaining users and ensuring they return;

learning about user preferences; and relating back to users to provide customized

interactions (Gretzel et a1.,2000). King ef al. (1997) emphasise that marketers must

make a fundamental shift of paradigms for how they communicate marketing

information.

The Web presents a fundamentally different environment for marketing activities

than traditional media. Traditional marketing activities often need to be

reconstructed in forms more appropriate to the new medium (Hoffman and Novak,
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1996a). ln response, organizations are required to go beyond the traditional means

of reaching the target customer (Brännback, 1997). Web marketing opens up new

aspects of the old marketing concept, but on-line marketers need to know the basics

of the traditional marketing process, including needs assessment, market research,

product development, pricing, distribution, advertising, promotions, public relations

and sales (Janal, 1997). Web marketing, therefore, requires marketers to develop

their strategies in new and different ways. A new marketing paradigm is being

developed where competitiveness is no longer based on the traditional marketing

concepts but includes standards and customer information (Duijnisveld and

Groenewegen, 1997). A comparison of traditional marketing and web marketing is

summarized in table 2.2.
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WEB MARKETINGTRADITIoNAL MARKETING

Uses data about actual behaviour to
identify customers/prospects and uses
statistical models to assess their individual
profit potential and value.

Segmentation Uses segments based on demographic
and psycho graphic profiles of current
customers or likely converts. Treats
individuals with similar profiles as
identical.

l.Communications are individualised-
based on detailed customer information,

2.The Web can serve as a personal
communication channel, which involves
two or more persons communicating
directly with each other i.e. through e
mails. lt offers two-way communication
with targeted groups, with similar buying
interests.

3. The Web will force marketers to deal
directly with the customer, lt's now the
marketer who will be held accountable for
the success of the relationship with
customers.

Advertising 1 Communications are designed for the
"average" or "typical" member of the
target group,

2.The existing media, which consist of
print, broadcast, and display media are
non-personal communication channels,
which carry messages without personal
contact or interaction. They offer one-way
communications to relatively large
audiences with varied buying interests.

3. Retailers, distributors or salespersons
are responsible for the success of the
relations hip with customers.

Promotions are broadcast via
oeooraohicallv defined home deliverv

Promotions are tailored based on an
individual's past behaviour.

Promotion

Price discrimination utilises information
about an individual's price sensitivity and
is delivered soecificallv to that individual.

Pricing Price discrimination depends on
customer self -selection.

Customer data tend to reside with sales
people, who use them to achieve their
own ooals.

Sales Management has access to
customer files and can use them to
achieve oroanizational ooals.

Sales
Management

Direct links to customers when
intermediaries (e. g, retailers) are used,
leads and customers relationships are
iointlv manaoed.

Distribution
Channels

Depends on intermediaries or dirêct
selling from sales force.

1.New products and services offered on
the basis of company affinity with the
customer.

2.Marketers will have to begin thinking in a
whole new mind-set. They will have to
become true providers of products that the
buying public will want, and they will have
to be information providers as opposed to
seducers. They will have to provide either
the best product, or one that's less perfect
or more streamlined but fits lower budgets
better, ln other words: They will have to
produce a valid product, not just sell an
idea or a feeling.

3.The greater ability to exchange and verify
detailed information on customer needs will
force corporations to provide previously
unheard-of levels of service.

New Products
and Services

l.Driven by f irm's technology and
production system.

2.ln the past four decades we have gone
from creating products that
manufacturers want to create and then
"s6lling" them to the public (creating
needs) to a gentlermethod of
researching and finding new products
that people may think they want and then
presenting them to them, all in verY
seductive ways that "force" purchasing.

Great focus is on customer retention, cost
of new customer acquisition and lifetime
value of customer base. Monitoring is
oenerallv continuous.

Monitoring Focus is on tracking market share, sales
volume and profit.

T aete 2.2 TRAD¡IoNAL MABKETTNG vEnsus wEB MARKETING

Adapted from and Groenewegen
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2.5.2 The impact of the Web on the market place for hospitality

products

The lnternet and the Web, in concert, have become the most significant

technological advance to affect the marketing, and therefore the economics of, the

global hotel industry. The Web is revolutionising the hotel industry through all

phases of the promotion and distribution of hotel products and services. lt affects

the way that hotel businesses reach their customers and cuts out intermediaries in

the supply chain. A plethora of web start-up firms, working as intermediaries and

travel agencies are fuelling the growth of a new on-line travel market. Currently,

travel agencies and intermediaries account for more than half the on-line travel

revenue: 54o/o lravel agencies, 25o/" airlines, 13"/o hotels, 8"/" car rental companies

(eMarketer, 2000). lt seems there can be no question about the commercial

importance of the Web to the hotel industry.

As a result many hotel companies are aggressively utilizing the Web to market their

room inventories and other related travel products and services, disseminate

information, correspond interactively and instantaneously with their customers, and

extend their booking channels. They are frantically trying to figure out the critical

Success factors of today's digital economy, what have become commonly and

collectively known as the five C's of the lnternet world: contenT, community,

commeræ, convenienæ, and contexl (Connolly, 1999). For example five of the

world's largest hotel chains (Bass, Hilton, Hyatt, Marriott, and Starwood hotels) have

developed a mega site with the goal to build consensus on which technology

platform should be used for the on-line distribution of the 1.4 million rooms they offer

for rent each day at their combined 7,000 hotels world-wide. To these companies,

the Web represents an economically-appealing opportunity for redefining their

fundamental business models. The overall goals are to take full advantage of the
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Web and offer consumers the best possible experience in the least expensive way,

this will also help to enhance the customer value proposition, to establish customer

intimacy and build guest loyalty.

Another related issue that has been brought into focus is the impact that the

emerging nature of the Web has had on the business of traditional hotels' products

distribution companies. The increased presence of the Web in the hotel industry,

poses a number of serious threats to these traditional global distribution systems

companies (Palmer, 2OO2). They are now shifting from voice to electronic global

distribution systems as a result of increased consumer access via the Web. Many

of these companies have already decided to invest in their own websites while

others preferred to go into partnership with other large on-line companies. ln

January 2OOO, for example, Amadeus launched Amadeus Pro Web, a browser-

based reservation tool allowing travel agents to seruice customers worldwide without

a dedicated communications line and at a greatly reduced cost. Another example is

Sabre, a successful global distribution system company which has enhanced its

existing range of on-line booking tools, and in turn, developed a new Sabre.Res

product line. Sabre.Res products enable travel agencies to create and/or enhance

their own travel booking Website that can connect travellers to more than 450

airlines, 50 car rental companies, 50,000 hotels, 33 railroads, 228 tour operators

and eight cruise lines worldwide (Sabre,2002).

2.5.3 Disintermediation and redefinition of the customer-hotel

relationship

Early in 1996, it was claimed that the Web has the potential to redefine the

relationship between hotel companies and their customers. Although nearly half of

the hotels with websites were still in the planning stages and still did not use their
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existing websites for sales, a number of studies and surveys have reported a strong

preference for the Web as a medium for promoting and distributing hotel products

and services. Olsen and Cassee (1996) make the point that the issue of hotels

entering into strategic alliances in the context of marketing programs will become

more complex in the future and that alliances will extend to those who provide

information, those who own or control access to the Internet and others captured by

the growing Web of information retrieve. ln mid 1998, the lnternational Hotel and

Restaurant Association (IHRA) identified a set of new marketing paradigms for

hotels entering the twenty first century stating that hotel businesses that offer value-

added solutions and conduct effective web marketing under the umbrella of a

powerful brand will emerge as victors in the new marketing revolution. The IHRA

congress (1998), entitled "One-to-One, Marketing in the lnteractive Agd', focused on

the Web and its tremendous potential as a marketing, promotion and sales tool for

the tourism and hotel sector. Later, the IHRA (1998) announced that many hotel

companies started to appreciate the importance of the Web in distributing their

products and were starting to invest in establishing websites to exploit this new

emerging medium.

PhoOusWright (1999) reports that revenue from the Web for tourism-related

industries reached $25 billion in 1998. This report also provided even more

interesting findings related to the evolution of the Web in hotel marketing, among

these are: most hotels expect the Web to represent approximately 10% of total

bookings within five years; leading hotels that offer real-time bookings on their

websites report lhat 82o/" of the total reservations are made through those websites

compared to 18% through intermediaries such as TravelWeb.com, MSN Expedia

and Hotel Reservation Network; hotels represented about 13o/o ol the total travel

electronic commerce in 1998, including airline sites, car rental sites and on-line
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travel agencies. PhoCusWright also reported that leading hotel companies invested

an average of $20 million in their websites in 1998. Moreover, the World Tourism

Organization (1999) considered the year 1999, as the beginning of a new era in

information technology highlighting that the development of the lnternet and the

Web enabled customers to access information on-line and undertake their

reservation from the convenience of their own computer. This certainly has

persuaded more hotel companies to engage in web marketing and as a result a

significant increase of direct bookings of hotel rooms and other products and

services was anticipated, as hotel websites became popular destinations for the on-

line traveller.

Ader (1999) suppods these facts as he confirms that websites offering hotel

reservations are some of the most heavily marketed and visited on the Internet. ln

1998, there were approximately 150 million visits to such sites, with that number

expected to more than triple by the end of the year 2002. Ader argues that hotel

Web reservations appeal to leisure travellers for the same reasons a visit to the local

travel agent historically did, i.e. hotel companies must examine new financial models

for web-based booking that incorporate their need to sell accommodations at

average daily room rates that rise at least at the rate of inflation or higher and

customers' desire for an on-line auction market of goods and services purchased via

the Web. Today hotel bookings on the Web are among the fastest growing areas in

lnterneþtravel services, the investment bank Bear Stearns Co. lnc. estimates hotel

reservations made via the Internet will generate $3.1 billion in revenues in 2002' up

from less than $100 million in 1997. That compares to a total market for hotel

reservations of $58 billion, which is expected to reach $62 billion by 2002 (Bear

Stearns, 1999).
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It is obvious that the hotel industry has started to seriously recognize the potential of

the Web, both to drive more bookings and to reduce distribution costs. Clearly, the

evolution of the Web in hotel marketing has persuaded many hotel managers to

aggressively involve themselves in web marketing. Hotel companies, whether small

independents or large multinational corporations have equal presence on the Web

at a comparatively low cost. A site on the Web would not only save hotel's

administration costs but would also reduce marketing expenses. Accordingly, the

hotel industry today is committed to the Web as a major distribution channel and

marketing tool. This indicates a widespread confidence within the hotel industry of

the future of the Web as a strategic marketing tool. Larger hotel companies are

spending thousands of dollars on establishing websites. Gilbert et al. (1999) point

out that hundreds of hotel companies have already established themselves on the

Web with their own websites or via a link from a third party such as TravelWeb.

PhoCusWright estimates that $1.1 billion of hotel on-line revenue was generated in

19g9 and that by 2003, this will rise to $6.6 billion with 50% of business being done

on a hotel's own website (PhoOusWright, 1999).

2.5.4 Distribution opt¡ons for hospitality businesses

There are a number of distribution options for hospitality businesses (see figure 2.4)'

These include direct and indirect channels. lndirect options may, or may not, use

the Web. Both direct and indirect channels utilising the Web can be accessed

through the use of lnternet search directories (web portals). These are popular

search directories (engines) like Yahoo, Excite or Lycos, or software companies like

Microsoft and Netscape. They all have invested in on-line travel vending business

serving hotel and travel customers through devoting a section on their global

websites to serve these customers'travel needs'
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Direct channels - hotel websites

The Web, through its interactivity and connectivity, provides equal opportunity to

hotel companies to create an equal presence on-line. Small hotels can create

websites to serue as an information source and an effective way to communicate

with their potential customers. However, studies indicate that travellers who are not

totally brand driven like to shop in a supermarket-style environment with many

choices on the screen, and this reflects the design of large hotelchains'websites.

lndirect channels

These include on-line agencies, global distribution systems, switch companies, on-

line travel retails, discounters and hotel guides, third party sites and portals, These

are described in turn below.

On-line agencies

This category usually refers to companies such as Expedia.com and

Travelocity.com which offer all the products and services of a traditional agency.

While airlines and other suppliers have cut their commissions, on-line agencies have

an advantage over bricks-and-mortar agencies as they can continually offer value-

added elements such as promotions, informational services, and email alerts. These

early on-line agencies are electronic overlays of the global distribution systems

which traditionally,worked far better for airlines than hotels'

G lobal D¡strlbut¡on Systems

As mentioned earlier, a number of traditional global distribution systems have

already developed their own websites in an effort to reach customers directly.

Reseruations booked through Travelocity are referred to a switching company and

then processed through the traditional reservation structure.
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Switch companies

Switch companies have their own websites, such as TravelWeb by Pegasus and

Fast-Connect by WizOom. These allow the switch companies to cut into the role of

global distribution systems using their partnerships with hotels to host occupancy

and rate data and to forge relationships with travel agencies and customers, instead

of simply relaying data between hotels and globaldistribution systems.

Hotel reservation networks

WorldRes, for example, is an lnternet-based hotel reservation network open to all

hotel properties, regardless of size or affiliation. These lnternet-based reservations

networks do not charge hotels a membership fee, but they do charge a percentage

markup over the rack rate. While WorldRes dominates domestically, it faces

European competition from all-hotels.com and leisureplanet.com. These companies

are geared to hotel companies that have not typically had access to the global

distribution systems and are targeted to the leisure traveler. Hotel Reservations

Network (HRN) and Priceline.com and lastminute-travel.com are other examples.

These have become on-line giants with own booking engine systems. HRN and

Travelscape are distinctive form of these applications because they buy blocks of

rooms in bulk from hotel companies and build in their own margins.

Third-party sites and portals

These include everything from convention and visitor bureaus to city guides to the

American Hotel & Motel Association (AHMA) itself. Often these sites work with

Pegasus or HRN or others to serve as their booking engine, earning some revenue

by sending business to those sites and adding value to their own sites. For example

the AHMA'g site, which involves a partnership with WorldRes, is Got-rooms.com; it
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allows customers to book through the association's 50 affiliated member state

associations.

Thus, the Web combines many of the features of existing media with new

capabilities of interactivity and accessibility as well as it makes it much easier for all

hotel industry players to achieve a global reach for their products and services. For

this research the focus will only be on hotel websites described above. However, the

present study claims that the plethora of these websites reflects the massive scale

of applications of hotel web marketing by international hotel chains and independent

hotels and any mention of the term'\ruebsite" would be related to this category.
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2.5.5 What is Electronic Commerce?

Hoffman and Novak (1996b) emphasise the importance of reflecting the impact of

the Web on marketing, sales and distribution of products thlough engagement with

the new paradigm of electronic commerce which is made possible through the

power of on-line networks, computer communications and digital interactive media

(Kan, 1997).

There are various definitions of electronic commerce. Janal (1997) refers to web

marketing and electronic commerce as:

A system for selling products and seruices to target audiences who
use the lntemet and commercial on-line seruices by utilizing on'line
tools and seruices in a strategic manner consistent with the
company's overall marketing program.

(Janal, 1997:39)

Alternatively, electronic commerce is defined as:

the seamless application of information and communication
technology from its point of origin to its endpoint along the entire
value chain of business processes conducted electronically and
designed to enable the accomplishment of a business goal. These
processes may be partial or complete and may encompass business-
to-business as well as business to consumer and consumer'to-
business transactions.

(Wigand, 1997:5)

Zwass (1996) defines electronic commerce asl

The sharing of business information, maintaining business
relationships, and conducting business transactions by means of
telecommunications networks...Therefore as understood here, E-
commerce includes the sell-buy relationships and transactions
between companies, as well as the corporate processes at support
the commerce within individual firms.

(Zwass, 1996:3)

Electronic commerce is broadly defined as:

A modern methodology that addresses the needs of organizations,
merchants, and consumers to cut cosfs while improving the quality of
goods and seruices and increasing the speed of seruice delivery.

(Kalakota and Whinston, 1996:1)
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Electronic commerce encompasses a wide range of electronically-enabled business

processes and supporting technologies. lt is made possible by the lnternet as it

fulfils three commercial functions that facilitate electronic commerce activities:

contact (concerning the exchange of information of products and companies);

contract and distribution; and integration of three sectors: on the supply side,

companies will work together by forming virtual companies (or Internet-working); on

the demand side users willform a virtual community and; the combination of the two

sectors creates the lnternet conglomerates or the combination of the lnterneþ

working and the virtual community (Von Versen, 1999), Bloch et al. (1996) put

forward a model of electronic commerce (see figure 2.5), which illustrates how it

may be used in all phases of commercialtransactions.

rce: ef a,. (1996).

2.5.6 The business value of electron¡c commerce

Considering the new information and communication technologies that support

electronic commerce and their use by leading-edge companies, Bloch ef a/. (1996)

introduce a framework of improvement, transformation and redefinition that leads to

enhancement of the business value of electronic commerce (see figure 2.6). These

are described in turn below.

Fulfill
order

ldentify
need

Arrange
to

Find
source

Find

Arrange
terms

Arrange
terms

Buyer:

Seller:

Process flow

Money
e ogods

Exchange lnformation
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- product promotion
- new sales channel
- direct savings
- time to market
- cusEom€r servlc€
- brand imqge

- technological and organization learning
- customen relations
- new product caÞabilities

The organization Sources of business value

lmprove it !

new business models

Transform it !

Redefine it !

Frcune 2.6 SouRces oF THE BUSTNESS vALUE oF ELEcrRoNtc coMMERcE

er a/. (1996).

lmproving ex¡st¡ng processes within an organ¡zat¡on: improving product

promotion through mass-customization and one-to-one marketing, offering new

direct sales channel for existing products, reducing the cost of some processes

(e.9. information distribution), reducing the time to market, improving customer

service through automated service and round-the-clock operation, and finally

improving the brand image, by offering electronic access to customers.

interactive contact with customers. The first benefit of electronic commerce is

the ability to provide product information to customers through an additional
marketing channel through which a company can maximize its reach.
Product information is permanently available to anybody who has access to
the Web. lnteractivity allows for custom¡sing different graphical user
inte¡faces for kids, teenagers, housewives etc.

new sales channels. Selling and advertising products through the Web give

customers given access to information unavailable through conventional
sales channels. For example, one can get information on the winery, the
quality of the wine, or the food it goes well with. lnformation products can be
directly delivered via the network, resulting in less paper consumption and
increasing delivery costs.

lnternet. Marketing, distribution and customer seruice costs can be reduced,
especially for personnel, telephone, postage and printing costs. The
customer benefits from faster response times, and better service.

rce

o
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cycle of some products, e.g. news, is short. Consumers can be reached
quickly by email or a web page.

customers, as it can provide information on new products, or on-line system
upgrades directly through the net. The service is available 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. By monitoring customer behaviour, the service provider can
get useful tips for designing new products, or improving old ones. Two
systems that are likely to develop in this area are: products which diagnose
themselves, and use an on-line connection to call for help; and knowledge-
based systems which assist customers in finding solutions to problems.

company can help build up a positive image. This is especially important
when dealing with customers who are technology- orientated.

Transforming the way companies deal with customers by accumulating

knowledge on their detailed preferences and buying habits, targeting them with

specific otfers, and generally dealing with them in a personalized one-to-one

way. Through the early adoption of electronic commerce, organizations also

learn to deal with these new technologies, the organizational transformations

they imply and the new processes that need to be introduced.

systems and learning new technologies a company is more able to respond
and adapt to change.

company to give individual attention to each customer, thereby enhancing
customer relations. By recording customers' behaviour, a company can find
out which customers are the most profitable. A direct channel, e.g. e-mail,
can be used to send up to date information.

Redefining the products, processes and business models used today,

leveraging technology to fundamentally change the ways products are

conceived, marketed, delivered and supported.

customers really want, a company can customise old products or create
entirely new ones. Customers can personally affect the design of a product.
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it becomes more widely used. ln particular, the selling of information will be
a growth area.

2.5.7 The impact of electronic commerce on marketing

The emergence of electronic commerce has significantly impacted on marketing.

The appearance of electronic communities implies that marketing professionals

must expand their horizons as the advent of this technology will threaten existing

channels of business (Armstrong and Hagel, 1996). Those involved in marketing

need to understand the full range of products and services required by the electronic

community. They must learn to take advantage of the technology that allows

customers to move seamlessly from information gathering to completion of a

transaction, interacting with the various providers of products and services as

necessary.

According to Hagel (1999)these communities are not mutually exclusive. Moreover,

many commercial websites do not fully exploit the community-building capabilities of

the electronic medium. They simply advertise their products on the Web and hope

that somebody will buy something. The main purpose of on-line communities is to

develop a critical mass of participants by being the first mover and, thereby, making

it difficult for other new entrants to draw customers away from existing communities.

However, electronic commerce is transforming the marketplace by changing the way

firms do business, changing relations among market actors, and contributing to

changes in the structure of markets (Moreton and Chester, 1996). As a result, this

is creating new models for organizing production and conducting business

transactions. New business models that either substitute, complement or enhance

traditional models are emerging.
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These new models also encourage streamlined business processes and flatten

organizational hierarchies (Moreton and Chester, 1996), constituting an evolving

paradigm which can be adapted to the needs of different firms in different contexts.

The possibilities of the new trading era challenge traditional business thought, as

companies experiment with a number of alternatives and organizational forms

(Venkatraman and Henderson, 1998). Electronic commerce offers the potential for

competitive advantage and impact on intermediation in industry (Bloch et a1.,1996).

2.5.8 Obstacles to the diffusion of electron¡c commerce

Many customers are still reluctant to try new technologies (Burke, 1997; Jones and

Biasiotto, 1999). Sheth and Sisodia (1997) argue that the future success of

marketers will depend on their ability to deliver total customer convenience. There

are several commonly-discussed barriers for electronic commerce such as legal,

cultural and technical problems, lack of common trust, security and privacy

concerns, credibility and reliability of web vendors and a more limited variety of

offerings than off-line vendors. Perceived barriers of a technical nature are

discussed below.

Security

This is perhaps the most cited issue facing the development of the Web (Forcht and

Fore, 1995; Hoffman ef a/., 1995; Cockburn and Wilson, 1995; Bloch et al., 1996;

Hanson, 2OOO). There is a central perception among the public and commerce that

the Web is not a secure vehicle for communicating their personal credit card details,

although many stress that it is a perception rather than a reality. However, there are

three basic methods of securing information being transmitted over a computer

network.
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Encryption is a method of scrambling a message so that no one can read it except

people who have the key to decrypt it (Loeb, 1996). The current leader in this field

is a system called "Standard Encryption Technology (SET)" (Bloch et al., 1996;

Loeb, 1996) which is being developed by the major players on the Web field e.g.

Visa, MasterCard, lBM, Microsoft, and Netscape. The cryptography used in SET is

reputed to be better than the system used by the military for nuclear launch codes

(Loeb, 1996).

Firewall is a computer that sits between the networks and the Web and enforces

the security policy. This security measure is designed to exclude unauthorised

access from the Web to private computer networks and thus prevent malicious

computer use such as hacking, virus planting and sabotage. These are the much-

publicised aspects of computer crime that greatly influence public opinion and

confidence.

Digital signatures can be appended to a message so that the recipient can

authenticate the message content. The Web is structured upon the exchange of

information. Commercialisation of the lnternet requires payment mechanisms to be

implemented that facilitate the trading of 'Tine granularity" items of information. This

means that these mechanisms must be able to cost effectively support very low

value transactions (known as micro payments) (Cockburn and Wilson, 1995; Bloch

et a\.,1996). Without these mechanisms, it is suggested that the full potential of the

Web as a market for electronic information cannot be realised.

Access problems

This includes a number of factors under the general heading of access (Hoffman ef

a/., 1995; Cockburn and Wilson, 1995; Bloch et a1.,1996). These factors are firstly,
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the diffusion of the hardware/software/modem technology into the home. The cost of

purchasing this equipment for the home is for many prohibitive and many companies

are waiting for low-cost innovative technologies to be more widely available before

adopting its use (Bloch et a1.,1996). Whilst there are benefits to be gleaned now,

mass home market adoption is some way off.

Lack of reliable market data for web measurement

Whilst this has been discussed, there is a great deal of web demographic

information around it is scattered, incomplete end sometimes totally incoherent

(Cockburn and Wilson, 1995). Without the mechanisms for measuring investment

opportunities, reliably targeting specific audiences and assessing the degree of

business success there will be a major barrier to adoption (Hoffman et al., 1995;

Cockburn and Wilson, 1995).

Other related issues

Other issues related to electronic commerce drawbacks are legal liability and

copyright, poor interface with legacy systems, and consumer information overload

(Hoffman et al., 1995; Cockburn and Wilson, 1995; Bloch et al., 1996), but it is

security, payment mechanisms and access that research shows to be the issues

causing by far the most concern.

The previous sections of this chapter discussed web marketing and electronic

commerce and the significance of the new communication models offered by the

Web for hospitality marketers. Branding and its implications for the selection of

hospitality products by consumers is then considered in the following section and

the key role of the development of a special relationship between the supplier and

the consumer is explored.
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2.6 BRANDING HOSPITALITY PRODUCTS

2.6.1 What is branding?

Branding is a marketing concept that widely used to create a certain image (brand)

for products and seruices in the eyes of potential consumers. The concept of

branding is neither new nor unique to the hospitality industry. Modern day branding

has existed in one form or another in hospitality marketing and has continually

evolved for at least the past hundred years. Branding starts with a brand which:

conveys a specific set of features, benefits, and seruices for buyers.
It is a mark, an emblem, which says something about the product.

(Kotler et al., 1 999:571 )

It can be a symbol that signifies something to the consumer, e.g. the Nike tick. lt

reflects how a firm's products differ from its competitors' products - whether tangible

or intangible. Brands are legally protected, in principle, forever upon registration

unlike other patents on physical products which expire after a certain number of

years (Kotler et a1.,1999).

Brand equity is one of the most crucial elements to success in today's global

marketplace. Since the late 1980s brand equity has been one of the most important

marketing concepts in both academia and practice. While several different

definitions of brand equity have been offered over the years, many of them are

consistent with Aaker's definition of brand equity as:

A set of assets (and liabilities) linked to a brand's name and symbol
that adds to (or subtracts from) the value provided by a product or
seruice to a firm and or that firm's customers.

(Aaker, 1996:7-8)

These significant assets include: brand awareness; brand recognition; brand recall;

brand loyalty; perceived quality; brand associations; brand decisions. lt is of course
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true these aspects of branding are considered powerful assets for hotel companies

to create and maintain strong brands in competitive markets. These will be

discussed below to provide clues as to what a branding strategy encompasses.

Rossiter and Percy (1996) describe brand awareness as being essential for the

communications process to occur. Without brand awareness occurring, no other

communication effects can occur. For a consumer to buy a brand they must first be

made aware of it. Brand attitude cannot be formed, and intention to buy cannot

occur unless brand awareness has occurred (Rossiter and Percy, 1996). Aaker

(1991) cites brand awareness as a vital brand asset which add value to the product

or service and/or its customers. Brand awareness adds value by:

Placing the brand in the consumer's mind;

Acting as a barrier to the entry of new and as yet unestablished brands

(Stokes, 1985);

Reassuring the customer of the organization's commitment and product

quality;

Providing leverage in the distribution channels (Aaker, 1992)'

When consumers engage in information search they rely on a wealth of consumer-

related knowledge and experiences stored in their memory (brand recognition).

Researchers have concluded that people in general tend to like things more when

they are familiar with them. Thus, the way in which the brand is positioned will

reinforce how much the brand is liked (Hoyer and Maclnnis, 1997)'

a

o

o

o
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Hoyer and Maclnnis (1997) asseft that one of the most important goals of marketers

is to have their particular brand included in the consumer's evoked set - a set of

brands that consumers rely upon when contemplating a purchase "a subset of

brands evaluated for choice" (Hoyer and Maclnnis, 1997:195). The phenomenon of

brand loyalty occurs when consumers distinctively experience heightened levels of

cognitive and affective involvement with a brand (Hoyer, 1984). Repeat purchases

that take place consistently over long periods of time reflect just one of the major

benef its of encouraging brand loyalty (Busch and Houston, 1985). The more

successful a firm is when it comes to brand loyalty the greater the impact on

marketing expenditures. "Because a powerfulbrand enjoys a high levelof cons.Jmer

brand awareness and loyalty, the company will incur lower marketing costs relative

to revenue" (Kotler et al., 1999:573). lndeed, the value of the firm's brand is only

worthwhile inasmuch as it can induce brand loyalty among its customer base

(Aaker, 1996).

"Among att brand associations, only perceived quality has been shown to drive

financial performance" (Aaker, 1996:21). Corporations often adopt quality assurance

as a strategic thrust. Quality also tends to bias other associations linked to a brand

(Aaker, 1996). lt is important to understand which cues consumers use to make

quality judgments. ln cases where there are no cues or the consumer is unaware

which ones are relevant, the company educate its customers (Aaker, 1996). Brand

association is another element associated with positioning the brand in the mind of

the consumer aiming at securing a distinct identity for the brand while at the same

time improving the process during which consumers retrieve information. A brand

identity provides direction, purpose and meaning for the brand. There are two main

levels of brand identity. The core identity, the central timeless essence of the brand,

is most likely to remain constant as the brand travels to new markets and products.
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The extended identity includes brand identity elements, organized into cohesive and

meaningful groupings, that provide texture and completeness (Aaker, 1996).

However, the question to brand or not to brand (branding decisions) must be

weighed. Risks, e.g. financial, physical, psychological and social risks, all contribute

to enhance the added value which a brand ultimately provides. In situations where

making a less than optimal choice has significant negative consequences and as

those perceived consequences become more severe a brand is increasingly relied

upon as a choice tactic (Kapferer, 1998).

However, research shows that customers like to buy the brands they know and trust

on-line (Graphics, Visualization, and Utilization (GVU), 1998; Harvin, 2000). GVU

(1998) concludes that many users prefer a brand name when ordering over the Web

(43%) although it is only essential for a few (10%) and there is some variation

depending on the nature of the purchase. Ernst and Young also reported that for 82

7o of surveyed customers (1,363 consumers) brand names play a significant role in

on-line buying decisions preferring to buy from a website which belongs to a strong

company brand or selling a well known brand/product (Ernst and Young, 1999).

Retailers surveyed by Ernst and Young recognize the importance consumers attach

to brands when shopping on-line (Ernst and Young, 1999). Attracting consumers to

a website is one thing but encouraging them to take the next step and purchase a

product is quite another issue. Maintaining a good customer relationship resulting in

bottom-line business is critical to the survival of brands on-line.
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2.6.2 Branding hospitality products

Looking at the issue of branding in the hospitality industry, it is evident that the

concept of branding has received much attention in recent years. During the 1980s,

the hotel industry saw an explosion of new brands, most particularly in the ultra-

competitive U.S. marketplace, but also in several countries in Europe, including the

United Kingdom and France (Cline, 1996). ln the UK, for example, there were many

reasons for the introduction of branding by UK hotel companies. The competitive

environment of the UK hotel industry established that the growth and profitability are

likely to be achieved by increased market share, rather than by the development of

completely new markets. Branding assisted this process by facilitating the

development of customer loyalty. An established brand will tend to have a relatively

stable market share as consumers purchase it repeatedly due to brand loyalty

(Busch and Houston, 1985). Brand loyalty develops as customers learn that certain

brands provide high satisfaction (Foxall and Goldsmith, 1994; Jones and Sasser,

1995). This is because such a brand uniquely provides customers with the benefits

they seek, fits into their lifestyle, or its image matches that of the consumer (Foxall

and Goldsmith, 1994). Perceptively, hospitality operators all over the world attempt

to differentiate their products and services from those of competitors. This is

particularly true of the larger hotel companies as they attempt to create brand loyalty

by operating chains with common product ranges, fixed prices and service styles.

However, it is possible here to argue that factors that apply to product brands are

not the same as those that apply to service brands. For example, the tight

specifications necessary Íor product consistency cannot be achieved in services or

service products. This is because those services, as discussed earlier, normally

contain aspects which are intangible and difficult to reproduce. Because of the

necessity for standardization needed for the product consistency which is achieved
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in brands, hotels cannot be subject to the branding process in the same way as

consumer goods because they vary in their geographical locations, size, type,

market level and specific customer mix, thus making the standard, consistent

experience of the consumer difficult to achieve.

Running as a parallel to this, Slattery and Johnson (1991) differentiate hotel brands

to be of two types - hard and soft brands. Hard brands are the closest to the

branding of consumer goods or products. Standardization of the product or hotel

can only be achieved when it is a new-build property, as it can then conform to the

specification in architecture, product facilities, design and decor. An example of hard

hotel brand would be Travelodge, the budget chain owned and operated by the

Forte company. Soft brands, by contrast, are when companies assign their

operations the same name, signage, menu and product range, and perform to the

same established specifications without the standardization in architecture, size and

type. Within the industry, the approach of soft branding is defended on the grounds

that as long as the product is consistent in standards, it needed not be standardized

in every aspect.

Marketing consortia with an established brand image, e.g. "Small Leading Hotels of

the World" and 'Welsh Rarebits", are a way in which independent hotels can

participate to strengthen their customer loyalty and brand-building through a more

intimate and trusted consumer relationship. Morrison and Harrison (1998:355)

comment that membership of marketing consortium can "transform the small firm

from a corner shop to a participant in the electronic shopping mall. However the

downside relates to concerns that the small hotel loses autonomy and the return on

investment is low."
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Given all these complex factors, it is clear that branding hospitality products and

services is becoming an essential part of the marketing landscape of the future.

Those companies that control well-recognized brands will be well rewarded by

higher than average returns and capital market support that values such customer

focus. This raises the question of how the industry's leading hotel companies will

proceed in their efforts to promote brands globally. However, to be effective brands

must be promoted through the mass media that is offered by today's technology. ln

the hospitality industry, technology represents one of the most significant means of

branding. Traditional distribution channels for hotel products are all now shifting to

the Web and this is considerably affecting booking patterns and consumer

behaviour. This, of course, has potential implications for the benefits associated with

the branding of hospitality products.

There is no doubt that the emergence of the Web has attracted many hotel

companies to consider the implications of their brands being globally promoted.

International hotel chains around the world spend billions to promote and support

their brands and to deliver consistent messages to their customers. The Web has

become an integral part of the marketing mix in building such brands. Through

successful marketing programs, these companies have acquired loyal customer

bases willing to seek them out and buy their brands on-line. For example, Forte (an

international hotel chain with 350 hotels in 55 countries), is a good case in point.

Launched in 1997, Fortehotels.com (encompassing Le Meridien, Heritage Hotels,

Post house and London Signature Hotels) had an initial generic site that included

hotel search/booking by TravelWeb and maps. ln 1999 it developed branded sites,

including: partner links, content, special food and beverage offers. Through

developing the Le Meridien website with content management tools - regional sites

and individual hotels can build their own sites themselves, and do not have to rely
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on an external programmer. The site integrates a 'fast access'function eliminating

graphics for time-pressured customers. lt uses one platform with consistent

navigation regardless of which region the property is in and so consistently reflects

the brand image. lt also offers a range of functions, including: virtual room tour; e-

mail postcard (which collects e-mail addresses to target promotional campaigns);

location maps and restaurant facilities; local attractions and community events (for

leisure travellers); a meeting planner and booking facility (Eurhotec, 2000).

There are however issues of branding for the independent and multiple independent

hotels which are the subject of this thesis. These businesses do not benefit from the

economics of scale and are not able to invest as heavily in websites development as

international chains. They do not benefit from their name being "known" and

reinforced through a presence in cities around the world. These hotels can register

themselves on the major search engines and thus can appear high on the list

returned from customer searches. However, it is at this point that brand awareness

and brand loyalty kick in and it is possible that they will be bypassed as customers

click onto familiar names. lnternational hotel chains have developed products to

respond to specific market segments and these products are delivered consistently

around the globe. The customer thus knows what to expect and can be confident

that they understand the nature of the product being presented. With the continuing

reluctance of consumers to purchase products on-line brand awareness can

enhance consumer confidence and promote sales.

So, there is an inherent dilemma for the independent hotelier - the Web gives them

equal access to the consumer in the global marketplace alongside the international

hotel chains but the brand name of the international hotel chains and its brand

assets are likely to win its battle for customers on the search engines. So
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independent hoteliers must carefully analyse the distinctive characteristics of their

products which differentiate them in the marketplace and project a unique selling

point for the website as they build customer relationships. The unique ability of

independent properties to respond to niche markets can thus enable interaction with

very narrow market segments exploring the full benefits of the many{o-many

narrow-casting potential of the Web (Hoffman and Novak, 1996 a, b).

2.7 BRAND.BUILDING ON THE WEB

2.7.1 Successful Website Design

The strategic development of websites to support specific marketing activities has

been one aspect of the emerging strategies on the Web (Palmer and Griffith, 1998).

According to Guenther (1999) an important part of the Web development strategy is

to adapt rational standards for website design. Palmer and Griffith (1998) add that

the design of websites is influenced by the core market offerings of an organization

that determines the sophistication of technology used and marketing functions that

will be offered in a website. However, many scholars (Pollock, 1996; Loban, 1998 a,

b; Palmer and Gritfith, 1998; Pollock, 1999; Wilson, 1999; Baker et al., 1999; Gilbert

et a\.,1999; Morrison et a1.,1999; Morgan and Pritchard, 2000; Gilbert and Powell-

Perry, 2000; Reid and Bojanic, 2001; Sigala, 2001; Sigala, 2002) from different

disciplines, have already raised issues related to effective website design, some of

these key issues are summarized below.

Pollok (1996, 1999) states that the key elements for a successf ul website are

appearance, contents, good navigating tools, interactivity, repeat visits, ability to

form strategic partnerships, and to enhance brand loyalty. This is also asserted by

Hamill and Gregory (1997) who suggest that successful websites have a number of

common features including being information-rich and featuring regular updating to
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encourage repeat visits, sales including interactivity and responsiveness to user

feedback and having clear navigation paths to allow smooth information and

services rather than just place for marketing. Such a website should be designed to

allow gathering of information by users and the integration of the site with other

marketing channels used by the company to insure institutional support.

Similarly, in a more comprehensive hotel-specific study using a "balanced

scorecard" approach (Morrison et al., 1999) evaluate the effectiveness of small

hotels websites against a total of 25 critical success factors (features) in four

perspectives: technical, marketing, internal and customer. The study emphasises

that a successful hotel website design should serve as a dynamic interactive

relationship marketing tool rather than an electronic brochure. ln order to reach that,

Reid and Bojanic (2001) advise that a firm's website needs be creative and catch

the attention of users of the site. However, it is important to avoid overly complex

layouts with hard-to find links that slow movement between pages of one site. There

should be a balance reached regarding the use of graphics and the speed of

movement. Reid and Bojanic suggest lhal "hotels can give visitors a 'tour' of the

facility using snapshots or a video file. To conserue space, the hotel could use a

thumbnail gallery with small pictures visitors can click on if they want to see a target

version" (Reid and Bojanic, 2001 :237).

ln addition, Gilbert et al. (1999) add that the website, once established, allows a

hotel to conduct a more targeted business 24 hours a day, 365 days in the year,

with a potential customer worldwide. This makes the hotel product more accessible

to the new global marketplace and reduces the need to depend on other distribution

channels. The most valuable Web applications (websites) are those that allow

companies to transcend communication barriers and establish dialogue directly with
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customers. For example, hotel websites can contain electronic forms for customer

completion and hotels can reply directly via electronic mail (Gilbert et a1.,1999).

Moreover, Morgan and Pritchard (2000:337) discuss these features with relation to

the company's overall marketing strategy, they define successful websites as "fhose

which are used as part of an overall marketing and promotionalstrategy with clearly

defined objectives, designed to a tight brief and informed by thorough analyses of

customer profiles, needs and expectations." ln an attempt to identify the best design

features for this successful website Morgan and Pritchard (2000:333) elaborate:

The most successful sites are those which seek to build relationships
with users, inviting comments and feedback, collating profiles and
tailoring more personal promotional messages which can then by
'pushed'to consumers.

Morgan and Pritchard (2000: 337) proceed to argue that the successful website also

offers a number of strategic marketing functions:

o The potential to reach a mass audience directly, yet each individual

consumer feels as though they are being personally addressed on a one-to-

one basis.

o Access to a growing audience of upscale consumers who are rapidly

developing on-line brand preferences.

. Opportunities for organization to link with partners which are complementary

and synergize with their brand.

. Effective dialogue and relationship-building opportunities between

consumers and advertisers.

o Low-cost, easily updated,

opportunities.

interactive promotional and distributional
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Another hotel-specific study (Sigala, 2001) discusses these features with relation to

three capabilities: interactivity, connectivity and convergence arguing that real{ime

and on-line interactivity enhance the richness of customer relationships and creates

new paradigms of product design and customer service. This study is also

supported by Sigala (2002) who studied the design of electronic commerce enabled

websites that are designed to manage competition along three dimensions:

achieving reach and exposure, exploiting richness and simulating the shopping

experience.

Although manyof the above views (Palmerand Griffith, 1998; Baker et al., 1999;

Gilbert et a1.,1999; Morrison et at.,1999; Morgan and Pritchard,2000; Reid and

Bojanic, 2001; Sigala, 2001; Sigala, 2OO2) are very useful in defining and

understanding the importance of a successful website design, few are based on

actual evaluation of website performance or investigation of the needs of their users.

An understanding of what constitutes an effective hotel website from the customer

point of view is seen important by this study and therefore the following chapter of

this thesis is devoted to adopt and implement an effective methodology for this

purpose as an initial task towards reaching the specific objectives of the research.

2.7.2 Website evaluation techniques

Websites can be evaluated using various tools and techniques, for example, they

can be electronically evaluated by counting hits and tracking visitor activities by

analysing site log files that are routinely collected by web servers which the website

runs on. The popularity of this method is likely due to the economy and ease with

which log information concerning users' browsing patterns can be obtained.
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Although many log file analysis software products are available commercially (e.9.

wwwstat, wusage, Analog, Webstat), many of these tools suffer from a number of

weaknesses, for example, certain data, such as individuals' identities, is not logged

(inherently incomplete) as well as the increasing use of caching that also imposes

other technical difficulties. However, the introduction of cookies did overcome some

of these problems, although their use presented other concerns such as privacy and

security issues (Wong and Marsden, 2001).

Other common evaluation techniques, are those presented by numerous forms of

web guides and checklists that have been developed to help users rate websites

and provide numerical scores to compare them (Lemay, 1996; Flander, 1996; Lynch

and Horton, 1997). Some of these are in the form of guides that provide rating

services for an actual review of sites (e.9. Rate-O-Matic, Magellan, Excite and

CyberHound), others are created to provide advice on extensive style and design

instructions, or to show bad examples of website design (Flander, 1996). Although

most of these rating services and guides worked for sometime, they are criticized for

being self-appointed as they give little consideration to contents (Venditto, 1997).

Web usability questionnaires or sites feedback mechanisms, represent other

instruments that have been developed to test the usability of a user inteface for a

traditional interactive application or a website, among these questionnaires are:

Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI) (Cork, 1997), Website Analysis

and MeasureMent Inventory WAMMI) (Cork and Nomos, 1997), and the

Questionnaire for User lnteraction Satisfaction (OUIS) (HCIL 1996). These

questionnaires are mainly designed to provide reliable and consistent cross-platform

and cross-application satisfaction measures by asking participants about a variety of

factors that assess user satisfaction during their visits to websites. They are also
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designed to be configured according to the needs of each intedace analysis by

including only the sections that are of interest to the user (HCIL, 1996).

However, these feedback mechanisms have their limitations (Murray and Costanzo,

l eee):

o Users must be willing to respond. Because the respondents are self-

selected, correspondence will, as a rule, be very positive or very negative.

There will be very few responses from individuals whose attitude toward the

site ranges from mildly negative to mildly positive.

. Users must have the appropriate software configurations, e.g. technologies

that require a certain type of browser or plug-in will limit responses.

o The location of the feedback mechanism within the site will also affect the

response rate.

o A user will not have the same levelof commitment and attention as someone

who is participating in a user test. As a result, feedback received through

such mechanisms is often too generic to be useful.

Another common evaluation tool is heuristic evaluation; a usability engineering

method for finding the usability problems in a user interface design so that they can

be attended to as part of an iterative design process. Heuristic evaluation involves

having a small group of evaluators (usually three to five) examine the interface and

judge its compliance with recognized usability principles called the "heuristics"

(Nielsen and Molich, 1990; Nielsen, 1994a,b).
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Depending on the circumstances, the site designers and evaluators may choose to

use a pre-existing set of heuristics, or may develop a custom¡zed set of principles to

address specific site issues. A search of the Web will turn up literally hundreds of

guidelines, standards, and usability criteria that can be used to develop a list of

general principles for evaluation purposes. ln a heuristic evaluation the evaluators

work independently, identifying usability problems and matching each problem to the

usability principle that it violates. ln some cases, scenarios (list of steps the user

would take) are used to assist evaluators to understand realistic tasks. When the

evaluators are finished all the results are merged, and the problems are rated

according to severity (Murray and Costanzo, 1999).

The drawback to heuristic evaluation is that it does not provide design solutions - it

simply identifies usability problems. Also, it does not address the positive aspects of

the design. However, the general usability principles can be used as guidelines for

fixes or re-designs and a debriefing or brainstorming session at the end of the

process may also help to generate design ideas (Murray and Costanzo, 1999). To

conclude, it is apparent that there is no academic evidence that any particular guide,

questionnaire or evaluation method is considered the best applicable strategy to

evaluate hotel websites. Although most of these methods claim that they are

applicable to any sector or industry, the question of how could one determine what

method is most appropriate to evaluate hotel websites is still posed. However,

some of the basics of this issue were already discussed above, the following section

will attempt to demonstrate that the importance of coupling the results of relevant

studies that considered hotel website evaluation and other related commercial

websites typologies can indeed address the research's perennial quest for a richer

and more comprehensive analytical method for evaluating hotels websites.
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2.7.3 Relevant hotel webs¡te evaluat¡on stud¡es

Many researchers have taken different approaches to evaluate the effectiveness of

tourism and hotels websites. A common approach is the use of contents/features

analysis (Gilbert et al., 1999; Weeks and Crouch, 1999; Procaccino and Miller,

1999; Cano and Prentice, 1998; Murphy et a1.,1996a,b). For example Murphy ef a/.

(1gg6a) investigated 32 features on the websites of 20 chain hotels and 16

freestanding hotels, and 10 features on the websites oÍ 37 restaurants. They also

conducted an e-mail survey to all 36 hotels and 13 restaurateurs and received 13

and 9 replies consecutively. Another study by Rachman and Richins (1997) also

investigated forty-three features on 50 tour operator websites using Ho's (1996)

purpose-value evaluation f ramework. Cano and Prentice (1998) used website

contents to appraise tourism websites in Scotland to see how far the concept of

endearment applies. Weeks and Crouch (1999) sought to examine the content of

Australian-based tourism and hotels websites reflecting the predominant features

that organizations believe are essential on sites. Moreover, Procaccino and Miller

(1ggg) aimed at comparing and contrasting the technical capability and overall

business utilization (marketing, sales, support) of tourism-related websites of US

and French-based businesses.

Although many of these studies pioneered the research activity into evaluating

tourism and hotels websites, they criticized for their methodologies limitations of its

methodology (content analysis) which is often criticised for separating the data

analysed from its context (Denscombe, 1998; Denzin and Lincoln 1994)' Another

persistent criticism of content analysis is that it is a subjective procedure. lt is often

not possible for a researcher to explain in a research report all the subtle nuances

that lead to one classification rather than another.
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Web-based survey techniques are other methods of evaluating websites. Schonland

and Williams (1996) used web-based survey techniques to evaluate the use of the

Web for travel services. Similarly Tierney (2000) combined web-based surveys with

e-mail surveys to measure the effectiveness focusing on only one tourism website

(California Division of Tourism), his findings effectively demonstrated the role of

electronic media in survey projects but were only of limited value with regard to

evaluating the site itself (Scharl et a1.,2001). However, Tierney (2000) arguesthat

research in this area is still very limited. He adds: "a topic that may be useful for

future website assessment is an evaluation of the attributes of the site itself for ease

of navigation, finding, and requesting information" (fierney 2000:219).

Other website evaluation techniques include engaging site users in the evaluation

(Loban, 1996a,b) or exploring experts opinions to explore success criteria. Buhalis

and Spada (2000) explore success criteria for Destination Management Systems as

identified by six key tourism destination stakeholders. They evaluate a list of

success criteria from different stakeholders' point of view (consumer, tourism

suppliers, public sector, investors, tour operators, travel agents). Another study by

Jung and Butler (2000) examined the perceptions of a number of marketing

managers from different sectors of the tourism and hospitality industry. Although the

findings from these evaluations are limited by the applied research methodology,

useful insights can be gained in the way users measure the effectiveness and

evaluate the success of websites.

Benchmarking is also a suggested approach to evaluate and develop websites. A

number of benchmarking studies for the evaluation of tourism websites are reported

recently (Oertl et al., 2OO1; Frey et at., 2OO2). Although these studies projected

benchmarking as useful tool to evaluate and improve tourism websites, it is argued
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that they fail to provide help for best-practice companies as they cannot identify the

most relevant criteria for long-term success (Scharl et al., 2001). However, the

drawbacks of the described methods above are the effort involved, which precludes

frequent benchmark assessments and large sample sizes, the subjective nature of

the judgments required by the users or experts and the rapid obsolesce of the

results caused by the dynamics of the Web, which would require repeated

evaluations in a longitudinal way (Scharl et a1.,2001).

2.7.4 Website typologies

A number of typologies for the categorization of commercial websites have been

described in the literature, e.g. Hoffman et a/. (1995); Cockburn and Wilson (1995);

Ho (1997); Hoger et al. (1998); O'Neil et al. (1998); Pan and Fesenmaier (2000).

These are summarized below.

Commercial development of websites

Hoffman et at. (1995) presented a structural framework for examining integrated

destination sites or web traffic control locations that attempt to direct individuals to

the destination pages. Specifically, the authors proposed a framework for evaluating

the commercial development of the Web. They claim that their categorization

scheme organizes the explosion of commercial activity and identifies two major

categories of sites: destination sites, and web-traffic control sites. Destination sites

include on-line storefronts, lnternet presence sites, and content sites' These

comprise the ultimate "destinations" competing for consumers' share of visits on the

Web. Web traffic control sites, including malls, incentive sites, and search agents,

function to direct consumers to these various destination sites. The authors argue

that the marketing objective is to integrate these sites into a coordinated plan
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designed to achieve the important marketing objectives of generating initial visits

and securing repeat visits.

Classification of commercial websites

Another typology is presented by Cockburn and Wilson (1995), they investigated a

sample of 300 websites in relation to several areas - the purpose of the website, the

use being made of electronic mail and the extent to which multi-media was being

utilised. ln addition, any other aspects of the site which were designed to make it

more interesting to potential customers were also noted. The results of this study

classified commercial websites based on a hierarchy of seven levels of categories

building on the first category: web presence with basic information about the

company but no further details on specific products or services; web presence with

company information and some information about products or services; web

presence with company information and products or services information together

with some price details but with facilities for conventional purchasing only; web

presence with company information and products or services information with price

details and the ability to order products or services via electronic mail (but with

billing occurring conventionally); web presence with company information and

products or services information (including price details) with the ability to cope with

on-line ordering and payment; web presence with company information and

products or seruices information (including price details) with pre-registration of

credit card details by conventional means to gain account number which may be

used to order goods on-line; web presence with company information and providing

free products or services.
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P u rpose-va I u e typology

Ho (1997) evaluated 1,800 commercial websites from various countries and

continents. He assumes in his paper that the business purposes of a site can be

classified into three categories (promotion, provision, and processing) and that sites

create valuetor their visitors in four ways (timely, custom, logistic, and sensational).

The evaluation consisted of counting which and how many of the 12 possible

features (purpose-value combinations) within the given framework a site offers.

Then the data were aggregated for industries, countries, and regions. The reliability

of such an evaluation cannot be examined and the results are of little help to

individual sites. lf the evaluation process would be made reliable such an evaluation

could serve as a snapshot of web use by industries and geographical units (Alpar ef

a|.,2001).

Corporate use of websites

Hoger et at. (1998) proposed a typology of corporate use of websites and pointed

out that firms may use the Web as promotion, advertising and communication tools.

ln this case corporate sites were divided into five categories depending on purpose

(function): (1) marketplace awareness and promotion, (2) customer support, (3)

sales, (4)adverlising, and (5) electronic information seruices.

A technological perspective

O'Neil et at. (1998) developed a typology based on a technological perspective.

They categorized websites into three types: (1) Public websites, (2) Private

Websites, and (3) ProvisionalWebsites. These types are described below:
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Public webs¡tes. Sites that provide unrestricted access to at least a portion

of the site, and provide some form of meaningful content. Note that some

portion (but not all) of the site may be restricted.

Private websites. Sites that prohibit access to users without prior

authorization. Typically, a password is required before access to the site

beyond the home page can be obtained.

Provisional websites. Sites that contain meaningless content, server

templates, pages re-directing users to another site, pages indicating that the

site is not in service or is under construction, etc. The common theme is that

the site, as currently presented, is not ready or intended for access by web

users

The concept of information tlow

Pan and Fesenmaier (2000) used the concept of information flow between different

stakeholders (senders and receivers) in the tourism industry and the context within

which they exchange this information in order to define a typology of tourism related

websites. Figure 2] below shows the flow of information in a tourism website

context.
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Note: White a¡rows: information flows oftravel websites; grey arrows: information flows oftourism websites
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The authors identified the primit¡ve building blocks underlying websites, and the

nature and characteristics of tourism. They argue that, Websites can be

fundamentally seen as a tool for the exchange of information. Email, bulletin board

system (BBS), audio, video, and real time chat, for example, can be implemented

through a website using server-client structure. They then suggest that a critical

typology should be based on the analysis of the nature of information and

information exchange within the lnternet environment, Pan and Fesenmaier (2000)

identified three levels of richness for different information search conte)ds and tasks

see table 2.3.
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Low Richness. Provides basically static and text based web pages with little

graphic content and very little interactive content;

Moderate Richness. Provides large quantity of graphs and pictures, and

Some degree of interactivity like basic search engines, and the content of

these web pages may be updated on a weekly or monthly basis;

High Richness. Animations and 3D images will appear on these websites.

They can provide Web customers With customized, up-to-date, interactive

information, which is dynamically generated through a Common Gateway

lnterface (CGl) program, or other client-side or server-side programs'

Nevertheless, ¡t is clear from the previous review that such frameworks focus on the

functional or the technological side of website design and do not expansively

consider web marketing features and customer interactivity. Thus these frameworks

do not classify websites according to the extent to which they reflect the marketing

and distribution of products and services. There is a need to develop a more
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comprehensive methodology encompassing functionality, design, web content and

customer interactivity, to enable a comparative analysis not only of technicalaspects

of hotel websites but also other characteristics of hotel websites to evaluate their

effectiveness.

2.8 SUMMARY

During the 1990s, the development of the lnternet and its Web evolved as the most

efficient means of communicating and as a primary business necessity. Particularly,

the advent of the Web has transformed the traditional marketing system. Besides

functioning as a communication medium, the Web has been used as a marketspace

in which marketing functions are performed under a hypermedia-computer-

mediated-environment where interactivity and connectivity are replacing the

traditional mode of 'Tace to face" negotiation and communication.

The Web has become the most significant technological advance to affect the

marketing of the global hotel industry. lt is revolutionising the hotel industry through

all phases of the promotion and distribution of hotel products and services. The

evolution of the Web in hotel marketing has persuaded many hotel operators to

involve in web marketing. A website would not only save hotel's administration costs

but would also reduce marketing expenses. Accordingly, the hotel industry today is

committed to the Web as a major distribution channel and marketing tool and this

indicates a widespread confidence within the hotel industry of the future of the Web

as a strategic marketing tool.

The chapter also reviewed different methods and previous methodologies that

studied the evaluation of websites. lt examined a number of previous typologies for

the categorization of commercial websites. Such frameworks focus on the functional
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or the technological side of web design and do not expansively consider web

marketing features and customer interactivity. Thus these frameworks do not

classify websites according to the extent to which they reflect the marketing and

distribution of products and services. There is a need to develop a more

comprehensive methodology encompassing functionality, design, web content and

customer interactivity, to enable a comparative analysis not only of technical aspects

of hotel websites but also other characteristics of hotel websites to evaluate their

effectiveness based on the needs of their users and also on their ability to build the

brand. This will be the focus of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH APPROACH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the epistemological and theoretical perspective of the

research. lt provides a justification of choosing the appropriate methodology and

therefore the suitable methods applied to achieve the specific research objectives.

The chapter describes two phases of methodology developed for this research: first,

it describes the methods used to support the development of a model, to function as

a diagnostic and analytical tool for the evaluation of hotel websites in terms of their

brand-building capacity. This phase includes two research methods to develop a

consumer focus for the evaluation; (1) semi-structured interviews with web users to

explore their scenarios when searching for or buying hotel products on-line and to

identify what websites features constitute a successful hotel website and (2) on-line

survey to support the data form the interviews and to identify the user-relevant

website design features. Second, the chapter describes the methods used in an

exploratory case study in which an evaluation of a selected sample of Egyptian hotel

websites were performed and a series of semi-structured interviews, with Egyptian

hotel marketers and Egyptian web designers was conducted, to assess the current

performance of the Web as a strategic marketing toolfor the Egyptian hotel sector.
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3.2 QUALITATIVERESEARCH

There are several ways in which research methods can be classified. A common

method is to make a distinction between quantitative and qualitative research

methods. Berg (2001) differentiates between qualitative and quantitative research by

identifying qualitative research as referring to meanings, concepts, definitions,

characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things, whereas

quantitative research as referring to counts and measures of things. Quantitative

researchers assimilate facts and study the association between one set of gathered

facts with another, while qualitative researchers are more interested in

understanding individual or group perceptions of their environment (Bell, 1992).

Denzin and Lincoln (2000:7), in a paraphrase of Nelson et al;s (1992:a) definition of

qualitative research, point out that it is "an interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and

sometimes counterdisciptinary field. lt crosscufs the humanities and the social and

physicat sciences." Qualitative research is often referred to as a bricolage (Denzin

and Lincoln, 2000:4) with the researcher therefore, a bricoleur " - a kind of

professionat do-it-yourself person" (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000:4), who creates the

bricolage which is a "pieced- together set of representations that are fitted to the

specifics of a complex situation" provide solutions to a problem in a concrete

situation (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000:4).

Qualitative research was developed in the social sciences to enable researchers to

study social and cultural phenomena. Examples of qualitative methods are action

research, case study research and ethnography (Myers, 2000). Qualitative data

sources include observation and participant observation (fieldwork), interviews and

questionnaires, documents and texts, and the researcher's impressions and

reactions (Myers, 2000).
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Strauss and Corbin (1998) claim that qualitative methods can be used to better

understand any phenomenon about which little is yet known. They can also be used

to gain new perspectives on things about which much is already known, or to gain

more in-depth information that may be difficult to convey quantitatively (Strauss and

Corbin, 1998).

Central to the notion of qualitative research are the concepts of "ontology" (a branch

of philosophy concerned with "what is", i.e. the study of being and the nature of

"reality") and "epistemology" (a branch of philosophy concerned with the nature of

knowledge, dealing with issues of how we know what we know). This means that all

research has to answer the question of how its specific research subject relates to

the world of theory and knowledge "epistemology''. Thus in turn needs to be based

on a statement of what the wofd must be like "ontology" in order for us to have

knowledge of it (Crotty, 1998). Thus the researcher approaches the world f rom

"being in the world" with a set of ideas, an ontological framework that specifies a set

of questions (epistemology) that are then examined (methodology, analysis) in

specific ways (theoretical perspective) (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).

"Epistemology deats with the nature of knowledge" (Crotty, 1998:8). lt informs the

theoretical approach one chooses. The epistemological stance of a study provides a

context or broad map for the assessment process.

Epistemotogy is concerned with providing a philosophical grounding
for deciding what kinds of knowledge are possible, and how we can
ensure they are both adequate and legitimate.

(Maynard,1994:10)

Crotty (1998) provides a three-fold classification of epistemologies into: objectivism,

constructionism and subjectivism. Objectivism "holds that meaning, and therefore

meaningfut reality exisfs as such apaft form the operation of any consciousness."
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(Crotty, 1998:8). Constructio nism "reiects the view of human knowledge, meaning is

not discovered, but constructed" (Crotty, 1998:8)' ln this view, subject and object

emerge as patterns in the generation of meaning in relation to the same

phenomenon. ln subjectivism meaning does not come out of an interplay between

subject and object but is imposed on the object by the subject' This three-fold

classif ication is found helpful and the one that is adopted here. Crotty (1998) argues

that much more can be said about possible epistemological stances, and the three

he has referred to are not seen as watertight compartments. However, it is possible

here to simplify crotty's classification of the three different epistemological stances

as shown in table 3.1'

SUBJECTIVISMCONSTRUCT¡ONISMOBJECTIVISMEPISTEMOLOGY

PostmodernismCritical Theory

- Post colonialism
- Fem¡nist Theory

lnterpretivism

- Symbolic lnteraction
- PhenomenologY
- Hermenoutics

Positivism
Post - Positivism

THEORETICAL
PERSPECTIVE

Postmodern lnfluence
- Ethnography
- Case study
- B¡ography

Can use lens of

critical theorY, feminist
theory to deconstruct
given "realitY"

Action Research
Discourse AnalYsis
Feminist StandPoint
Research
Critical EthnographY

Phenomenological
research
Grounded TheorY
EthnographY
Case Study

Experimental
Research

METHODOLOGY

Visual ethnograPhic
Stat¡stical analYsis
Data reduction
Theme identification
Comparative analYsis
Cognitive maPPing
lnterpretive methods

Obsewation
- Participant
- Non-particiPant
lnterview
Focus GrouP
Document AnalYsis

Sampl¡ng
Measurement
and Scaling
Survey
Questionnaire

METHODS

TneLe 3.1 DrrreRel,¡r EPTSTEMOLOGICAL STANCeS(ernseecrtves)

Adapted from CrottY (1998:5)
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3.3 THESIS EPISTEMOLOGY AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

As mentioned above, every research has to answer the question of how its specific

research subject relates to the world of theory and knowledge in terms of

epistemology and theoretical perspective.

tn adopting an approach to social enquiry, the researcher is buying

into a set of choices with far-reaching implications. They therefore

need to be given careful consideration. No one approach or strategy,

and its acõompanying choices on these r.ssues, provides a pertect

solution for tñe reseafcher; there is no one ideal way to gain

knowledge of the socialworld.
(Blaikie, 1993:203)

The adoption of a paradigm literally permeates evety act even

tangentiatly associated with inquiry, such that any consideration even

rerñotety áUached to inquiry proiesses demands rethinking to brinq

decisions into line with the worldview embodied in the paradigm itself.

(Lincoln, 1990:81 )

ln this research, the experiences of the web customers and the principal

stakeholders of the hotel website design (hotel marketers and web designers) to the

Web aS a strategic marketing tool were explored via a research string of

constructionism - interpretivism - phenomenology, see figure 3'1' Below is a

discussion of the epistemological choice and the theoretical approach for this

research that justifies this combination'

CONSTRUCTIONISM

INTERPRETIVISM
PHENOMENOLOGY

CASE STUDY

- SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW
. WEBSITES ANALYSIS

. ON-LINE SURVEY

Theoretical PersPect¡ve

Methodology

EpistemologY

Methods

Flcune 3.1 Eplsrev¡oLoGY, THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE, METHODOLOGY AND

METHODS ADAPTED FOR THE RESEARCH

Adapted f rom CrottY (1998)
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3.3.1 Constructionism

constructionism provides a methodology for investigating the beliefs of individual

respondents rather than investigating an external reality, such as the tangible and

comprehensible economic and technological dimensions of management (Hunt'

1991). lt rejects the objectivist view of human knowledge and holds that there is no

objective truth waiting to be discovered (Crotty, 1998)' Truth, or meaning' comes

into existence in and out of our engagement with the realities in our world' There is

no meaning without a mind. Meaning is not discovered but constructed' ln this

understanding of knowledge, it is clear that different people may construct meanings

in different ways, even in relation to the same phenomenon (crotty, 1998)'

According to Hunt (1992), one cannot be a realist while also being a constructionist'

Scholars working within the constructionism paradigm maintain that reality does not

exist ,,out there" but is constructed by human beings in relation to each other (Guba'

t990; Lincoln, 1990; Guba and Lincoln, 1994; schwandt, 1994; crotty, 1998)'

Therefore, reality is contingent upon human meaning making. But, as crotty (1998)

notes, constructionism is not just about the human construction of meaning as if it

were independent of phenomena in the world. Rather, it is human interaction with

the world and how humans then make sense of that interaction.

Thus, constructionists believe that there can be no objectivity' Researchers and

those being researched, or the phenomena studied, engage in dynamic interaction

that creates the meaning of findings. Thus, knowledge is always a human

construction and never value-free. The purpose of a constructionist research project

is not to predict the world or to control it as positivists and even post-positivists might

desire (Guba, 1990; Lincoln, 1990; Guba and Lincoln, 1994; schwandt' 1994;

crotty, 1998). ln summary, constructionism identifies the myriad of mental
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constructions of the world, try to understand them, to locate Some consensus among

them, and to reconstruct the world based on these understandings' Drawing from

the inductive nature of qualitative inquiry constructionists seek theories that arise

from the data and help explain the many ways that humans conceptualize the world

in which theY live'

3.3.2 lnterPretiv¡sm

lnterpretivism is the "syslem atic analysis of socialty meaningful action through the

direct detaited obseruation of peopte in natural settings in order to arrive at

understandings and interyretations of how people create and maintain their social

worlds"(Neuman, 2000:71). Myers (1997) argues that interpretive research attempts

to study a phenomenon in its natural settings and interpret the phenomenon through

the meanings that people assign to them'

However, interpretive research is fundamentally concerned with meaning and it

seeks to understand social members' definition of a situation (Schwandt' 1994:1 18)'

It often addresses essentialfeatures of shared meaning and understanding whereas

constructionism extends this concern with knowledge as produced and interpreted

to an anti-essentialist level. Constructionists argue that knowledge and truth are the

result of perspective (schwandt, 1994) hence all truths are relative to some meaning

context or perspective. Moreover, sandberg (2000) argues that interpretivism is

compatible with constructionism. The main feature of the interpretive research

tradition is the stipuration that person and worrd are inextricabry rerated through

persons' lived experience of the world'
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3.3.3 PhenomenologY

Phenomenology has its origins in the thinking of the German philosopher Husserl

and the French phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty, that which Crotty (1998) calls the

classical phenomenologist approach. According to Patton (1990)' a

phenomenological study is one that focuses on descriptions of what people

experience and how it is that they experience what they experience' lt seeks to

explainthestructureandessenceoftheexperiencesofagroupofpeople:

A Phenomenological Pe rsPective

on what PeoPte exPerience and h

case one can use interview; 

^nbe
be necessary'

Patton (1990:70)

3.3 METHODOLOGY JUSTIFICATION

Methodology comprises the strategy or plan of action, it is the research design that

shapes choices and the use of particular methods, and links them to the desired

outcomes (crotty, 1998). As discussed earlier, the theoretical perspective informing

this research is phenomenology where the concern was with the essence or basic

structure of a phenomenon (web marketing as a strategic marketing tool)'

Phenomenological methodology is also consistent with the theoretical framework of

this research, constructionism, because the web itself is a phenomenon' so as web

marketing, and therefore this framework provides a methodology to investigate the

meanings individuals create from their experiences, using the web for marketing

purposes.ltisconstructionistinitsnotionoftheessentialrelationshipbetween

conscious subjects and their objects. lndeed, in phenomenology, "conscioLtsness ls

always consciousness of something. An obiect is atways an obiect for someone'

The object, in other words cannot be described adequatety apart from the subiect'

(CrottY, 1998:79).
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However, this research, with the.aim of evaluating the web as a strategic marketing

tool from the point of view of its stakeholders, utilized a phenomenological

methodology that employed qualitative and quantitative research tools' As a result of

this perspective, the development of research methods was geared more toward

qualitat¡ve methods of study. Kaplan and Maxwell (199a) argue that the goal of

understanding a phenomenon from the point of view of the participants and its

particular social and institutional context is largely lost when textual data are

quantified.

A phenomenologist is concerned with understanding certain group behaviours from

that group's point of view. Phenomenological inquiry requires that researchers go

throughaseriesofsteps(phases)inwhichtheytrytoeliminatetheirown

assumptions and biases, examine the phenomenon without presuppositions, and

describethe..deepStructure,,ofthephenomenonbasedoninternalthemesthatare

discovered (Marshall and Rossman, 1995). This situation applies to this research'

therefore as a series of steps were followed to examine the phenomena' These are

described below in the two phases of data collection (see table 3'2)'
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PHASE TWO
PHASE ONE

OBJECTIVE

2. To evaluate a solected samPle
of 36 hotel webs¡tes in three
destinations (UK' USA and

EgYPt) in terms of their brand-

building caPacitY.

3. To exPlore web marketers'

PersPectives of the imPacts and

benefits of web marketing for
their business activities and

Practices and its Potontial as- a

strategic marketing tool for
EgyPtian hotels.

4. To exPlore web designers'

PersPectives of the ¡ssues for
irotei website design and

ParticularlY web design in

suPport of hotel brand-building'

OBJECTIVES

1. To develop a diagnostic and analytical

tool for the evaluation of hotel websites in

terms of their brand-building capacity'

PROCEDURE

1. Evaluating the Performance of

Egyptian hotels websites using the

develoPed tool in Phase one'

2. Semi-structured interviews with

EgYPtian hotel marketers'

3. Semi-structured interviews with

EgYPtian web designers'

PROCEDURE

1. AdaPting the marketspace model

2. r focus for the
ng a series of
ews with web

customers.

3. Streamlining the identified hotel web site

design features using on-line survey

instrument.

4. Developing a hierarchy of considerations
to support brand-building websites

design:

5. Applying the hierarchy in the evaluation of

a two exemplar websites'

6. Visualizing the results using radar chart

approach to reflect three levels of
performance.

METHODS

Case studY
- Semi-structured interviews'
- Evaluating hotel websites.

METHODS

Semi-structu red interviews.
Online survey.

Tnele 3.2 Pnnses oF THE RESEARcH
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3.5 PHASE ONE: DEVELOPING A DIAGNOSTIC AND ANALYTICAL

TOOL TO EVALUATE THE PERFORMANCE OF HOTEL WEBSITES

The objective of this phase was to develop a diagnostic and analytical tool to

evaluate the performance of hotel websites. Two data collection methods were used

in this phase: semi-structured interviews with web customers and an on-line survey'

These are described below.

3.5.1 semi-structured interviews with web customers

This stage, was designed to reach three objectives, these are:

1. To identify the aspects of interviewees that act as motivating factors

for them to shop on-line and relevant concerns that might prevent

them from completing purchasing transaction'

2. To identify the scenario/s of hotel website users when

buying/searching for hotel products on-line'

3 To find out what websites features constitute a successful hotel

website.

This stage included twelve semi-structured interviews with an international-based

sample (convenience sample) of hotel web users. During interviews the researcher

was able to identify the logic scenarios of web customers when buying hotel

products on-line and to investigate the considered necessary (important) features in

the design of hotel websites. ln the beginning of each session the interviewer

provided interviewees with information about the aim of the research: why it was

conducted and the reasons why they were chosen to participate. They were also
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informed that the interviews would be tape-recorded to assist the interviewer in his

analyses. Following the brief introduction, interviewees were asked a few

demographicquestionswhichweremeanttoprovidetheinterviewerwiththeir

personal data to form a prof¡le of each. This happened, because the selection of the

informants took place prior to the interviews and was based on the researcher's

previous contacts and familiarity with them (convenience sampling)' The second

section of the interviews was clearly related to the first objective and attempted to

find out what would motivate interviewees to shop on-line' The issues raised by the

interviewer were an attempt to identify the aspects of interviewees' lifestyles that act

as motivating factors for them to shop on-line and relevant concerns that might

prevent them from completing an on-line transaction'

The third section was a combination of obseruation and conversation and

interviewees were asked to go through the buying process of hotel products on-line'

while interviewees were going through steps, like searching for a specific hotel'

reservation etc., they were asked to express their opinions and feelings about what

they were experiencing on the hotel websites' The issues raised during this stage of

the interview were related to functionality of sites through the whole process' This

part of the interviews aimed at producing some answers related to the second and

third objectives, i.e. to find out the scenario/s of hotel website users when

buying/searching for hotel products on-line. Finally, in order to meet the third

objectiveintervieweesWereaskedtosharetheirthoughtsregardingsuccessfulhotel

website design features related to functionality and design. A copy of the interview

pattern is included in appendix A-1 and an example of an interview transcription is

showninappendixA-1-1'Resultsoftheseinterviewsarediscussedinthefollowing

chapter.
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3.5.2 On-line survey

since any system must be "user-driven" rather than 'Îechnology-driven" or "content-

driven,,it was important to streamline the 48 identified hotel website features from an

evaluative review of the literature (see table 4.1)to reflect user requirements' This

was achieved using an on-line Survey instrument in which web customers were

asked to rank the importance of each feature on a Likert scale of 1 to 5 (1 = critically

important and 5 = rìot at all important)'

The use of on-line surveys for research has been a topic of interest among

statisticians and information scientists (Pitkow and Recker, 1995)' Dillman (1998)

identifies four forces of change (changes in societal organization and culture;

available technology; sources of cost and efficiency; a consideration of contributors

to survey error), which contribute to the increased use of email and other information

and communication technologies in surveys. There are benefits and drawbacks to

all suruey techniques. Benefits of on-line surveys include cost effectiveness'

efficiency of administration, ease of data transfer and collation; visual presentation

of figures and questions; removal of time constraints for answering questions;

general convenience of on-line access for some participants (Pitkow and Recker'

1995; Dillman, 1998). General drawbacks of surveys cited by Groves (1989) include

sampling, coverage, measurement, and non-response'

one could argue that sampling bias as an issue in this study, which sampled from

uwlc staff with access to the web and their representativeness of the wider

population of web users. coverage was addressed by administering the survey to

all UWIC statf with access to UWIC's email system' Measurement and non-

response are no better or worse addressed in this study than they would have been

had another survey technique been selected' This survey followed up on non-
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response in the same way as would have been done in traditionally-administered

survey. On balance, it was decided that the benefits of an on-line survey

outweighed potential concerns for this particular study'

The survey was conducted on-line for 49 days and collection involved two stages:

firstly an email invitation was sent to the selected sample asking them to participate

in the survey by clicking on a hyperlink that transferred them to another webpage'

which included the full survey form (see Figure 3.2). The survey instrument

comprised three sections: the first collected background information of the use of the

web by the respondent; the second allowed rating of the relative importance of hotel

website design features; the third collected respondent demographics' The survey

was designed so that user responses were collected into a comma-delimited file

which was imported into a (MS-Excel) spreadsheet for analysis' Sampling was non-

random - the survey was administered to every member of staff of University of

Wales lnstitute, Cardiff (UWIC) with access to the UWIC's e-mail system' This mode

of sampling ensures that the respondents are all potentially lnternet users as by

definition they have e-mail access. The survey was conducted on-line for 49 days

and data collection involved two stages: firstly, an e-mail invitation was sent to the

selected sample asking them to participate in the survey by clicking on a hyperlink

that transferred them to another web page, which included the full survey form (see

figure 3.2). secondly, a reminder for all staff members including a brief description of

the suruey was placed on the on-line notice board of uwlc (see figure 3'3)' A copy

of the on-line survey is in appendix A-2' The results of this suruey are presented in

the following chaPter.
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3.6 PHASE TWO: CASE STUDY - CURRENT EXPLOITATION OF WEB

MARKETING IN THE EGYPTIAN HOTEL SECTOR

ln many respects this phase of the research can be described as a case study' Yin

(1994) describes the case study as being an empirical inquiry that investigates a

contemporary phenomenon within its real - life context; when the boundaries

between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple

sources of evidence are used.

centraltendency among alltypes of
inate a decision or set of decisions:
were imPlemented, and with what

result.
(Yin, 1994:12)

However, it is also important here to highlight a distinction between single and

multiple case studies.

The single cdse study

case studies can focus on the study of a single case or use a collection of cases to

study a certain phenomenon. ln the former, the case itself is the topic of interest

(stake, 1994). Yin (1994) suggests three primary reasons for the selection of a

single case as the subject of inquiry, and by definition, each of these reasons

typically implies the selection of only one case. First, a single case is chosen

because it represents a unique or extreme example of some phenomenon worthy of

study and of interest to the researcher' Second, the single case of interest may

represent a critical case for testing well-formulated theory to see if it can be upheld

or if it should be refuted. Finally, a single case study approach is appropriate when

the selected case serves a revelatory purpose; that is, the case provides the

researcher with a contextual setting to observe and analyze a phenomenon that

would otherwise be inaccessible to scientif ic inquiry. Yin (1994) adds that a single
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case study may also be appropriate as an exploratory tool or as a pilot test for a

multiple case study. ln this situation, unlike the previous three examples provided by

yin (1gg4), the single case study does not stand on its own as a complete study'

The multiple case studY

The methodological framework and procedures for a multiple-case study are

virtually identical to those followed in a single case research (Yin, 1994). A study

involving multiple cases can provide more robust insight than a single case study

and are preferable to a single case in descriptive studies. Each case can be viewed

and studied alone (i.e., within-case analysis), and then, cross-case

comparisons/contrasts (i.e., analyses between cases) can be made to provide richer

detail and insights regarding the subject matter under investigation (Benbasat et al.,

1987; Eisenhardt, 1989; stake, 1994). This cross-case comparison allows the

researcher to obserue patterns and to discern idiosyncratic differences from one

case to the next so as to unveil the true relationships among the variables under

study. lt is also argued that the use of multiple cases in a study also lends greater

credence to the results and findings through a higher order of external validity than

do those of a single case study (Kerlinger, 1986; Yin, 1994; Babbie, 1995).

Case selection for the studY

The case study approach is commonly used where available literature, existing

knowledge, and access to data is uncertain (Yin, 1993)' As discussed above' Yin

(1994) affirms that the single case study approach can be used when the case is a

revelatory. This situation applies to the present study and therefore the exploratory

single case study approach was entirely appropriate. However, the great advantage

of the exploratory case study approach is that by focusing on a single case, the case
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can be intensively examined even when the research resources at the investigators

disposal are relativelY limited'

3.6.1 Procedure: Collecting data

According to Kerlinger (1986:280), the research design represents and articulates

the researcher's plan and the structure of investigation that will be followed when

seeking answers to the research questions posed. supporting this thinking, Yin

(1gg4:1g) defines the research design as the logic that links the data to be collected

to the initial question/s of a study. simply stated, the research design serves as a

blueprint that outlines the overall research program and guides the investigator in

collecting, analysing, and interpreting observations (Kerlinger, 1986; Yin, 1994)'

The objectives of this exploratory case study were:

2. To evaluate the performance of Egyptian hotels websites in terms of their

brand-building capacity using the developed tool in phase one'

3. To explore web marketers' perspectives of the impacts and benefits of

web marketing for their business activities and practices and its potential

as a strategic marketing toolfor Egyptian hotels'

4. To explore web designers' perspectives of the issues for hotel website

design and particularly web design in support of hotel brand-building'
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Evaluating hotel websites

Objective one was achieved by applying the developed model to evaluate a sample

of Egyptian hotel websites of three categories: international hotel chains, multiple

independent hotels and independent hotels. During this phase a hierarchy of

considerations that enables websites to be evaluated in terms of their brand-building

capacity was developed. using the developed hierarchy an evaluation of web

presence of a selected sample of 12 international chains, 12 multiple independent

and 12 single independent hotels in the usA, the uK and Egypt, were evaluated' To

identify hotel websites for the evaluation, the key words: "hotel+Egypt", "hotel+UK'

and ,,hotel+lJSA", and "chain hotels+Egypf" "chain hotels+uK' and "chain

hotets+tJSA" were entered into the Yahoo search engine (Forrester Research

(1999) rated Yahoo as the leading travel-related site on the Web)' The search

revealed a number of different hotel chains and companies. Related sites were

clustered according to location (Egypt, UK, and USA) and categorized as follows:

international hotel chains; multiple independent hotels which own and/or manage

more than two hotel properties in one destination (multiple independent hotels); and

independent hotels owned by one person or a company and operating on

independent basis (single independent hotels). A total sample of 36 hotel chains

and independent hotels from three destinations was thus selected, four websites

from each category (see appendix A-3). The evaluation was undertaken between

June-July of 2002. All websites were viewed using Netscape Navigator and

Microsoft lnternet Explorer browsers working over a Pentium lll system with 56K-

baud modem. optiView (formerly known as Gif w.izard) (http://www.optiView'com)

on-line software was used to compare download times of sites. Results of this

evaluation are presented in chapter five. Appendix A-4 shows an example of hotel

website evaluation.
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lnvestigate the dynamics of the principal stakeholders

ln two related stages, the second and the third objectives were achieved' These two

stages of the data collection took place in Egypt over a period of three months

(between 15 December 2000 to 15 March 2001). Two academic bodies provided

funds for this field trip: the Egyptian government (The Missions Department of the

Ministry of Education) and the University of Wales lnstitute, Cardiff (UWIC)' All

conversations and interviews were recorded on audiotapes for transcription and

analytic induction purposes. The two stages of data collection are detailed below.

Stage one: lnterviewing Egyptian hotel marketers

This stage included interviews with a selected sample of twelve Egyptian hotel

marketers/marketing executives (managers/owners). All interviewees have already

established their presence on the Web with their in-house or commercially designed

websites. The interview pattern was based on a set of interview questions, which

were drawn from an extensive literature review encompassing the trends in web

marketing in the tourism industry, and specifically, in the hotel sector (see appendix

A-5). Questions were also based on the authors'knowledge of hotel web marketing

trends in Egypt and on themes evolved from the first phase of the research' some

flexibility in approach was adopted to accommodate and be responsive to the varied

responses received f rom interviewees.

The interviews conducted lasted between one and two hours, and were designed to

encourage interviewees to describe their understandings of web marketing and to

articulate their beliefs about the impacts of the lnternet and the web, in padicular,

on their business activities and practices in the future. The interest of the researcher

was thus to arrive at an understanding of the impacts of web marketing from the

hotel marketers' perspectives and to reveal their feelings and beliefs about website
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design and the potential usage of the Web as a strategic marketing tool for their

properties. Each of the twelve interviews was transcribed and subject to qualitative

analysis using a ready-made computer package (see section 3.7)' To translate the

results from these interviews, a specific approach that involved categorization of

responses into certain themes that were inherent in the interview questions is used'

Results from these interviews are presented in chapter five.

Stage two: lnterviewing Egyptian web designers

Similar to the above methodology, this stage involved semi-structured interviews

with five Egyptian hotel website designers' ln these interviews, the researcher

commenced with a broad topic in which interviewees were interested and guided the

interview along these lines using a series of open-ended questions' This stage

aimed at identifying how web designers translate the relationship between the hotel

and end user preferences and on determining the features they consider most

important when they design hotel websites that meet the needs of this user' A copy

of the interview pattern is included in appendix A-6. The analyses of these five

interviews are presented within a number of four integrated themes in chapter five'

3.6.2 Sampling techniques and subiects

Sampling is a process that involves the selection of some, but not all, the members

of the larger population (Bell, 1992; Bakeman, 1992)' Given that the importance of a

truly representative sample matters less to case study research (Bell' 1992)' a

sampling technique called convenience sampling (also known as purposive

sampling) was used. Purposive sampling maximizes the chance of obtaining

accurate information about the studied phenomenon for it relies upon choosing

those who have both the experience of the phenomenon and also the ability to

communicate their experience of that phenomenon'
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Many qu not random,

samþting d individuals

where... ccur'

(Denzin, 1994.234)

HoWeVer, a purposive sample was carefully selected from each of the two

stakeholder groups (web marketers and web designers). The sample consisted of

twelve Egyptian hotel marketers and five Egyptian web designers. web marketers

represent the hoteliers of the evaluated hotel websites that were purposively

selected from 3, 4, and 5 star hotels in Egypt and of which their designers were also

interviewed. Participants were purposively sampled according to the following

criteria:

1. All of them have experienced the phenomenon under study,

2. They can communicate their experience of the phenomenon as free

as possible from embarrassment and bias, and

3. They are able to "bracket" their knowledge, beliefs, and common

understandings about the phenomenon'

3.6.3 Designing interviews

The phenomenological approach to research typically involves five to ten people

and depends almost exclusively on in-depth interviewing (Leedy, 1997)' An in-depth

interview is a diarogue between a skiiled interviewer and an interviewee. lts goal is

to elicit rich, detailed material that can be used in analysis (Lofland and Lofland,

1995). Therefore the present study adopted, as the primary method of data

collection, in-depth (semi-structured) interviewing of individuals representing the
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principal stakeholders of hotel website design. The general purpose of interviewing

is ,,fo find out what is in and on someone else's mind.... [Researchers] interuiew

peopte to find out from them those things we cannot directly obserue" (Patton, 1990;

27g). The aim of in-depth interviewing is to develop an understanding of the

respondent's world and their constructs, and is suitable where the step-by-step logic

of a situation is unclear (Easterby-Smith et a1.,1991). However as mentioned above,

in this research the used interview format was semi-structured using a variety of

open-ended questions with the purpose to explore the subjects' experience in as

much depth as possible. The rationale behind this was to collect detailed information

surrounding the subject's personal perspectives, experiences, and relationships to

their web marketing exPerience.

Many authors (e.g. Neuman, 1994; McCracken, 1988; Seidman, 1991 ; Dwyer, 1993;

putnis and Petelin, 1996) provide instructions on interviews techniques. They make

the distinction between casual conversations and interviews; the latter having such

attributes as planning and structure that the former lacks' McCracken (1988)'

Seidman (1991) and Minichiello et al. (1995) also offer further guidelines for

interviewing, such as recommended length and tone, appropriate questions and the

use of pilot interviews. However, the information of most relevance to the research is

that which enabled a picture to be built up identifying the interaction and levels of

involvement between the different hotel website design principal stakeholders.

Brainstorming generated ideas for questions related to this area' A mind map was

drawn up and multi-nodal links of a wide array of topics and questions of interest

were also produced, These topics were then produced into relevant categories for

question generation to create interview patterns with each of the stakeholders (see

appendices A-5 and A-6). Pilot interviews were also conducted to facilitate

refinement of these interviews questions'
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3.7 DATA ANALYSIS

As components of a research methodology, data collection and analysis approaches

are sometimes considered as being either "qualitative" or "quantitative" (Neuman

1gg4). Miles and Huberman (1984) assert that some research traditions do mix

qualitative data with quantitative analysis, and quantitative data with qualitative

analysis. However, both quantitative and qualitative data analysis techniques were

employed in this research. Quantitative methods, in the form of a basic statistical

analysis (median, standard deviation), were used on some data collected from the

on-line survey and during the process of codifying the website design features to

provide levels of pedormance. Qualitative analysis techniques were used to

evaluate data collected from the three sets of interviews included in the two phases

of the research.

"ln general, [qualitative] data analysis means a search for patterns in

datà recurrent behaviours, obiects, or body of knowledge. Once a
patterns identified, it is interpreted in terms of a social theory, the

setting in which it occurred."
(Neuman, 1994:41 1)

Computers have vastly enhanced traditional methods of analyzing qualitative data.

There is a growing body of technical as well as sophisticated methodological

literature about computer-aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) (Lee

and Fielding, 1991, 1996; Richards and Richards, 1991; Kelle, 1995; Weaver and

Atkinson, 1gg4) highlighting both advantages and disadvantages. Generally,

CAQDAS automates and speeds up the coding proôess; provides a more complex

way of looking at the relationships in the data; provides a formal structure for writing

and storing memos to develop the analysis; and, aids more conceptual and

theoretical thinking about the data (Lee and Fielding, 1991 , 1996). Lee and Fielding

(1gg1) point to disadvantages of CAQDAS, such as the dangers of the convergence
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of quantitative and qualitative methods, the limitations for analysing temporal or

sociolinguistic data; and the loss of the'untypable''

Weaver and Atkinson (199a) assert that QSR-NUD.IST has a more sequential,

linear structure that is more intuitive and easier to learn than other packages (e.g'

ETHNOGRAPH; FYI 300Plus; Kwalitan; GUIDE) programmes' They argue that

qSR-NUD*IST represents a sophisticated coding and theory building package that

is easy to use. Barry (1998) also compares between two packages: Atlas/Tl and

qSR-NUD*IST, she outlines the different personalities and strengths of each of the

packages and concludes that QSR-NUD.IST tends to win out on sequential

structure, project management and sophisticated searching while Atlas/Tl's

strengths lie in its inter-connþctedness and creative interface.

To identify common themes (patterns) a software computer package "QSR-

NUD.IST 4" was used. This involved the transcription of and interviews that

organised and categorised into instances of occurrence. As the value of qualitative

research is enhanced when it is teamed with qualitative computing, the decision to

use ,,QSR-NUD"IST 4" is based on the research commitment to the need to stay

close to the original text (interviewees thoughts and opinions), and to develop a

comprehensive index of the data to enable themes to be tracked across transcripts'

Details of the procedure of generating documents, coding and designing the QSR-

NU.DIST project is detailed in appendix A-7. Depicted in figure 3.4 below are

different steps followed by the researcher to design the project.
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3.8 VALIDITY, RELIABILITY AND TRIANGULATION

Validity and reliability are two properties to measure the quality of research' Validity

refers to the extent to which an empirical measure adequately reflects the real

meaning of the concept under cons¡deration (Babbie, 1995). To increase the level of

validity, the researcher must provide supporting evidence that a measuring

instrument does, in fact, measure what it appears to measure (Nachmias and

Nachmias, 1992). Many validity standards were applied in the present study: during

the personal interviews, a tape recorder was used to reduce the risk of wrongly-
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interpreted answers during transcription of interviews, and to be able to double-

check the answers after the interview. Follow-up questions were also used during

interviews, to make sure that the respondents understood the questions and to allow

the collection of more data. However, the validity during the semi-structured

interviews in the case study may be lowered due to the fact that interview patterns

were translated into Arabic language and accordingly answers were again re-

translated into English during transcription, in the translation process words can

unintentionally get the wrong meaning. To overcome this the interviews patterns and

transcription of results were sent to two authorised translation specialists to check

the translation and edit the transcription'

yin (1994) suggests that triangulation is a common means to satisfy the conditions

of construct validity. Keyton (2001) cites Denzin (1978) and Janesick (1994), to

emphasise that data triangulation is the use of a variety of data sources to give a

researcher more confidence about his/her findings and conclusions' Five types of

triangulation were presented in literature: (1) Data Triangulation - the use of

multiple sources of evidence in a study, (2) lnvestigator Triangulation - the use of

multiple researchers and/or evaluators, (3) Theory Triangulation - the use of

multiple perspectives or rival theories to explain and interpret a set of data, (4)

Methodological Triangulation - The use of multiple methods in a study to investigate

the same problem, and (5) lnterdisciplinary Triangulation - the use of multiple

disciplines to inform a research process' ln the present study, two types of

triangulation were employed: data triangulation and interdisciplinary triangulation'

Data triangulation was established by using multiple sources of evidence (i.e. case

study (semi-structured interviews), websites evaluation, and an on-line survey)'

lnterdisciplinary triangulation was achieved during the literature review stage by
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drawing upon the works of many different disciplines including information

technology, hotel marketing, e-commerce, and web marketing'

Reliability refers to whether a particular research technique will yield the same

results if applied repeatedly to the same object (Babbie, 1995). lt addresses issues

of conformability and dependability (Miles and Huberman, 1984). Reliability is the

extent to which a procedure will produce the same results under constant conditions

(Bell 1g92, Kirk and Miller 1986). Reliability attempts to remove or minimize errors,

biases, and subjectivity (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1992). ln order to increase the

reliability of the methods used in the present study, three measures were applied'

First the use of an on-line survey supported the streamlining of hotel website design

features based on consumer perceptions (see section 3.5.2). Second, in classifying

user-relevant features (see section 4.2.6), various previous studies addressing the

issue were reviewed to increase the reliability of the degrees of peÍormance

evaluated and thus to reduce subjectivity. Finally, pilot studies were employed to

reduce reliability errors in evaluating websites and conducting interviews' These

pilots were used to test the developed model and to test the patterns of the semi-

structured interviews. The feedback from these trials was then reflected in the

revised research design.

3.9 GENERALIZATION OF RESULTS

Another aspect related to validity is generalization of research findings. According to

Merriam (1998), the possibility of generalizing the findings of a study like this is

enhanced if the study contains a "rich, thick description" of the studied phenomenon'

lf erternal validity is obtained the result of the research can be transferred and

applied to other studies within the area (Merriam, 1998). At the outset of this

research effort, the boundaries and context of the present study were established'
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The units of analysis and the research models clearly and narrowly defined the

scope of this study to generate a generic model for small independent hotels to

evaluate their web presence, diagnose its problems and find solutions to overcome

them. Also the different theories used gave a clear picture of the key issues

regarding web marketing and the creation of a successful web presence that may be

also applicable to other industries or sectors'

3.10 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the epistemological and theoretical perspectives of the

research, it has described its methodology, data collection techniques and methods

of data analysis. A research string of constructionism (epistemology)- interpretivism

(theoretical perspective) - phenomenology (methodology) is appropriate for this

study as it is concerned with understanding the different perspectives of key groups

of web marketing stakeholders.

ln developing the tool a mixed methodology comprising quantitative and qualitative

techniques enabled the evaluation of the brand-building capacity of hotel websites.

The development of the tool is described in chapter 4.

The methodological choice of the single case study, was justified as the best

approach to investigate the dynamics of web marketing in the Egyptian hotel sector

and assess and review the current status of its exploitation. The three stages of data

collection, evaluating websites and two sets of interviews with hotel marketers and

web designers, included in this case study allowed the collection of rich data set that

provide basis for comprehending the web functionality and effectiveness as a

strategic marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector. The results of this case study

are described in chaPter 5'
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CHAPTER FOUR: EVALUATING HOTEL WEBSITE
DESIGN

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the development of a model to evaluate the brand-building

capacity of hotel websites. Section 4.2.1 describes the Dutta ef a/.'s (1998)

marketspace model which is the starting point for the development of a diagnostic

and analytical tool for the evaluation of hotel websites in terms of their brand-

building capacity. The chapter proposes that this model requires some refinement to

become an appropriate tool for the evaluation of hotel websites and emphasises 48

hotel website design features for this evaluation grouped into six elements. To allow

testing the model, section 4.2.2 translates these 48 features into evaluative

questions that might be raised at various stages of website evaluation. Sections

4.2.3 and 4.2.4 develops a consumer focus for website evaluation by applying two

research strategies: 1) conducting a series of semi-structured interviews and 2)

using an on-line survey instrument, to streamline the identified 48 hotel website

features into 28 user-relevant features.

ln section 4.2.5 these user-relevant features are organized under six headings:

accessibility; information; credibility; e-commerce; immediacy; customer relationship,

and further into a hierarchy of considerations that enables an emphasis towards how

a website can support hotel brand development. Section 4.2.6 classifies the user-

relevant features in terms of three levels of performance (sub-optimal, satisfactory

and good) by rating each of the individual hotel website design features on a

performance scale of 0-5. These are then visualized in terms of three levels of
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performance using radar charts as a simple visual representation tool in section

4.2.7 to graphically represent the evaluation of multiple considerations of hotel

website design and to quantify overall performance. ln section 4.3 the developed

tool is applied to the evaluation of two exemplar websites. Finally, the chapter is

summarised in section 4.4.

4.2 DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF A BRAND

BUILDING HOTEL WEBSITE

4.2.1 The marketspace model

Perhaps the simplest and most effective way to evaluate hotel websites is to return

to marketing basics and examine websites with respect to the four Ps (the marketing

mix): product, place (distribution), promotion, and price which comprise the

marketplace. The Web, through its functionality, challenges the traditional

marketplace by offering lower costs and adding value for consumers and can

transform traditional businesses (Fletcher and Bahargi, 2000). Rayport and Sviokla

(1994) propose the term "marketspace" as "the virtual equivalent of the traditional

physical marketplace".

Dutta et al. (1998) define the marketspace model as comprising two dimensions:

technological capability and a strategic business dimension reflecting the 4Ps and

uOu - the relationship between the business and the customer (interactivity and

connectivity). Björk and Guss (1999:56) redefine "marketspace" as "one area found

on cyberspace, an area where buslness activities take place". The basic marketing

philosophy found in a traditional market place is likely to be the same in a

marketspace, with some key differences.
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Rayport and Sviokla (1994) suggest a model of new ways of adding value in

marketspace and offer a theory of marketspace transaction which disaggregates

context and infrastructure to create new ways of adding value, lowering costs,

forging relationships with nontraditional partners and rethinking ownership issues.

The implications and difficulties of managing in the marketspace become

increasingly relevant as more and more products and seryices, marketing

management processes, and even markets themselves, move from place to space

(Ahola, 2000). Rayport and Sviokla (1995:78-79) describe the process of building

the virtual value chain as an integration of the information the companies capture

during stages of the value chain when constructing an information underlay of the

business. The processes for creating value are not the same in the virtual and

physical worlds. By understanding the differences and the interplay between the

value-adding processes of the physical world and those of the information world,

managers can see more clearly and comprehensively the strategic issues facing

their organizations (Ahola, 2000).

Dutta eÍ a/. (1998) present the marketspace model (depicted graphically in figure

4.1) as comprising two dimensions: a technology dimension and a business

dimension, the technology dimension includes two fundamental characteristics of

the lnternet and the Web:

lnteractivity: due to the real-time on-line nature of the lnternet,

relationships between organizations and customers are becoming

more interactive in the marketspace. This is enhancing the richness

of customer relationships and creating new paradigms of product

design and customer service; and
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Connectivity: the open and global nature of the lnternet is fostering

the creation of a shared global marketspace. The radical increase in

connectivity enabled by the lnternet is giving rise to new

communication and co-ordination mechanisms both across

organizations and customers, and also within groups of customers

themselves.

Source: Dutta ef a/. (1998).

The business dimension includes the four Ps - Product, Price, Promotion and Place

(or Distribution) and one C - Customer Relationships. The technology perspectives

of increased interactivity and connectivity are having a fundamental impact on the

business perspectives - the nature of the "four P's and one C" - in the marketspace.

Using the model, Dutta ef a/. (1998), revealed that few organizations are exploiting

the unique business potential of the marketspace. Most organizations are simply

taking their existing business models and transporting (instead of transforming)

them to the marketspace with different degrees of effectiveness. Later on Dutta and

Segev (1999) studied how the firms' approaches to the marketspace had changed

within one year, and observed that almost all leading corporations had a presence in

Pdccru(tc|

lrtenc{lvity Gubmer
RrHbtuHpa

Connecllvlty

PDnþüon Pbcâmånl

lnlcmct/WWW

FIGURE 4.1 THE MARKETSPAcE MoDEL
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the marketspace, but most firms were only using the publishing features of the Net.

The firms were increasingly using their websites for customer service and for

building customer relationships. ln addition, firms in the top positions were moving

towards technologically simpler sites.

This research proposes that the marketspace modêl requires some refinement to

become an appropriate tool for the evaluation of hotel websites from a marketing

and brand-building perspective. Dutta et al. (1998) separate interactivity and

connectivity as dual, but clearly separate, issues labeling these as lnternetMWW.

The separation of lnternet (the hardware) from the Web (the functionality that sits on

top of the hardware) is artificial - the interoperability of different information

technology platforms has made the hardware infrastructure transparent to the user

and in user terms the real issues that distinguish websites relates to the interactivity.

Thus, interactivity and connectivity can be merged into one entity (interactivity)

representing the support environment in which web marketing occurs (see figure

4.2). Dutta et al. (1998) offer a list of features relating to each element of the model

(see appendix B-1). This has been expanded to 48 features through a survey of the

vast literature on website design (e.9. Nielsen and Molich, 1990; Nielsen, 1994b;

Lemay, 1996; Pitt ef a/., 1996; McLachlan, 1996; Sholtz, 1996; Venditto, 1997; Dutta

et al., 1998; Bell and Tang, 1998; Gilbert et al., 1999; Dutta and Segev, 1999;

Nielsen, 1999a, b, c).

Dutta eú a/. (1998) and Dutta and Segev (1999) examine the ways commercial

organizations in different industries exploit the Web. They list a number of website

design dimensions as a framework for their study of business transformation on the

lnternet through evaluating web presence (see Appendix B-1). McLachlan (1996)

adds other features focusing on the provision of information including information
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currency (provision of latest revision date, content is updated frequently and is

accurate and links to other sites are current and working properly) and information

quality (the site is well organized and offers sufficient information and further

information if required). Nielsen (1999 a, b) stresses the importance to encourage

first-time visitors to stay longer on websites by including different interactivity

features: user profile; simple attractive graphics; short download times; obvious and

straightforward navigation. Moreover, Nielsen (1999c) asserts that the web layout

needs to be logical and homogeneous throughout the site for easy navigation and

that the web content should be easily accessed from any page with as few clicks as

possible.

Lemay (1996) stresses the importance of conciseness and clarity through the use of

structural devices, such as headers and lists, to make it easy for the reader to find

information, and to proofread. She advises the use of a consistent layout and

design among related pages and the use of reduced-size graphics to enhance the

site content. Furthermore, she recommends that large amounts of text should be

broken up into separate, linked documents. Venditto (1997) and Bell and Tang

(1998) emphasise the coherence of website layout and navigational aspects,

including ease of navigation, clear layout, useful content, and updated information.

Similarly, Pitt ef a/. (1996) take a practitioner perspective to discuss the same

features and describe a range of different examples of web applications. They link

the discussion to the broader issue of managing the communications mix and make

suggestions regarding multimedia features and their importance in creating an

interactive and a user- friendly environment via boundless extensibility and

interactive ability. These considerations potentially turn the prospective buyer from a

passive surfer to an interactive customer (Pitt et a1.,1996).
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Nielsen and Molich (1990) and Nielsen (1994 a, b) provide a list of features (simple

and broad heuristics) that enable websites to be challenged throughout the design

stages. Nielsen and Molich (1990) initially proposed nine general heuristics, and

Nieisen (1994 a, b) later added a tenth. Among the most important features are:

language, feedback, ease of navigation, on-line help and on-line search. Gilbert ef

a/. (1999), in a hospitality-focused study, assert that a successful web presence

depends upon more than just the technology and provide their list of website design

features (mechanisms) that support relationship marketing including: rich

information; on-line reservation; loyalty programmes; newsletters; feedback;

customer service; public relations; value-added services; employee web site;

channel member web site; customised research.

Thus, the modified model comprises 48 features grouped into six elements:

interactivity (13 features); product (7 features); price (3 features); place (9 features);

promotion (6 features); customer relationship (10 features). Table 4.1 details the

different features identified in each element of the modified marketspace model.

Cuslomof
relallonshlp

lnteractlv lty

lnteractivitv

Frcune 4.2 Txe uoorneD MARKETSpAcE MoDEL
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INTERACTIVITY PRODUCT PR¡CE

Accessibilig
Downloading time
Navigation
Flow and design
Languages
URL address
Rank on search engines
Updates
Graphics
Multimedia
Reliable hyper links
Security.
Search

Basic product information
Additional (expanded) product
information
On-line brochure
On-line help for choosing
products
Customer participation in new
product design.
Group bookings
Destination contents

Price information available on-
line
Customer participation in pricing
Currency converters

PLACE (DTSTRTBUTTON) PROMOTION CUSTOMER RELAT¡ONSHlP

Product availability
E-mail reservation
On-line reservation
Real time processing of orders
Confirmation
On-line payment
Third party booking (GDSs).
Credit cards used
Privacy and security

OnJine advertising
Downloadable coupons
Special packages and offers
Frequent guest programs
Membership clubs
Discounts

Feedback form
On-line customer servlce
Customer identification
(profiling)
Customer communities
FAQ
Mailing lists
News letters
Direct E-mail
Suggestions and/or complains
What's new

Tnsle 4.1 ]DENTIFIED HOTEL WEBSITE DESIGN FEATURES

4.2.2 Translating the features into questions to facilitate the evaluat¡on

The 48 identified features were then translated into evaluative quegtions that might

be raised at various stages of website design or evaluation. Table 4.2 below shows

the key evaluation features and questions in the six elements of the modified model.
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Chapter four: Evaluatinq hotel website desiqn

To test the appropriateness of the developed model for the evaluation of hotel

websites, four different hotel websites randomly selected were evaluated using the

checklist of the features identified earlier in this chapter. Two of the evaluated

websites belong to chain hotels while the other two belong to small independent

hotels. The sample was selected randomly by typing the key words "Hotels+Egypt",

"Hotels+tJK", "Hotels+USA", in the search engine "Yahoo". This process assisted in

testing the overall logic of the model design, and in fine-tuning the evaluation

procedures. The results and comments of this evaluation are provided in appendix

B-2.

4.2.3 Developing a consumer focus for the evaluat¡on

As discussed in chapter three, any system must be "user-driven" rather than

"technology-driven" or "content-driven", thus it was important to develop a consumer

focus for website evaluation. Conducting a series of semi-structured interviews

allowed the exploration of web users scenarios when searching for, or buying, travel

and hotel products on-line and identified the important website design features that

are related to brand-building form users point of view. The results of these

interviews are discussed in six interrelated themes below.

User's general experience with the lnternet and the Web

The first objective of these interviews was to investigate user's general experience

with the Web and to identify their web usage patterns. From the analysis, it is

possible to calculate an average of 3.5 years of web usage and to categorize

interviewees into two main segments of web users with relation to their length of

exþerience with the Web: "long-term', those who have experience using the Web for

up to 5 years, and "newel', who have been using the Web for less than one year.

lnterviewees stated that the number of hours they spent on the Web per week is

approximately 11 hours (range from 6-16 hours/week). These findings concur with
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Chapte r four: Evaluatino hotel website desiqn

the results of the survey conducted by (NUA, 1999a) which reports that new users

have an average of 6.6 hours on-line per week and those who have been on-line for

three years or more have an average of 10.5 hours per week. However, it is

claimed that the time spent on-line by lnternet users also rose by 13 percent, while

the number of sessions per month increased by nearly 9 percent (Wired Media,

2002).

Users who access the Web from home, preferred to use the Web at night and on

weekends when telephone rates are cheaper. There was no particular time or day

stated for those who access the Web from work, users (WU10) and (WU11)

comment:

At home I would sort of checking my emails, because I am paying for
the calls. I do when I need to, I do not choose ceñain time, no
specific time, and my main use rs during the day, some during the
evenings, no specific ftme (WU10).

/ suppose also the fact is that if I use the lnternet at home, it tends to
be other quite late at night or it is on the weekend ... a/so Í is
cheaper, phone calls are cheaper overthe weekend (WU11).

It is also worth notably that the number of people who use the lnternet from home is

on the increase. According to a survey by Wired Media (2002), the number of users

who use the lnternet from home grew by 16 percent from April 2001 to April 2002 to

reach a total oÍ 422.4 million home users in the 21 countries surveyed.

Tierney (1995) claims that ease of use, as well as the popularity of many graphical

interfaces to the Web has prompted many users to explore the Web for different

purposes. The results of the interviews show that users use the Web for personal as

well as business purposes, ten out of the twelve interviewees state that the Web is a

very important search facility which is convenient as it provides ease of use when

looking for information about any topic or particular product or service on-line,

among interviewees comments are:
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I have used the Web to search; I never used it to buy. / used it quite a
lot last summer when I was searching for various holidays, or various
flight prices (WU05).

/ use the Web mainly for educational purposes with a little leisure
activity, and emailing of friends (WU06).

/ suppose one of the benefits if you want to know something, or tty to
find something straight away, you can iust go in and search for it
(wu11).

Although email service is specifically part (function) of the lnternet and not the Web,

it was cited by nine out of the twelve users as the first reason of going on-line. For

all of them it represents a cheaper and faster way of communication, they comment:

I stay an hour to so¡í out emails over the whole day, and then actually
doing any thing e/se /ess than an hour a week (WU09).

The first thing I do on the Web is to check my emails (WU 10).

Mainly, educational purposes with a little leisure activity, and emailing
of friends (WU06).

This is also evident in the early studies of the lnternet and its usage, for example

Ellsworth and Ellsworth (1995) assert that email service is the primary and most

frequent business use of lnternet connectivity. lt is far cheaper, quicker method of

communication and therefore it can be used as a marketing medium to inform

prospective customers of new hotel products directly via offering text, audio, or even

video information (Baker et al., 1999).

Users' altitudes toward úhe use of the Web for shopping

User's attitudes towards the use of the Web for shopping purposes and whether or

not web users feel comfortable buying on-line is investigated by these interviews.

Ten out of the twelve interviewees answered, that they appreciate the potential of

using the Web for shopping, among their comments:
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Firms now recognize the potential of the Web for global marketing of
their products. They rely on the lnternet and the Web as a
mechanism for disseminating promotional material to attract
consumers on-line öased on the ease of access (WU06).

The Web has a great potential for many companies and Öusrnesses,
it opens up a company's product and service to new cusfomers. /f is
helpful for businesses fhaf could not exist in traditional markets and
could be a way for compames fo increase their consumer base on-
/tne (WU07).

It provides companies with new marketing opportunities as if rs

feasible for any company or seruice to go on-line with a very simple
site at a relatively low cost (WU02).

However, these comments support the notion that the Web through its interactivity

accessibility and functionality has provided many businesses with the opportunity to

reach customers globally (e.9. Pitt et al., 1996; Peterson et al., 1997; Hanson,

2000).

On the consumer (demand) side, the interviews also delved into respondents'

motivations for on-line use. The analysis of the interviews revealed that both long

term and newer users share similar goals when shopping on-line: gaining access to

product information, comparing products and prices, and choosing from a better and

wider array of products. Consumers interviewed by this research were found to

appreciate the potential of the Web as a marketing tool for its convenience and ease

of use. Three out of the twelve interviewees state that saving time and ease of

searching and buying new products and services are the main motives to shop on-

line. One of the interviewees (WU07) also commented that the web "has a great

potentiat as a new [marketing] tool to improve customer seruice by providing easy

access to various products information on-line."

Another interviewee stressed the potential of the Web to create direct relationship

with customers, he explains:
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Actually, the Web offers unlimited benefits for customers. lt enables
companies to deal directly and strength relationships with cusfomers
(wu12).

Evidently, this echoes the findings of the survey conducted by the GVU (1998),

which reports that consumers use the Web for shopping purposes because of its

user-friendly benefits, such as "convenience", "saving time", "the presence of vendor

information", and "the absence of sales pressure". Consequently, marketing

communications on the Web are more consumer-driven than those provided by

traditional media (Hoffman and Novak, 1996a), and thus, the Web possesses the

potential to achieve a high degree of marketing efficiency.

The analysis of the interviews also identified that user's experience of using the Web

for shopping varies from one place to another. One user pointed out that the use of

the Web is emerging in some parts of the world such as, America and Europe, more

than other parts specifically in developing countries, she comments

I think there is a huge potential for on-line shopping in Europe, the
Sfafes, and other European countries, but still there is not the same
potential in other parts of the world such as the most of developing
countries in Africa. (WU01).

This view coincides with NUA (2002a) which reports that of the770 million people in

Africa, one in every 150, or approximately 5.5 million people in total, uses the

lnternet. The report also indicates that there is roughly one lnternet user for every

200 people, compared to a world average of one userfor every 15 people, and a

North American and European average of about one in every 2 people.

lnterviewees were also asked whether they have had experience of buying on-line.

Seven out of the twelve interviewees answered 'No" to this question. For certain

reasons users did not seem very comfortable with the idea of buying on-line, these

reasons were identified from the users' answers as quoted below:
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I never had the experience of buying any travel or hotel products from
the net. I prefer to have the physical experience of talking to
someone in a travel agent, a mean of two ways communication, but I
think, I would ask for the same information (WU06).

I am not really a shopper by inclination, I have traditionally behaved
in a particular way, I am used to buying products over the a counter
l'm used to the notion of personal se¡vice (WU10).

I have to say I am not an expeñ in that matter, I find the net a very
confusing sometime, I find it a hit and miss, ft has flexibility but has
also weaknesses, but I enioy using it, lfind it useful(WU08).

These results correspond with the American Express Global Internet Survey (2000),

which concludes that despite the promising movement toward on-line purchasing,

consumers still ovenrvhelmingly prefer the traditional shopping experience.

Respondents said they would be more likely to use the lnternet to browse and

comparison shop, but actually purchase from a "real world" store, Similarly,

consumers acknowledged that they still prefer to physically see the item they are

considering and deal directly with a live person.

The interviews also revealed a relationship between age and user's willingness to

buy on line. User (WU10), aged 56, claimed that the Web is a new medium that his

generation is not used to, he states:

.../ suppose as for somebody who is of my age, people call mature, I
suspecf that there are many people from my generation and age are
not used fo fhese technologies. I was brought up with a pen and a
paper (WU10).

However, these findings contradict with those of eMarketer (2001), which claim that

older lnternet users spend more time and more money on the Web. For example in

the USA, seniors accounted lor 21 percent of total electronic commerce spending

US$4 billion in 1999. lt is also predicted that by 2003, their share of the market will

rise to over 32 percent which will generate US$33.5 billion.
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The results also indicate that the other five interviewees who answered "yes" to the

same question were satisfied with the process of buying on-line although three of

them comment that they do not finish the buying process in real-time, and they only

prefer to use the Web to look for information and then buy the product via the

telephone or any other conventional mean of shopping. One interviewee (WU03)

comments, "browsing product information on-line gives users a better chance to

view a wider range of products from different providers and also allow a comparison

of the prices instantly."

These findings however indicate that many customers are more likely to search for

products or to find other product-related information than to buy on-line. This is also

consistent with the results of Nielsen (1999c) who found that only 95% of customers

in his survey visit websites to search for information about products and not to buy.

The other two users (WU07 and WU11) who completed the process on-line,

revealed their on-line experiences. They both describe the on-line shopping

experience as being interesting and encouraging they explain:

My first experience of buying on the Web...l was working the other
night when I received e-mail from a friend telling me about a hot deal.
A company that sells computer hardware had posted on ifs website
an offer that was good only for two days, for a printer, I thought
"great", my printer is getting older and the offer was a real good
bargain. I then visited the website and it was my first time to buy on-
line. It was an interesting experience for me I followed the links on
site, filled an on-line order form, and got the deal. I remember few
days later, I went back to the site, and checked if the deal was being
offered again, the producf was there but with its original price this
time (WU12).

It was my brother's 21 birlhday, so I wanted to send him some
champagne or something not through the post but delivered like you
order flowers or so, so / used the Web. liust went rnÍo Nefscape or
something like that and typed birthday gifts I think and then it gave
me a various /rsf of things like drinks direct and companies like that,
and I think drinks direct that I used. So / went into a couple and it was

iusf some sort of chocolates and flowers, so I went to the drinks
direct, I went to their website and there was a whole range of things
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from Champagne to all different types of alcoholic drinks and stuff like
that, a lots of picture, soti of brief description under each thing with
the prices, so I printed that off ... I then had to use the phone number
on the sfte fo place my order and make payment (WU1 1).

These findings agrees with Klemow (1999:1 1 ) who claims that:

although sorne consurners profess a fear of transmitting their credit
card information over the lnternet, more and more are becoming
comfoftable with the concept of using the lnternet to purchase
products.

Barriers to buying on-line and trust and securíúy issues

Moving web consumers along to the "purchase click" is proving to be difficult

(Hoffman et a|.,1999). lt is clear that it will take a while until web customers start to

completely trust websites and maintain full confidence for buying on-line (in real

time). Building trust in websites, perhaps would make web marketing more

appealing to prospective customers of hospitality products and services. Zeithaml ef

al. (2000) stress that the dimension of trust (assurance and security/privacy) implies

that the customer has confidence in the company, that the site is well known, sells

reputable brands, offers guarantees and posts ratings by other customers. From the

interviews it is clear that even users with positive experiences of purchasing on-line

still have suspicions about the integrity and trust of the websites, from their answers

the researcher quotes:

I remember a few days later, I went back to the site, to make sure
thatthe dealwas not being offered again (WU12).

But I am always a bit dubious about putting my card details on and
also even when I go to a shopping stfe (WU1 1).

The difficulty to categorize site owners across the globe and trusting their integrity

was often perceived a great risk. When interviewees were asked about the reasons

beyond these uncertainties regarding on-line shopping, eight of them stated that

security of website transactions is the main reason behind many users being
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reluctant to use the Web for shopping. Four users also cited that the fear of losing

money and no recourse are other related barriers.

This was also evident from the reviewed literature on the diffusion of web marketing

and electronic commerce (see section 2.5.8). Customers are still suspicious and

wary of trying new technologies (Burke, 1997; Jones and Biasiotto, 1999). However,

Sheth and Sisodia (1997) argue that trust and convenience can guarantee the future

expansion of successful on-line marketing.

The interviews also revealed that users prefer to buy travel products on the phone

as they feel it is more safer to give their credit and personal details on the phone

rather than doing this on-line. Three users (WU10, WU11 and WU12) confirmed that

they feel more comfortable when companies advertise for their telephone numbers

and other contact information on websites as customers can still use the phone to

buy the products, interviewees comment:

I would use fhe Web for information not buying. The pattern of my
travel is such as that I do not often need to buy on line... I would
often buy on telephone.. .l would look at a srïe to look for information
but lusually confirm bytelephone (WU10).

The trouble with the lnternet is you might be able to see a picture and
you might have a description, but you cannot ask any guesfions
(wu11).

Although it is really good to make on-line bookings, the telephone
number should be provided and customers should have the
possibility to talk directly to someone (WU02).

The results also show that users would tend to go to the same websites and make

repeat purchases if they practiced secure on-line transactions. lnterviewee (WU11)

comments:

I think if I was going to do the same thing, I probably use the sa/ne
sife. . ..1 will use the sarne one rather than maybe chance a company
that I did not use before.
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Another major finding of this research is that most of the interviewees go to websites

they are alreadyrfamiliar with or have at least visited once before. This confirms that

consumers are generally more comfortable doing business over the Web with a

supplier they have grown to rely on. From the results there is significance between

buying on-line and the reputation of websites. Analysis of the interviews revealed

that users who buy on-line usually tend to go to websites with good offline

reputation. Three of the interviewees (WU09, WU11, WU08) state that the

reputation of the site and knowledge of the service provider is very important to take

the decision of finishing the purchasing process on-line. lnterviewee (WU09)

comments:

lf I know the seruice provider. lt is difficult what I would probably do is
that I would probably go on-line and look for the information and then
book it with other means at the moment, I am not sure if I totally
would buy the whole thing on line.

When users were asked under what circumstances they would give their credit

information on-line, they replied that they would do so if the site says it is secured, if

a friend or relative recommends it, if it belongs to a famous high street company or

is related to a highly branded product, among interviewees'comments:

I would want to know that other people have done it, so if somebody
told me, oh yeah you know I bought that car of the lnternet, and I had
no problems, and everything is okay you know this after sa/es seruice
etc., then fine, I will be quite confident then. lt is a lot of money
(wu07).

lf the sffe says lT ls secure. lf it is a secure site, you can tell, so it
should be okay (WU09).

I would do so if I know the site belongs to a high sfreef company
(wu03).

This was also evident in the GVU (1998) survey that concluded that many users

prefer a brand name when buying over the Web although there is some variation

depending on the nature of the product purchased. Ernst and Young (1999) also

reported that 82 percent of the surveyed customers included in their survey stated
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that brand names play a significant role in their on-line buying decisions, they prefer

to buy from a website which belongs to a strong company brand or selling a well

known brand/product. This also concurs with the 2000 American Express Global

lnternet Survey (2000) which reports that consumers around the world ranked

confidence in the brand name is among the most important factors when buying on-

line. However, as the Web continues to be integrated into the global world of

business, it is increasingly important for companies to differentiate themselves

through brand strategies that exhibit clear messages and provide fulfilling

experiences. Companies with well-established brand equity and brand power in the

off-line world are well poised to extend their brand into the Web (Harvin, 2000).

How do web users buy travellhotel products?

The interview allowed respondents to interpret their experiences of buying travel and

hotel products on-line. lt also explored the sort of travel information they usually look

for when they are buying on-line compared with the information they require using

other traditional methods of buying. Only four of the interviewees answered, "yes" to

the question (Have you ever used the Web to buy travel/hotel products?), the rest of

the interviewees answered that they have never had any experience of buying

travel/hotel products on-line. All users, buyers or non-buyers, state that the sort of

travel information they look for on-line does not differ from the information they

require when they buy the same products via other conventional methods of

marketing. They are mostly concerned about hotel location, destination information,

prices and services offered. Typical of comments is:

It is the same, if I was to pick up a brochure of any destination
(wu11).

t woutd want to look at a picture of the hotel location, seruices and
prices as well(WU09).
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Two interviewees (WU11 and WU07) also stress the importance of speaking

personally to someone when looking for this information

I would need to go to the travel agent to pick up a travel brochure to
see if that place was on the brochure, because you know you could
buy a holiday of the lnternet, and if you do not have much information
about the resoft it could be 10 miles from the beach and things like
that and how would you know? (WU1 1).

I prefer to have the physical experience of talking to someone in a
travel agent, a mean of two ways communication, but I think, I would
ask for the same information (WU07).

Web user scenario when buying hotel products on-line

lnterviewees were asked if there are any other marketing medium draw/help to draw

their attention to websites. Answers to this question verified that more conventional

tools of marketing (TV, newspapers, travel magazines and brochures) are being

used to reinforce the content of hotel website information and content. That is why

many companies who have already built and sustained their web presence tend to

advertise for their websites URL addresses on other marketing materials (Sterne,

1995; Bayne,1996).

Brochures, T.V. advertisement, and Ceefax were most cited by users as other

media or sources of information that direct customers to hotels and travel websites.

Typical comments are:

We quite often get some brochures ourse/ves look through them and
also may be watch travel programs on T.V. Ceefax if it is a last
minute thing, and also may be speaking to other people who have
been there. So / always got the sense that you are constantly
gathering information about where you decided to be going (WU09)'

TV advertisemenfs travelbrochures, and sometimes fhe newspapers'
Many companies now advertise fortheir websffes using differenttools
of marketing (WU06).

/ suppose, there is a lot of TV. adveftisement about companies that
are on-line so possrö/y some of those. Also things /rke even after
sorne holiday programs they say check our website at the end, and
some of them are quite good because you could actually go back and
check resort that have been there in the pasf (WU11).
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Question (19) - lf you are looking for a travel product on-line what procedure would

you follow? - is considered an imperative question for this research since it aimed at

exploring the scenario of how web users buy hotel products and services on-line.

Significantly, answers to this question appeared identical and logical. The process

starts with typing key words about the destination or the hotel into one of the popular

search engines (e.9. Yahoo, AltaVista, Netscape search, etc.). Then users tend to

follow the links that turn up of the search engine on-line. Some useful comments

indicating users scenarios are provided below as quoted from the interviews

transcripts.

I probably go into a search engine and type so/ne keywords may be
of the destination and the hotels, something like that, or may be if I
knew it was a certain place I was going to, I iust type the name of the
destination in straight away fo see what I can get from the website
(wu0e).

Users with more experience of buying travel and hotel products on-line involved

other actions in their scenarios, these actions may extend to include comparing

prices, looking for rooms availability, and filling booking (reservation) forms on-line

For instance one user commented

I will then go into their website, you know, enter your dafes, whenever
you want to travel, wherever, and then I mean, / suppose some
websifes are different they come back straight away and tell you
there is no availability then, or they inform you of a different price or a
special deal or something like that and then / suppose you put your
payment details or whatever (WU1 1).

These findings correspond with O'Connor (1999:102), who provides a hypothetical

scenario illustrating the steps form the initial search for information to making a

reservation (see figure 4.3), he claims that unless the customers know the Web

address in advance, their search will invariably involve multiple search steps. These

steps are identical to those identified by this study.
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FIcun¡ 4.3 HoTEL WEB BROWSING/BOOKING SCENARIO

Source: Adapted from O'Connor (1999)

lmportant hotel website features

During this last section of the interview the interviewer provided users with a list of

hotel website design features and asked them to comment on each of these

features. From answers the researcher was able to generate a break down of the

most important features from users' points of view, this break down is provided in

table 4.3 below. These features to a certain extend coincide with those rated

important and very important by users in the on-l¡ne survey conducted earlier in this

research.
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1. The site is easv to navigate
2. The site has reliable Links.
3. The site provides extended information on hotel products.

4. The site provides extensive price information.
5. The site is updated (e.9. product, prices , promotions).

6. The site URL address (e.9. http://www.hilton.com).
7. The site provides on-line reservation.
8. The site is secure for on-line payment.
9. The site offers on-line promotions

10. The site provides customer service
11. The site has multimedia items.
12.The site includes FAQ section
13. The site includes "What's new" section.
14. The site provides a feedback form.
15. The site provides different languages.

Taele 4.3 llVtpORtn¡¡r HOTEL WEBSITE FE ATURES FROM THE USER'S POINT OF VIEW

Several issues and useful comments were also raised during this task; some of

these are presented below.

Ease of navigation

Ease of navigation was one of the most important features for web users to find

distinction between good and bad hotel websites. Users pointed out that the rational

quality of hotel website is determined by its ease of navigation in terms of its

clearance and coherence of titles, uniformity throughout the site, easy check out,

good structure, site map, and consistency of colours and fonts used through pages,

(WU07)comments:

Ease of navigation ls one of the most important considerations, it
hetps vrsifors to easily and quickly find information. The items on the
websifes and tinks to pages should be well organized and easy to
navigate specially on the site main page, the first place where yrsifors

go on the site (WU07).
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Users require that navigation items on the website, especially links to other sites or

sections on the same website, should appear straightforward and consistent, one

user (WU05)comments:

You know how annoying this is...a link without a destination is really
an indication of poor designed site with navigation problems, a good
site should has reliable links and should be logically organized
(wu05).

These comments are all concur with various studies (e.9. Lemay, 1996; Nielsen,

1996; Murphy et al., 1996a,b; Trochim, 1996; Burns, 1997; Hamill and Gregory,

1997; Standing and Vasudavan, 1999) who viewed the ease of use is a very

important accessibility and interactivity feature in websites design.

Up-dated contents

The relationship between the contents of the Web and the perception of it was also

cited as a "very important" issue of hotel website design. Almost every interviewee

underlined the importance of the contents in a hotel website and emphasized that

these contents should be extended to include extensively comprehensive hotel

products and services information with diverse and accurate prices, among users'

comments are:

lnformation, information, information, certainly when I am buying
accommodation, I need that information to be clear, very specific, I do
not want any ambiguity I would be very very careful here (WU10).

It is impoñant .The information on any website should be diverse,
should be accurate, valuable and most impoñantly uplo date
(wu07).

These findings correspond with those of Gilbert and Powell-Perry (2000), they

stated that the web could serve as a strategic information centre. Key information

such as lists and locations, new products, services, offers and benefits, could all be

posted on the hotelwebsite.
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Updating information on websites was also cited as being vital for the survival of the

website presence. Users state that it is important to hotel companies to develop and

update the contents of their websites and use this as a tool to measure customer

orientation, they comment:

Ihe essence of the Web is immediacy, if you are not updating it, you
are missing out but also you are actually showing to your cusfomers
that you do not understand the culture of the Web, and that could be
more damaging, without any doubt (WU10).

When you go to a site you find it is not updated for a month, it puts
you off it makes think they are not really a very professional
company, and it shows that they are not good in marketing, as if they
have not updated, it makes me feel they do not really care too much
about their site (WU09).

Some of the travelwebsifes, you go into them and they were last up
dated I do not know two months ago, and you pick a travel
supplement on you got different offers in there or different prices, so
fhrs does not give too much confidence that the information on the
lnternet is up to dafe (WU1 1).

Wilson (1999) supports this opinion he states that there must be a reason to come

to the site. A passive site will not provide the customer with a reason to return to a

site limiting its potential to develop'long-term relationship with potential customer.

Cronin (1996) considers that in order to encourage return visits a website should

provide valuable information which changes regularly. Effective websites are those

which are frequently updated, users do not come back to a static website which is

not updated in design and content (Ghosh, 1997: McCune, 1998).

Reserv ation, i nteractivity a n d sec u rity

lnterviewees also cited other features that they considered vital to the hotel website

design such as, checking room availability and reserving rooms on-line. Eight

interviewees indicated that they would buy hotel products on-line if more interactivity

and services are available, such as checking availability of rooms in certain dates,
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showing all possible rates and conditions of purchase, the ability of handling on-line

reservation and payment.

It is very impoñant to be able to reserue on line, faster method and it
adds convenience to customers lthink (WUO1).

I think it is impoftant, and it is growing important, bearing in mind that
travel is become much more frequent more short term planning and
so on (WU10).

lnterviewees were also concerned about different issues related to on-line

reservation such as the quality of the on-line booking system, customisation,

commitment to respecting user's privacy, the quality of forms, and efforts made by

hotel companies to ensure that data sent on-line by users is secure. Only three

users stated the importance of providing other methods (telephone) of reservation

and payment for those customers who do not yet feel very comfortable buying on-

line, one of the comments was:

Although it is really good to make on-line bookings, the telephone
number should be provided and we should have the possibility to talk
directly to the receptionist for example (WU02).

Customer seruice

Four interviewees have viewed customer service as the key to hotel business

success on the Web. That was the conclusion of those users who consider buying

hotel products on-line in future. Users comment that any Web-based customer

service should involve giving customers control over all aspects of the interaction

with the company through the website, (WU07 and WU12) support this view as they

comment:

Companies or hotels selling their products on-line cannot see their
customer face-to-face, therefore they must invent on-line ways to
compete with these expected sfandards of customer seruice offered
offline (WU07).

It has a great potential, a new tool to improves customer seruice by
providing easy access to various products information on-line.
Actually, the Web offers unlimited selling space to explain and
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present products to a very wide geographic reach. lt enables
öusinesses to deal directly with their cusfomers, and strengthening
relationships with cusfomers (WU 1 2).

URL

Only three interviewees were able to remember few websites that they usually go to

when they buy travel or hotel products on the Web. They stated that it is easy for

them to memorize those websites because of the short and easy to remember URL

addresses these sites have. lt is however important that URL address is short and

easy to remember for consumers. O'Connor (1999) claims that unless customers

know the URL address in advance, their search will invariably involve multiple

search steps during which they could easily defect to competitors or become

distracted by totally different topics.

Other important features

The availability of other languages on the website, a Frequently Asked Questions

(FAO) section, "What's new" section and a feedback form feature were also citêd by

interviewees, but of less importance than the above-mentioned features. These

findings of very important and important hotel websites features provide practical

examples to support those and are similar cited in the reviewed literature (see

section 2.7.1).
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4.2.4 User-relevant hotel website features

As discussed in (3.5.2) an on-line survey instrument was developed to streamline

the identified 48 hotel web site features into user-relevant features. Web users were

asked to rate the important of hotel website features. Results from the analysis of

this survey are provided below.

Response raúe

During the analysis of the results, there was no possibility to measure the actual

number of UWIC members of staff that logged on to the survey web page during the

period of the survey. lt was estimated that 70 % of the total number of 800 staff

visited the site. Thus, with 206 respondents, over 49 days, (see table 4.4) it is

possible to calculate a response rate of 37%. However, this response rate does not

necessarily reflect an exact figure that represents the rate of visitor's submission as

there were several possible sources of error detected. The same person could visit

the questionnaire page several times and thus increase the number of hits on the

page and therefore the number of responses. This would however not make the

figures differ with more than a few percentage points, and not have any impact on

the results of the survey.

However, as expected, a wide variety of views were expressed by the sample

population, but the main findings suggest that although many respondents do use

the Web for many different reasons, including searching for hotel information, only a

limited number of them use the Web to buy hotel products on-line. ln order to

determine respondents' reactions towards rating hotel website features three main

themes of the results of the survey will be highlighted in the following paragraphs.
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D¡te Number Date Number Date Number

0l-Nov 72 l7-Nov 0 04-Dec 0

02-Nov t9 l8-Nov 0 05-Dec 0

03-Nov t3 l9-Nov 0 06-Dec I

04-Nov 0 Z0-Nov 7l 07-Dec 0

05-Nov 0 2l -Nov 2 08-Dec 0

06-Nov l0 22-Nov I 09-Dec 0

)7-Nov 2 23-Nov I l0-Dec 0

)8-Nov I Z4-Nov I I l-Dec 0

)9-Nov 25-Nov 0 12-Dec l

lO-Nov 2 26-Nov 0 l3-Dec 0

I l-Nov 0 Z7-Nov 0 l4-Dec 0

l2-Nov 0 29-Nov 0 l5-Dec 0

l3-Nov 3 l0-Nov 0 l6-Dec 0

l4-Nov 0l -Dec 0 l7-Dec 0

l5-Nov 0 02-Dec 0 l8-Dec 2

ló-Nov 2 03-Dec 0

Tnele 4.4 NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS TO THE ON-LINE SURVEY

User's demographics, general experience and use of the Web

As figure 4.4 shows, slightly more females (60 %) responded to the survey than

males (40o/o). The average respondent age is 30, ranging from under 25 to over 65

years (see figure 4.5). Only (17o/o) of the respondents gain access to the Web from

home while the majority of users (58%) access the Web from work and home at the

same time (see figure 4.6). Most of these users (47o/o) use the Web daily and (35%)

of them only use it on weekly basis (see figure 4.7).
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It is also noteworthy that the majority (63%) of users primarily use the Web to gather

information, while the minority (16%) uses it for shopping (see figure 4.8). lndeed,

users were able to significantly identify the reasons for being reluctant to using the

Web for shopping in sections two and three of the survey.

(57Vo) of respondents stated that the Web is considered their first source of

information when they need to look for hotel information (see figure 4.9). The rest of

respondents (a3%) selected other sources of which brochures and TV travel

programs represented the highest percentages, (31%) and (25o/o) respectively (see

figure 4.10).
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Respondents were also asked to state how they find out about hotel web

pages/sites. (32%) of them stated that the lnternet and its search engines are the

first place they go to when they look for hotel websites. lnternet directories and

travel related sites were also been highly rated (see figure 4.11).

User's reactions to the potential of hotel web marketing

This section of the survey asked respondents to indicate to which extend they

strongly agree/disagree with seven different positive behavioral statements listed in

the survey. Overall, users found their experiences with using the Web for searching

and buying hotel products on-line to be positive. Figure 4.12 and table 4.5 show the

median and the standard deviation of these responses. Of particular interest is that

users found the Web to enable them to get better deals on hotel products, and

makes an effective contribution to hotel marketing. They also stated that they would

certainly use the Web to search for information on hotels rather than buying hotel

products more in the future.
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13%
11o/o

13%

¡
tr¡

32Vo

Friends
Links
Company literature

El lnternet search enoine
E lnternet Directorieõ

Maoazines/newsoaoers
TraVel related sitbs'

FIGURE 4.11 HOW oO USERS FIND OUT ABOUT HOTEL WEE PNCCS/SITES
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Moreover, users also agree that the Web can reach the right consumers faster and

more effectively than other conventional marketing media. Respondents also

registered a high level of concern about security and privacy in general to be the

main barriers to hotel web marketing. Only 13o/o of respondents reported they were

not very or not at all concerned (see table 4.5).

6ldffi I €tdqtt2 CdqGd 3 ddotrsf 4 âldM6 âld€rs{ô 3ldêffi 7

tr STDEV I lr/edian

4.00

2.50

2,00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

FIGURE 4.12 USER'S REACTIONS TO THE POTENTIAL OF HOTEL WEB MARKETING

Statement SDEV MEDIAN

I currentlv use the Web to buv hotel products on'line 1.10 4

The Web ena me to better deals on hotel 0.80 3

I think the Web makes an effective contribution to hotel
marketino

0.75 2

I think security and are the main barriers to hotel
web marketinq

1.06 3

I think the Web can reach the right consumers faster and
move effectivelv than other marketing media

1.06 3

I will certainly use the Web to search for information on
hotel more in the future

0.82 2

I will certainly use the Web to buy hotel products more in

the future
0.83 3

TABLE 4.5 USER'S REACTIONS TO THE POTENTIAL OF HOTEL WEB MARKETIruC/ VTOIN¡I

AND STANDARD DEVIATION
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User's ratings of the hotel website features

ln this section users were asked to rate the relative importance of 48 different hotel

website features of their experiences on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5 (with 1=

critically important and 5=unimportant). Of the 48 features, 28 were rated critically

important and very important by users. The median response was calculated for

each of the 48 website design features. Table 4.6 summarizes the 28 features of

website design achieving a median response of 1 (critically important) or 2 (very

important). These features comprise the overall quality and coherence of the

website design from a user perspective.

2. Dombådin€tinÊ
3. Na'¡iedi:fl
4. URL
5. Upildes
6. Sea¡rhl}e sile
'1. Destiniim qûeds (dpt¡ils)
8. Price irtrundimra+eil¡bh opline
9. Þlut¡ct ¡z¿ihbility
10. Em¡¡1nse¡zdbn
lI. On-linerc*wdbn
I2. Realtime pncessing cf,ordes
I3. Corämr^dbn
14. Cretlit cads

16. Freqrrerü guest pngranu
l?. füaphics
18. Basic pcoårct irdcortrdiær
I 9. AdÂitiæral r¡ot¡rt irfcrrndiqt
20. On-Iineb¡oclu¡c
21. Cunerryænrtder
22. On-Iinp¿dw¡tisittg
23. Discou¡ds
24. Feeilb¡ck ñmr
25. On-linp cr:stcrns ser¡iæ
26. F¡eErerilþ ¿sked quÊetiffir (FAQ)
2?. Mailinglists
28. Di¡Èct Êm¿il

TABLE 4.6 CNITICNILY IMPORTANT AND VERY IMPORTANT HOTEL WEB DESIGN

FEATURES AS RANKED BY WEB USERS
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4.2.5 A hierarchy of website design cons¡derations

Relating the 28 user-relevant features to the modified Dutta ef a/.'s marketspace

model does little to facilitate a strategic approach to the rationalisation of website

design. Organizing them under six headings: accessibility; information; credibility; e-

commerce; immediacy; customer relationship, and these six headings into a further

hierarchy of considerations enables an emphasis towards how a website can

support hotel brand development (see table 4.7 and figure 4.13). These

considerations are briefly described below. The lower in the hierarchy the

consideration; the more fundamental it is. Thus, accessibility is a more fundamental

concern than customer relationship and there is little point focusing on aspects of a

website relating to customer relationship if its accessibility is sub-optimal.
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Accessibility

Unless a website is easy to locate and responds to customer searches on the major

search engines (e.g. yahoo.com) it will not be able to communicate information to its

audience. However accessibility on its own is not enough, the website must

download reasonably quickly and "grab" the attention of the user before he/she

"surfs on" to another site. Navigation is also a very important accessibility feature, a

website should provide clear and consistent navigation mechanisms - orientation

information, navigation bars, a site map, etc. - to increase the likelihood that users

will find what they are looking for instantly and conveniently.

lnformation

Perhaps the most important element marketers should keep in mind when deciding

on the content of their website is its usefulness to the consumer in terms of its

contents. Useful information ranges from basic destination contents, e.g. maps,

restaurant facilities, local attractions and community events, to detailed information

about products and services and their availability and upto-date price information.

C red i b i I i ty ( rel i ab i I ity)

Proper website design is largely a matter of balancing the structure and relationship

of a menu or "home pages" and individual content pages or other linked graphics

and documents. The goal is to build a hierarchy of menus and pages that feels

natural and well structured to the user, and does not interfere with their use of the

website or mislead them. Links should be carefully labelled and consistently

working. Updated and revised content is also important; the site should never

contain old or outdated information that may turn users away to a different site.
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E-commerce enabled

An e-commerce enabled website offers the speed and convenience of a one-stop

availability check, instant purchase and confirmation. lt should enable guests to

confirm their rooms' bookings in "real-time". lt should also allow them to close the

sale immediately through an on-line booking engine which is branded to have the

look and feel of the website, and is customized to communicate the property's

specific terms of the reservation, room views, property directions and other

important features.

lmmediacy

The key to fully utilize the web for selling is to formulate the means to harness the

Web's immediacy. The Web has given customer a continual demand for immediacy

and this requires a websites that exploit this feature. lt is vital to quickly confirm that

on line reservation are received as well as give immediate confirmation or identify

any problems quickly.

Customer relationship

A Website should effectively function as a powerful tool to sustain a good

relationship with customer and support brand-building. There are many features to

perform this, for example, hotel websites can contain electronic forms for customer

completion and hotels can reply directly via e-mail or post on its website a series of

frequently asked questions from which customers might be able to find answers to

common queries. This kind of rapport will improve customer relations and contribute

towards the building of customer loyalty.
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ln the context of brand-building the issues of accessibility and information,

credibility, and immediacy, e-commerce and customer relationship cânnot be

considered individually, they should be considered as complementary and

synergistic issues which reinforce each other to enhance the customer relationship

and build the brand.

4.2.6 Glassifying user-relevant features in terms of sub-optimal,

satisfactory and good performance

Each of the individual hotel website design considerations were rated on a

performance scale of 0-5 as to thresholds of satisfactory and good performance to

give three degrees of performance: sub-optimal (0+1), satisfactory (2+3), and good

(4+5) as shown in table (4.8). Detailed description of each of the 28 features

included in the six considerations is provided below.

Accessibility

Accessibility is the most important element in the website design - if a website is

often off-line or does not appear on a major search engine, e.g. Yahoo, Lycos,

Excite, AltaVista, then it will be invisible to potential customers. Various features

affect accessibility, among these are, consistent accessibility from major search

engines, and a high rank on the search engine. This includes various features

among these are, consistent accessibility from major search engines, and high rank

on the search engine. From a consumer point of view this is probably the most

important feature. The interview conducted with users (see section 4.2.3) identified

the typical scenario of the user when searching for hotel websites, the process starts

with typing key words about the destination or the hotel into one of the search

engines, then users tend to follow the links that turn up of the search engine on-line.

Guenther (1999), asserts that listing the website with the most popular search

engines is the most effective way to publicise it. Foster (1999) also states that a
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website must be in the crucial top 20 positions on a major search engine. Thus good

performance would be that the hotel website is consistently accessible from all

search engines, and partner or chain sites and ranks among the top 10 sites on

search engines. Satisfactory performance would be that the website is accessible

and ranks among the top 20 on major search engines. Sub-optimal performance

therefore would be that the website is always offline and ranks low on search

engines.

Downloading time

ln GVU's tenth user survey (1998), web users identified speed as the second most

critical issue facing the lnternet, second to privacy by a low margin. Nielsen (2000a)

states that fast response times are the most important design criterion for web

pages. He recommends a minimum goalfor response times of 10 seconds because

that is the limit of user's ability to keep his attention focused while waiting. Dellaret

and Kahn (1999) found that Web waiting time negatively affects consumer

evaluation of website content only when slow speeds are not well managed.

Staying within 10 second response time means that the user can stay focused on

navigating the site (Nielsen, 1999b) while a slow downloading website can

diminishes the interest of navigation and distracts the user for little useful effect

(Guenther, 1999; Foster, 1999). Successful hotelwebsites are those that can run on

an appropriate platform (web browser) performance, the faster the platform, the

faster the response time of the site. Bailey and Schaffer (2001) claim that

acceptable downloading times can range from five to over 30 seconds. The delays

that are "acceptable" seem to depend on what tasks users are performing and the

difficulties they believe the computer is encountering. Thus good performance

would be that the website downloads in less than 10 seconds with no missing

elements directly on to the user's web browser. Satisfactory performance would be
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the same as good performance with the site taking between 10 to 30 seconds to

complete downloading. Sub-optimal performance would be that the site downloads

with many missing elements in more than 30 seconds on to the user's browser.

Navigation

Lemay (1996) asserts that websites should be easy for the user to navigate. Ease of

use is a very important issue in hotel websites design (Murphy et al., 1996a).

Navigation, or how an end-user gets from one page in a website to another, is

another key issue (Standing and Vasudavan, 1999; Hamill and Gregory, 1997).

Using consistent page elements and navigation menus among pages on the same

website helps the user easily find his way around the site (Lemay, 1996). While

hotel websites use a variety of approaches to achieve this, the trend is toward using

a standard navigation bar. A common navigational problem at some websites is that

icons are presented to expedite'navigation, but no explanation is given to describe

the icons or where they will take the end-user. Worse when these are clicked

leaving end-users with no way to get to another page of interest to them, or even of

finding out if there is another page to go to. This is all supported by the results from

interviewing web users (see section 4.2.3), which revealed that ease of navigation is

one of the most important features to distinct between good and bad hotel websites

in terms of its clearance and coherence of titles, uniformity throughout the site, easy

check out, good structure, site map, and consistency of colours and fonts. Thus a

good performance on navigation would be that the website posses all of the above

mentioned features and elements of easy navigation, websites with sub-optimal

performance are those which lacks consistent navigation or navigational tools and

do not appear to be straightforward and easy to navigate for the user.
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URL

Murphy ef a/. (1996a) argue that a URL address is the key to promoting hotel

websites. A good website URL should be short and easy to remember (Farris,

1999; Lederer and Maupin, 1997; Foster, 1999). Successful hotel websites are

those operated under their own URLs (Weeks and Crouch, 1999), which reflect their

brands, e.g. www.marriott.com. Users interviews also revealed that unless users

know the URL address of the website in advance, they will involve multiple search

during which during which they could easily defect to competitors or become

distracted by totally different topics. Therefore, good performance would be that the

website has a short and easy to remember URL addresses which is straightforward

and reflects the hotel brand.

Destination contents

The results of the on-line survey conducted by this study show that users rate this

feature very important to include in the hotel website design (see section 4.2.4).

Examples of destination contents are, more information about the geographical

location and other attractions or links to other properties or partners and sources of

important information (e.9. weather, transportation, recreation facilities etc.). Good

performance on this feature would be that the site provides detailed destination

contents and sub-optimal performance would be that the site lacks this feature.

Price information available onJine

Availability of price information on-line is among the most important features as

rated by users of the on-line survey conducted in this study (see section 4.2.4).

Presence of this feature on the hotgl website would reflect good performance and

therefore sites are rated sub-optimal on this features if it does not provide any

information about the price of the products or services.
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Basic product information

Hotel website users want most to obtain information regarding hotel amenities and

facilities (Murphy et a\.,1996a). Over half of the respondents to the on-line survey

conducted by this study stated that the Web is considered their first source of

information when they need to look for hotel information (see section 4.2.4). Gilbert

ef a/. (1999) asserts that hotels are able to offer information about lhe hotel property

(facilities available, amenities, restaurants and lounges, transport services,

attractions, maps and directions), corporate informafion (press releases, financial

reports, company history, company milestones, product and service information),

on-line directory (a listing of hotel properties by geographic location), and virtualtour

of the hotel property. Users interviews (section 4.2.3) shows that users are mostly

concerned about hotel location, destination information, prices and services offered.

Thus good performance would be that the web site provide this basic information,

satisfactory would be that the website only offer few elements of this basic

information (e.g. hotel rooms, location and other services) and sub-optimal'would be

that the website does not at all provide any basic information of the services or the

product.

Additional product i nformation

Providing information on prices and hotel locations, as well as availability of services

such as pool, health facilities, or room amenities is also highly desirable to meet

user's need for information (Lodging News, 2001). This allows extensive

customization, permitting each customer to choose the desired set of product

characteristics (Bakos, 2001). Providing complete and accurate information and

increasing satisfaction with information through a high-quality website design have a

significant positive influence on the intention to make a reservation on-line. (Lodging

news, 2OO1). This is also supported by customers, almost every interviewee
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included in the interviews with the users (see section 4.2.3) underlined the

importance of the contents in a hotel website and emphasized that these contents

should be extended to include extensively comprehensive hotel products and

services information with diverse and accurate. Thus good performance would be

that the site offers extensive product information to its customers and sub-optimal

performance would be that the site be deficient in this feature.

Product availability

Search function and product availability are the most important features that lnternet

users look for in on-line shopping. Product availability is related to real time

processing of orders (Gilbert et a1.,1999) lt is an interactive function and therefore it

is very important to be included in the hotel website which offers on-line reservation

function. Therefore a good performance would be that the site offers the facility of

checking the product availability on-line. Satisfactory performance reflects that it is

only possible to check the product availability by email and sub-optimal performance

would be that the website does not provide this facility of checking the product

availability.

On-line advertising

On-line advertising is among the important features as rated by users of the on-line

survey conducted in this study. Dutta ef a/. (1998) list some features to customize

the advertising content of a website, based on customer profile or input, include

changing the content description (simple or complex), displaying only a range of

products which are relevant to the particular customer, changing the price allowing

for new functionality in some cases or changing the path used to navigate in the

service. Thus good performance would be that the website offers on-line advertising

items, and satisfactory performance would indicate the presence of few on-line
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advertising elements on the site. Sub-optimal performance therefore would be that

the website does not offer any elements of on-line advertising.

On-line brochure

It is important to remember that good websites are rich in content. As much relevant

contents as possible about the product should be included on the site (Silverstein,

1999). An on-line brochure that is available to download on-line or can be send by

email upon user's request is considered a means of providing customers with more

information about the products and services offered. The presence of an on-line

brochure to view/download on-line would indicate the good performance of the

website.

Search the site

Search the site is one of the most important user interface elements in any large

website (Neilsen, 1997). Each hotel website should provide a search engine or

appropriate interface to search for more information (Loban, 1998b). Nielsen (1997)

suggests three strategies for including this feature on websites: a search button on

every page; global search (searching all of the site); and Boolean queries should be

relegated to a secondary "advanced search" page. Therefore websites would be

rated good if it offers these on-line search facilities.

Updates

Effective websites are those which are frequently updated, users do not come back

to a static website which is not updated in design and content (Ghosh, 1997;

McCune, 1998). Nielsen (1999b) argue that with the growth in web marketing, trust

is getting increasingly important, and outdated content is a sure way to lose

credibility (he rates this as a very severe problem in the website design). The user
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interviews results show that updating information on websites was also cited as

being vital for the survival of the website presence. Users state that it is important to

hotel companies to develop and update the contents of their websites and use this

as a tool to measure customer orientation (see section 4.2.3). Murphy et al. (1996a)

also asserts that routine maintenance and update is essential for a successful

website, users tend to bookmark website because they expect to find something

new each time they visit it. Thus a website would be rated good if it is frequently

updated and it shows when it is last updated. Satisfactory performance would then

reflects that the site is not frequently updated and sub-optimal performance would

therefore describes as web site that is not update and never shows when it last

updated.

Graphics

Burns (1997) asserts that, no matter how fast an lnternet connection is, graphics on

websites normally take a long time to load to user's browser. Large graphics can

take several minutes to load, therefore they must be avoided (DeAngelis, 1996;

Tittel and James, 1995). Because some users still cannot see pages graphically, a

website should not be overly dependent on graphics. lnstead the website should

include a graphic's text equivalent through navigational bars (Burns, 1997).

Animated images also tend to distract users from other sections of the page and

draw their eye to the animation. Animations should therefore be saved for specific

purposes in which attracting the user's attention is the main aim (Tittel and James,

lgg5). This is also supported by the results form interviews with users (see section

4.2.3) users stated that graphics should be simple and the site should have a clear

layout with minimal text. Thus, a website with heavy graphics, misuse of colours and

fonts with complex backgrounds and large image blocks and moving items would be

rated sub-optimal on these features. Satisfactory performance would be that the site
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is doing well on this features but overly depeneding on them, good performance

would therefore be that the website uses graphic elements to provide a dynamic and

attractive feel to the site.

Real time confirmation

Real time confirmation is among the important features as rated by users of the on-

line survey conducted in this study (see section 4.2.4). Web customers seek instant

gratification (Starkov, 2001). Sites that do not respond efficiently and quickly lead to

increased consumer dissatisfaction (Gilbert et a1.,1999; Weeks and Crouch, 1999).

Thus a good performance would be that the site offers instant real time confirmation

on-line. Satisfactory performance would be that confirmation is only available via

email and it takes few days to respond to confirmation. Sub-optimal performance

would therefore indicate that the site does not provide any confirmation features.

Real time processing of orders

This is considered a vital interactivity feature which involves the ability of the end-

users to complete transactions and interact with the system itself in other ways such

as obtaining bookings information from databases associated with the website

(Ellsworth and Ellsworth, 1995; Gilbert et a\.,1999). ln a hotel website scenario, for

example, consumers "search" through the products and serviceS, narrow the

selection for a "close-up" view, have immediate access to availability, compare

products, ask other shoppers their opinions, and seek out customer service

representatives when additional assistance is needed. Thus good performance on

would be that the website provides real time processing of orders capability and

sub-optimal performance would reflect the site's inability to do so.
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Currency converter

This is supported by the on-line survey performed by this study (see section 4.2.4).

Currency converter is an important feature that is rated important by users who

responded to the survey. lt is also observed that many websites offer basic currency

conversion within the reservation section or sometimes provide a link to a currency

conversion service to another site. Thus good performance would be that the site

has or link to an updated currency converter. Satisfactory performance would be

that the site shows room and other facilities prices with two or more currencies and

sub-optimal performance would be that the site does not include any currency

converter and does not link to site that offers this facility.

Email reseruation

Email marketing is a crucial component of the hotel on-line distribution strategy as it

can create direct revenue opportunities (Price and Starkov,2002). Email reservation

is considered an important feature related to e-commerce and interactivity (Gilbert ef

a/., 1999). lt can also be used to receive confirmation of reservation or send

confirmation of booking and payment details. This feature is rated very important by

the on-line survey conducted in this study (see section 4.2.4). lt is also noticeable

that small hotel websites adapt this technique by applying an email reservation

wizard system. By clicking the "Request Reservation" button or a "reseryation" link

on the hotel home page the customer will be led through an email reservation wizard

where he can provide the information required to request the reservation,

confirmation is also send by email later. Good performance therefore would be that

the website offers email reservation and responds with confirmation the same day or

the next day. Satisfactory performance would be that the website offers this facility

but slow to respond to its customers and takes longer to confirm their reservation.

Sub-optimal performance would be that the website does not offer this function.
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On-line reseruation

Gilbert et al. (1999) argue that the majority of hotel chains already have taken

advantage of the Web as a reservation medium. They describe that this capability

includes features such as: on-line search, on-line availability check, on-line

reservation from, on-line reservation retrieval, on-line cancellation, realtime

processing, create/modify profile, and email reservation. These features are

individually evaluated by this study. Murphy et al. (1996a) has make distinction

between active (functioning) and inactive on-line reservation. Starkov (2001)

recommends that a good website design includes "On-line Reservation" or the

"Book lt" signs clearly displayed on the hotel website's home page, every main page

of the site, and also lncluded in the navigation bar. These websites which provide

on-line reservation should also state somewhere on their site that they offer secure

(encrypted) method for making payment directly. Results from users interviews

indicate that this is a very important feature to encourage the close of the sale on-

line, eight interviewees indicated that they would buy hotel products on-line if more

interactivity and services are available, such as checking availability of rooms in

certain dates, showing all possible rates and conditions of purchase, the ability of

handling on-line reservation and payment. Thus good performance would be that

the website offers instant and interactive on-line reservation function, and

satisfactory would be that this function is present on the website but not properly

functioning. Sub-optimal performance would be that the web site does not include

this feature.

Privacy and security

Klemow (1999) argue that consumers profess a fear of transmitting their credit card

information over websites. Websites must be developed to run on secure servers.

Encryption facility (SSL prior to transmission) is considered very important because
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it could attract users by giving them a sense of security when purchasing products

or services over the Web (Ellsworth and Ellsworth, 1995; Silverstien, 1999; Klemow,

1999). The results of the interviews with the web users (see section 4.2.3) also

show that users would tend to go to the same websites and make repeat purchases

if they practiced secure on-line transactions. Thus good performance would be that

the hotel website includes an explanation of the site's security features in its privacy

statement including the customer ordering process and processing of orders. Sub-

optimal performance would be that the web site does not show any sign of security

and privacy standards employed.

Credit cards used

Even if the hotel website does not offer on-line ordering and purchasing, lt is still

important to inform customers with how to purchase the products. Credit cards

accepted by the website is important for customers, this feature was rated important

by users included in the on-line survey conducted in this study (see section 4.2.4).

Good performance would indicate a website offering this information, and sub-

optimal performance would therefore reflect that this feature is unavailable.

FAQ (Frequently Asked Quesúions/

These are the questions existing and potential customers may ask before closing

the deal on-line. They are considered one of the most commonly available features

of on-line customer service (Gilbert et al., 1999). Heinen (1996) asserts that FAQ

provide web users with the ability to directly communicate with a firm and therefore a

good hotel website is designed to display these questions and answers on-line. Gee

(2000) also advices that websites can use FAQ is a powerful tool that will make your

customers feel "connected" to your service,24 hours a day and also helps to build
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their confidence in the website as being "customer centric." Thus good performance

would specify that the website offers FAQ feature.

Direct email

Direct email is a vital feature that helps to build a direct relationship between the

customer and the firm. The results of the on-line survey conducted by this study

shows that users rate this feature important to include in the hotel website design

(see section 4.2.4). Good performance would be that the website allow users to

directly email the hotel and get an immediate response. Satisfactory performance

would then be that it is possible to directly email the hotel but it takes longer to reply

and sub-optimal performance would therefore be that it is not possible to directly

emailthe hotelfrom its website.

Discounfs

Customers on-line are attracted by various promotions including discounts. Murphy

et al. (1996a,b) identified that many customers used website to search for

discounted hospitality products on-line. Moreover, Forrester Research study (2001)

found that 66% of all buyers were attracteà by websites offering on-line discount to

buy travel products on-line. Successful hotel websites however actively promote

discounts in an attempt to reach out to the price-sensitive market, especially on the

Web. Thus good performance would be that the website offers discounts and sub-

optimal performance would indicate that this feature is unavailable on website.

Feedback form

Spalter (1996) states that: "Ihe single most important component of an successfu/

inte¡'face, is fhaf it is driven by customer feedback " standing and Vasudavan (1999)

affirms that one way of improving the design strategy is to listen to customers by
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providing a feedback form on the website. Feedback from users is an important tool

that may also helps in the assessment of the website. Pitt ef al., (1996) argue that

some companies use the web to solicit feedback form current customers as well as

informing new ones. Morgan and Pritchard (2000) also argue that the most

successful sites are those which seek to build relationships with users, inviting

comments and feedback. Thus a good performance would be that a website

contains a feedback form and sub-optimal performance would indicate that this

feature is unavailable on site.

Mailing lists

Hotels keep their customer up-to-date with the latest developments using features

like electronic newsletters which are of two types: Web newsletter and email

newsletter (mailing lists) (Gilbert ef a/., 1999). A huge majority (93%) of hotels

included in Gilbert ef a/.'s study do not have any of these features. Users included

in the on-line survey conducted in this study also rated this feature as very

important. Good performance would signify that a mailing list feature is included on

the site and sub-optimal performance would be that the site does not include this

feature.

Frequent guesf programs

Gilbert ef a/. (1999) argue that hotels could extend their frequent guest programs on-

line by having special features; such as general information; on-line enrolment,

restricted frequent guest area, on-line account review, create/modify customer

profile, exclusive email address, special web offers, and request rewards on-line.

Nielsen (2000b) recommends frequent guest programs as a way to encourage

customer loyalty. Good performance would be that the website offers frequently
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user program features and sub-optimal performance would indicate that this feature

is not provided on site.

OnJine customer seruice

Good customer service creates the loyal customers who make a business profitable.

To enhance service levels, hotel websites usually add different customer service

features to their websites such as: on-line help function, frequently asked questions

page, feedback mechanism (form) and customer service information. This is also

supported by Gilbert et al. (1999) who add two other most commonly observed

features of customer service on hotel websites, these are: on-line request of

brochure/information and destination guides. Users included in the interviews (see

section 4.2.3) viewed customer service as the key to hotel business success on the

Web. Users comment that any web-based customer service should involve giving

customers control over all aspects of the interaction with the company through the

website. Thus good performance would be that the website make on-line customer

service available via different means such as: help function, FAQ page, feedback

mechanism and customer help with choosing the product. Sub-optimal performance

would therefore be that these features/services are not offered.
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4.2.7 Visual representation of results - using radar plots

Using radar charts as a simple visual representation tool, the objective was to

represent graphically the evaluation of multiple considerations of hotel website

design and to quantify overall performance taking into account all these

considerations. A radar chart, sometimes known as a "radar plot' or "spider web"

chart is useful in particular for comparing performance on multiple dimensions

simultaneously or for comparing cases with multiple performance dimensions. lt has

been well established as a management tool and latterly is being used as a

benchmarking technique (Mosley and Mayer, 1998)'

Using a MS-Excel spreadsheet an evaluation of a website can be plotted as a radar

chart. The radar chart's surface area provides an indication for overall performance'

A point close to the centre on any axis indicates a low value. A point near the edge

is a high value. Figure (4.14) shows a screen shot of the MS-Excel spreadsheet and

figure (4.15) shows a screen shot of the radar plot depicting the evaluation of a

website. The lines joining the data points represent graphically the performance

dimensions of a hotel website, comprising 28 features, on three axes or levels of

performance: 'sub-optimal', 'satisfactory', and 'good', Through this graphic

representation of the results and the hierarchy of considerations it was possible to

identify and prioritise gaps (problems) in a certain design of a hotel website'
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4.3 AN EVALUATION OF TWO EXEMPLAR WEBSITES

Analyses of the two exemplar websites (Marriott and Maadi) using this technique are

shown in figure (4.16). This graph reflects the actual evaluation of these two

websites as described below. The advantage of this mode of display is that design

consideration performing sub-optimally can be prioritised for development and it can

be scanned visually very easily. Websites can be readily compared.

Marriott.com

Marriot.com represents a very good example of a fully transactional and user-

friendly hotel website that projects the 'look and feel' of the Marriott brand. lt is

designed from the user's point-of-view rather than the hotel's. Via Marriott.com

users can make hotel reservations and travel plans at nearly 2,000 Marriott

international hotels representing 12 different lodging brands. By registering basic

profiling information on the site, customers eliminate the need to re-enter personal

information when making reservations (see figure 4.17). lt has an extensive

personalization features which increase convenience and ease-of-use. Users can

easily navigate the site and take.advantage of the express reservations service and

benefit from receiving content more closely tailored to their specific interests.

Marriott.com offers personalized web page content and e-mail offers, site visitors

have the option of providing information about their travel habits, such as the cities

they visit, their favourite activities and preferred Marriott brands. Marriott.com can

then deliver content that meets the customer's interests, Customers can also

choose to receive e-mails about new offers, products and services or search the site

for more promotional items and packages. ln addition, reservation functions,

payment transactions and information customers provide in their registered profile
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on the site is protected in a secure environment and can be viewed, changed or

deactivated by the customer on-line at any time.

Maadi.com

The hotel website represents a typical example of basic web presence (on-line

brochure) it only provides a form of static pages adapted from existing collateral.

The site follows a 'slide show' structure and offers few links from the front page to

other sections (pages) of the site. Most of the pages are designed to include only a

coloured picture with brief text about the services, or facilities offered by the hotel. ln

general the website lacks a number of design and structural features, such as poor

use of colours, texts, imagery items and hyperlinks (see figure 4.18). The site does

not offer any real-time interactions, or any function to check room availability. There

was no on-line advertising or any form of discounts or special promotions for web
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4.4 SUMMARY

The examination, in section 21.4, of previous typologies categorizing commerdal

websites showed that most of these typologies focus on the functional or the

technological side of website design and do not expansively consider web marketing

features, customer interactivity and brand-building. Thus these frameworks do not

classify websites according to the extent to which they reflect the development of

an enhanced customer relationship that will ensure that small hotels win in the battle

of the search engine and secure customer loyalty, repeat business and therefore

business survival.

This chapter identified the need to develop a more comprehensive typology,

encompassing functionality, design, web content and customer interactivity, to

enable a comparative analysis not only of technical aspects of hotel websites but

also other characteristics of hotel websites to evaluate their effectiveness from a
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consumer point of view and in terms of their brand-building capacity. The developed

model comprises a hierarchy of considerations (accessibility, information, credibility,

e-commerce, customer relationship and immediacy) which emphasize how a

website can support brand-building. Further enhancement of the design of this

hierarchy of consideration, through the classification of the design features and the

graphical presentation of websites evaluation using radar charts, reflected three

levels of hotel website performance (good, satisfactory, and sub-optimal). Using

radar charts was found very useful in particular for comparing websites performance

on multiple considerations of hotel website design and to quantify and reflect overall

performance across hotel categories. These considerations provide a basis for hotel

websites design to facilitate a strategic approach to the exploitation of the Web in

hospitality marketing and provide a vital tool for evaluating hotel websites.

The chapter ends with an evaluation of two exemplar websites, one strongly-

branded and the other weakly-branded using the developed tool. The actual

evaluation of these two websites allowed design considerations performing sub-

optimally to be scanned visually very easily.
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CHAPTER FIVE: WEB MARKETING IN EGYPT'
A CASE STUDY

5.1 INTRODUGTION

This chapter represents a review of the growth of information technorogy industry in

Egypt. lt provides an overview of the evolution of ]nternet services, and their

opportunities and constraints in the Egyptian information technology market' lt also

reviews the potential of electronic commerce as an emerging service empowered by

the lnternet and its future expansion. The chapter provides a background on the

Egyptian tourism and hotel market and its development and addresses critical

issues that are fundamental to evaluate the current status of the web as a strategic

marketing toolfor the Egyptian hotel sector'

The chapter also presents the results from the case study of web marketing in the

Egyptian hotel sector; it reports on the evaluation of a selected sample of hotel

websitesinthreedestinations(UK,USAandEgypt)andfocusesonidentifyingthe

problems facing Egyptian small independent hotels regarding their exploitation of

web marketing through the graphic representation of their websites evaluation' The

chapter extends to present the results of a series of semi-structured interviews with

hotel website principal stakeholders (web marketers and web designers) and assess

the current performance of their websites as a strategic marketing tool for the

Egyptian hotelsector
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5.2 THE GROWTH OF THE EGYPTIAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

INDUSTRY

The development of a hardware and software industry underpins the development of

anEgyptianlnternetSocietyandimpactsonthewaythatEgyptianbusinessescan

operate. Egypt is fast becoming a base for information technology companies

because of its position as the Arab world's main software developer' with 10000

Egyptian specialists currently working in the development of Arabic software

programs within multinational companies' since 1999, there has been also a

growing demand for personal computers by individual users' as well as by small and

medium-sized companies, which has led to the proliferation of small domestic

hardware and software companies manufacturing on local assembly lines and

creating the potentialfor regional export (Sami' 1999a)'

The government is giving higher priority to information technology development

initiated by creating a Ministry of Technology in 1998 (Allen and Labib' 1999) and

strongly supports investment by foreign information technology companies' and

encourages them to participate in joint ventures with local companies in software

and hardware development (Allen and Labib, 1999)' However' the last ten years

have witnessed a substantial growth in the information technology market in Egypt'

Computerisedservicesanddigitaltechnologyhavebeenintroducedintodifferent

sectors of the economy, and this has led to a demand for more computers and the

need for many people to be acquainted with the latest developments in computer

technology(Labib,1999).]naddition,Egyptdevelopeditsowninformation

technology industry, especially in the software field, and is considered the second

fastestgrowingmarketforcomputersalesintheworldafterChina(AllenandLabib,

1999; KellY and Girardet, 2001)'
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Moreover, the Egyptian government strongly encourages local information

technology companies to enhance their software and hardware development

through the development of laws preserving intellectual property rights in the face of

software pirating, and by offering tax exemptions for projects involving the

construction of new communications networks (Labib, 1999; Kelly and Girardet'

2001). This as well encouraged the Egyptian private sector, with foreign technical

assistance, in 1g99 to develop a strategic plan for promoting and developing the

information technology industry in Egypt'

5.3 DOT.EG: INTERNET DEVELOPMENT lN EGYPT

5.3.1 Egypt lnternet connectivity

One major importance of the advent of the information technology industry in Egypt

during the last few years has been the lnternet connectivity. Full lnternet services

started in Egypt in october 1993, at the Egyptian universities Network via a 9'6K

link to France carrying Bitnet as well as lnternet traffic' ln 1994, the lnformation and

Decision support centre (IDSC) (http://www.idsc'gov.eg/co-link'htm) of the Egyptian

Cabinet, in cooperation with the Regional lnformation Technology and Software

Engineering centre (RlsTEC), started a plan for disseminating the lnternet in Egypt

through the financial support of the Egyptian Government (Hashem and lsmail'

1998; Hashem and Kamel, 1999). When the project first started, free ]nternet access

was offered to corporations, government agencies, non-governmental organizations

(NGOs), and other professionals. As a result, IDSC/RITSEC managed to raise

awareness of the technology beyond the academic circles' This step showed the

uses of the lnternet to the public and increased the number of lnternet users in the

country to about 10,000 by late 1995 (Kamel and Abdel Baki, 1993; Hashem and

lsmail, 1998; Hashem and Kamel, 1999)'
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ln 1996, the government, represented by IDSC/RITSEC and Egypt Telecom (the

public operator), began an initiative for the deployment of an lnternet backbone and

gateway facility with reasonable prices for use by private sector lnternet service

providers. ln the same year, IDST/RITSEC licensed 12 lnternet service providers to

provide lnternet services for commercial and private use' Services to the public

sector remained free of charge (Kamel, 1997; African DevelOpment Forum' 1999)'

Figure 5.1 below shows the lnternet gateways in Egypt' Figure 5'2 illustrates the

lnternet universe in Egypt with all its components: the basic infrastructure' the

gateways, the lnternet service providers, and the various users (Kamel' 1997;

lnternet SocietY of EgYPt, 1998)'

outsidecairo,IDSC/R|TSECestablishedlnternetpointsofpresenceinothermajor

cities. consequently, the number of lnternet users increased from 25'000 in early

1997 to about 100,000 by the middle of 1998' Within the same period' the number of

lnternet service providers increased to over 40 and now users can access the

lnternet with local call rates at the following cities: cairo, Alexandria' Port said'

Tanta, Er Mansora, Ras Gharib, Monofia, Hurghada, sharm El sheikh, El Faiyum, El

Minya, Asyut, and Aswan (African Development Forum, 1999)' IDSC/RITSEC

maintains an lnternet link in Egypt through a dual 2.048Mbps (1.024Mbps each)

links to two level lnternet providers in the united states, MCI and Global one' The

two links have different physical and logical paths for ensuring redundancy of

international telecom link or the upstream lnternet access providers. Nonetheless' to

be more cost-effective, IDSC/RITSEC took advantage of the new asymmetric link

technology and procured a 3Mbps dedicated asymmetric link (capable of bursting up

to SMbps) to/from interpacket to provide incoming-only lnternet traffic (Hashem and

lsmail, 1998; Hashem and Kamel, 1999)'
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SwitchesandlDSC/RlTsEcisbeginningtoofferlnternetaccessoverframerelay

technology. Frame relay is a connection-oriented technology that eliminates the

need of data to undergo time-consuming error correction algorithm imposed by X'25

packet switching standard. The result is greater efficiency and performance in

transmission without sacrificing data integrity (lnternet society of Egypt' 1998;

Hashem and lsmail, 1998; Hashem and Kamel' 1999)'

The rural areas are currently suffering from the absence of terrestrial

telecommunicationinfrastructure.Asaresult,lDsC/RlTsECisexperimentingwith'

the use of VSAT (Very small Aperture Terminals) to connect 6 information centres

in the rural areas of Northern Egypt' The VSAT network provides access at a speed

of 64Kbps for each site over a shared media (Gitex, 1998; African Development

Forum, 1999). ln Egypt there is more than 60 lnternet service providers operating

throughout the country (ostowani, 2000)' lnternet tariffs are competitively priced in

Egyptduetothepresenceofexpandingnumberofserviceproviders.lnternet

serviceproviderschargeanaverageofll00LE/yearasafeefordial-up

connection and further telephone charges dependent upon the length of time a user

isconnectedtothelnternet(lnternetSocietyofEgypt,l99S).

Thereareoverl00top-leveldomainnames(.eg)registeredtoEUN(Egyptian

UniversityNetwork)whichisthetop.leveldomainauthorityinEgypt.However,Some

lnternet service providers offer second (org.eg) and third level (gov'eg) domain

names as well (lnternet Society of Egypt' 1998)'

5.g.2 lnternet users and user profiles

ln 19g3 the lnternet user community in Egypt was estimated at about 2000-3000

users (lnternet Society of Egypt' 1998)' By January 1996' user numbers had
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increased to 20000 across government, business, and education sectors as the

IDSC/RITSEC started to provide connectivity to private service providers under the

domain (.com.eg), while some providers had their international gateways at that

time. By the end of 1998 the total number of users was approximately 100'000

(Gitex, 199S). ln 1999, therewere an estimate of 250,000 lnternet users' in 2000 it

was claimed that the number of users had reached 440,000 (Jarrah' 2000)' and by

2001 this has increased to 600000 users (NUA, 2001). The number of users is

expected to exceed 2.6 million by 2006 (NUA, 2OO2b)' Egypt is considered to have

the fourth largest number of lnternet users in the Arab region behind the united Arab

Emirates, SaudiArabia, and Lebanon (lAW, 2000)'

ln 1999, DlT, a publisher of an Arabic computer magazine, conducted a survey to

study the user demographics in the Middle East, including Egypt' The study

revealed that an overwhelming 96% of lnternet users are men' Only 42o/o cited "fun

and entertainment" as their primary reason for lnternet use, in contrast to those who

said they used it to communicate via email (71%), for gathering information (64%)

and for education (63%). women, who account for only 4o/o of regular lnternet

users, would therefore seem disadvantaged in terms of enjoying these benefits'

lnternet use in Egypt also seems to tightly correlate with educational attainment

the average user is highly educated: 60% are university graduates' 19% have

completed further postgraduate degrees and the remaining 21o/o had completed at

least secondary school (DlT, 1999)'

There is an even fifty-fifty split among those who use the lnternet from home and

those who use it from work. Those who use it from work are likely to be found in

large educational and governmental organizations' The survey also showed that

roughly 53% of users are Microsoft lnternet Explorer users along with other
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browsers with a tendency to use Arabic-enabled browsers (e.g. Sindbad, and

Arabic-enabled Netscape navigator) (DlT, 1999)'

5.3.3 EgYPtianwebsites

Egyptian websites were still very limited in number in 1999, analysts found 385

Egyptian websites on the net: 200 of them related to business and industry; 25 run

by Egyptian ministries; and only 20 websites related to education' The remaining are

related to other interests, such as news and media, arts' culture and personal

websites (African Development Forum, 1999). ln addition, four networks have been

considered the official representation of the Web in Egypt, namely:

Egypt'sTourismNet:providesbasicinformationonEgyptianhotels'

restaurantS, cruise lines, travel agents, transportation companies'

and tourist attractions. lt also contains several search engines that

facilitate searching through tourism databases'

Egypt's GultureNet: provides information of the Egyptian cultural

heritage, arts, historical sites, and museums'

Egypt's HealthNet: contains information on the Egyptian medical

centres,physicians,medicalcompanies'andmedicallaboratories'A

searchengineisprovidedforsearchingthephysicians'database.

Egypt's GovernoratesNet: provides basic statistical information on

Egypt,s administrative divisions (African Development Forum, 1 999).
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However, more recently the number of websites is increasing considerably' ln order

to encourage the growth and development of these websites, many lnternet service

providers are offering free web spaces in their service package, and many also offer

training on website design. However, most Egyptian web pages are written in

English and it is rare to find contents written in Arabic' Arabic applications for web

development are still not widely available, and this of course limits the use of the

lnternet beyond the educated, English-literate population (African Development

Forum, 1999).

5.3.4 Ghallenges to lnternet expansion in Egypt

The Egyptian government has been warned of the dangers of taking a short-term

approach to lnternet development (NUA, 1999b). several challenges face this

development. For example, lnternet service providers need more telephone lines

and better quality lines, yet the government has been slow to approve possible

solutions such as satellite developments. satellites could provide a solution to one

particular problem that lnternet service providers face, i'e' the amount of incoming

traffic. Kamel (1997) argue that in spite of the large growth in the usage of the

lnternet and value-added networks in Egypt, there are still several challenges that

the lnternet community faces, among them are: the lack of an accepted code of

ethics; the necessity of developing focused Arabic language contents websites; the

need for firm legislation system to handle lnternet operations publicly; the growing

quest for a reliable infrastructure to support faster lnternet networks; and the

increasing need for an acceptable model to reduce the risk of handling credit

information and personal details on the lnternet. other authors in this area also

identified these challenges. (e.g. Kamel, 1997; Hashem and lsmail' 1998; Hashem

and Kamel, 1999)
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5.3.5 Opportunities for lnternet expansion in Egypt

The future holds many opportunities for the commercial expansion of the lnternet in

Egypt. without doubt, the lnternet will open a window for marketing information

services in Egypt globally and this will of course help various sectors in Egypt to

successfully reap the potential of the lnternet as a vehicle to promote several

services such as tourism, culture, trade and others' Kamel (1997) argue that the

Success of the governmenflprivate sector partnership in the commercialisation of

lnternet services will certainly push deregulation of other value-added services as

well as communication services in the country'

Stone (2000) discusses the need of Egypt to become more fully wired into the global

e-economy and reports Microsoft acknowledgement that Egypt's information

technology market, one of the Middle East's largest, is growing at the rate of 25 to

30 % per year, with the country amongst the region's leading web customers' Mansi

(2000) predicted that access to the lnternet would soon be free in Egypt within the

coming few years arguing that when the lnternet first became successful in Egypt'

businesses made decisions based on price, not realising that there could be a huge

difference in the quality of service offered by different providers' Now many

enterprisesandendusersrealisethatyoudoreallygetwhatyoupayfor.ln

addition, the rapid growth in the number of subscribers encouraged providers to

'reduce the subscription fees by almost half'

ln March 2002, Egypt launched a new service for lnternet users' Today' users are

nolongeraskedtopaysubscriptioncharges;theyonlypayareducedflatrate

(charged per hour) each time they connect to the lnternet' However' indications

suggest that free dial-up lnternet in Egypt will reduce password sharing among

multiple users and boost the number of lnternet accounts' As a result' experts
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forecast a boom in Egyptian lnternet usage as access costs and personal computer

prices decrease. This will provide motivation for Egypt to commit to the adoption and

development of web marketing and electronic commerce in future' This in turn

raises awareness of the potential benefits of the web for marketing to businesses

including the small and independent hotels which are the focus of this study'

However, it will emphasise a distinction between approaches to marketing for

domestic and international markets'

5.3.6 Electronic commerce

ln October 1997, the lnternet Society of Egypt Electronic Commerce Committee

(lSE/E2C) was established to catalyse and build awareness of electronic commerce

in Egypt. The committee co-organized the first national seminar on electronic

commerce in Egypt (september 1998) to bring together key players in the area of

electronic commerce from the government and business and discuss crucial

national issues. The lsE/E2C also developed a white paper "Towards Electronic

commerce in Egypt: A Certificate Authority for Egypt" and several pioneer issue

papers, one of which was used as a basis for the declaration of Egypt's electronic

commerce initiative, announced by the Ministry of Trade' The committee was also

involved in exploring the potential of electronic commerce in the country by

interviewing and lobbying various government representatives and banking

professionals (lnternet Society of Egypt, 1998; Hashem and lsmail, 1998).

Early in 1999, the national electronic commerce committee under the Ministry of

Trade was founded, Since then, a process of "political messaging" is taking place

withthevariousministriestoselltheideaofelectroniccommercetodecision

makers, secure ownership, and declare and eventually implement Egypt's electronic

commerce initiative (Hashem and lsmail, tggS; El-Nawawy and lsmail, 1999)'
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Later in 1ggg, Egypt and the United States signed a joint statement on electronic

commerce and established an electronic commerce task force to support the

development of electronic commerce in Egypt. The task force has identified security,

public awareness, and the legal framework as priorities (sami, 1999b). Presently,

Egypt is drafting an electronic commerce law that will address such issues as

electronic signatures, domain names, customs and duties, and the creation of a

certificate authoritY.

However, electronic commerce in Egypt is still in its infancy, Egyptian markets still

have a long way to go before electronic commerce is futly established (Abdelaty'

2OO1), as the benefits of any clear initiatives have yet to be demonstrated to the

business community (Hashem and lsmail, 1998; Osner, 1999)' This is largely due

to the fact that there have been relatively few attempts by businesses, particularly

small and medium enterprises (SMEs), to establish any electronic commerce

ventures. Although the entry costs associated with electronic commerce have made

it a very viable option for small and medium enterprises to pursue' several

constraints restrict the further expansion of electronic commerce in Egypt (Osner'

1999; AbdelatY,2001).

Constraints restricting the development of electronic commerce can be summarized

as those relating to the accessibility of the lnternet to those that relate to the various

legal issues which surround the collection of transaction fees for products sold on

the Web. As access becomes less of an issue the more complex legal issues, which

revolve around conducting business on the lnternet, become a cause for concern'

ln addition, complicated and unclear business rules form one of the most critical

barriers toward electronic commerce in Egypt' Vital components of the electronic

commerce business cycle (e.g., logistics and customs) from government operations;
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i.e. the information systems for these operations are manual, bureaucratic, and

paper-dependent. Furthermore, the government still does not recognize, or accept,

electronic communications (contracts, notarised documents, etc.) (Hashem and

lsmail, 1998; Osner, 1999).

However, Michaca (1gg9:36) recommends strategies to transform the challenges of

electronic commerce into opportunities for electronic commerce in developing

countries. These have also been viewed as appropriate in the case of Egypt.

Michaca grouped these strategies into three major categories (see table 5.1).

However, a steady growth in electronic commerce, intensified efforts by many

countries, including Egypt to enhance the competitiveness of their products in

international markets, and growing merger operations Were also prominent

developments during the second half of the year 1999 (Central Bank of Egypt'

2O0O). With deregulation of the Egyptian economy and ongoing reductions in trade

barriers in accordance with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

provisions, Egyptian business associations are developing ambitious plans for

electronic commerce (electronic commerce), enabling commercial transactions to

take place via the Web (Sami, 1999a; Case and Levin, 2001)' The issue is

becoming more pressing with increasing interest and awareness in business and

government circles that commerce is becoming more dependent on computer

technology and the advents of the lnternet (Sami, 1999a)'
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TABLE 5.1 STRNTCGICS TO TRANSFORM THE CHALLENGES OF ELECTRONIC

COMMERCE INTO OPPORTUNITIES

Adapted from: Michaca (1 eee)
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5.4 THE EGYPTIAN TOURISM MARKET

5.4.1 Tourism in Egypt

Egypt captures nearly 30% of all tourist arrivals to the Middle East with visitor

arrivals, room supply and revenue generation rising steadily since 1989 and

although the compound growth is not as significant as in some neighbouring

countries, in absolute terms Egypt is by far the largest tourist market in the region

(Smits and Shousha, 1998). Arrivals are split almost equally between business

travellers and leisure tourists, fifty percent of visitors come from Europe, and 28

percent arrive from other Middle East countries (Egyptian Tourist Authority, 2000)'

Most international tourists currently come from Britain, lsrael, ltaly, Germany and

Saudi Arabia (Central Bank of Egypt, 2000).

A wide variety of issues influence the pattern and volume of tourism to Egypt.

Political stability is of particular significance. Pre 1991 visitor numbers has reached 4

million/annum. Following the Gulf war in 1991 and isolated terrorist attacks on

foreign tourists, particularly in 1992, visitor numbers dropped to approximately 2.2

million (HSBC, 20OO). However, the Egyptian tourism has shown considerable

recovery in the last few years. According to latest statistics, in 1999/2000, the

number of tourists rose to about 5.4 million tourists with an increase of 14%, while

the number of tourist nights showed 34 million nights; an increase of 22.60/o. Tourist

revenues in 1999/2000 is estimated at US$ 4,313,8 million. The accommodation

capacity rose to about 97,000 rooms and the total manpower in the tourism sector is

estimated at 150,000 employees (Egyptian state information service, 2000)' The

2OOOlOl plan envisages investment uses of LE 5.3 billion, of which LE 100 million is

earmarked to governmental sector to complete the tourist promotional plan and

about LE S.2 billion for both public enterprise and private sectors to complete
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ongoing projects, and expand available tourist capacity (Egyptian state information

service, 2000).

5.4.2 A diversified product

Besides the famous Egyptian archeological monuments have traditionally created its

image of Egypt as a very popular cultural tourism destination, beach tourism is a

major growth sector. The resort areas being developed at Hurghada and to the

south of the city along the Red Sea are undergoing a boom in hotel construction'

Egypt also possesses vast deserts and mountains which provide opportunities for

safari tourists in Saint Catherine, Mount Moses, Al-Dakhla and Al-Kharja Oases and

Al-Ein al-sokhna (Egyptian state information service, 2000).

Therapeutic tourism is another important sector. Egypt possesses a wide-range of

¡ch physical features, including fine sands and mineral and sulphuric springs with

unique chemical composition. Tourist sites offering curative services in Egypt are

numerous and are of historical fame such as: Helwan, Ein al-Seera, Hurghada,

Fayyoum, Oases, Aswan, Sinai, Safaga on the Red Sea coast, all of which are

attracting increasingly large numbers of tourists (Egyptian state information service,

2000).

Golf tourism is a new and very specialized type of tourism that attracts great

numbers of tourists. Construction of seven golf playgrounds to international

speci1cations is undenruay in Cairo, Sharm el-Sheikh, Luxor and Hurghada. Some of

these playgrounds have already begun to host golf enthusiasts, who have a

remarkably high level of expenditure (Egyptian state information service, 2000).
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Conference and exhibition tourism in Egypt is also a growth sector with high tourist

revenues. Recently Egypt has hosted many successful international conferences

and exhibitions all around the country, in different conference centres and sites that

are well equipped with the state-of-the-art technical facilities and provide high

standards of hospitality services to their customers (Egyptian state information

service, 20OO). However, for Egyptian tourism to remain competitive, tourist

authorities are setting plans to diversify this massive tourism product that Egypt

posses and offer a wider product mix, in areas such as leisure, sport, adventure

travel, conference and incentives and eco-tourism (Smits and Shousha, 1998).

5.4.4 Trends in tourism development ¡n Egypt

Today the Egyptian tourism industry is strongly influenced by governmental

encouragement of tourist development away from Egypt's more traditional heritage

and cultural sites. Such development zones include the Red Sea Riviera of Taba,

the Sinai region, and Sharm El Sheikh and the Hurghada-Safaga area of the Red

Sea. The following paragraphs highlight the trends and plans of the tourism

development and investment in these areas (Travel Trade Gazette UK and lreland,

1999). Figure 5.3 shows the major areas of tourism development in Egypt'

Tourism investment in the Sinai and the Red Sea

The Sinai Peninsula and the Red Sea coast are the major focus of investment, with

both Government and World Bank support. ln a wider geographic context, the Sinai

and Red Sea currently compete for tourists with a number of other regional

destinations including Elate (lsrael), Aqaba (Jordan) and Dubai (United Arab

Emirates). Although not competitive at present, Muscat and Salalah and possibly

other coastal areas in Oman, may emerge as strong tourist destinations over the

next years (TravelTrade Gazette UK and lreland, 1999).
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Tourism investment in Sharm El-Sheikh/South Sinai

Until 1987 there were only two hotels in Sharm el Sheikh, one in the village itself

and one located seven kilometres to the west on Na'ama Bay. Due to the sheltered

bay, good beach and attractive mountainous backdrop, it is primarily the facilities

located on Na'ama Bay which have evolved into the destination that is now known

as Sharm-el-Sheikh. Whilst Sharm-el-Sheikh represents the largest hotel and

tourism community on the Sinai Peninsula, several other villages have established

themselves as tourist destinations and provide hotel accommodation. The three

most important of these are Taba, Dahab and Nuweiha, all of which are located

north of Sharm-el-Sheikh, on the Gulf of Aqaba (Smits and Shousha, 1998; Travel

Trade Gazette UK and lreland, 1999).

Of the total of 155 new tourist projects approved by the Egyptian Tourism

Development Authority, 31 o/o (48 projects) are located on the Gulf of Aqaba,

reflecting the policy of the Ministry of Tourism to concentrate development strategy

in this area. lt is anticipated that a large number of hotels, together with

complementary real estate components and ancillary leisure facilities, will be

developed over the next five years. Since Na'ama Bay has been fully developed,

new development is mainly concentrated on the adjacent bays further north which

unfortunately does not have the benefit of large sandy beaches, although they enjoy

spectacular views due to their elevation. A large number of international five star

properties are scheduled to open within the next two years (Smits and Shousha,

1se8).
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FIGURE 5.3 MN¡OR AREAS OF TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN EGYPT

Tourism investment in Hurghada/Red sea Governorate

The Red sea governorate contains four principal population centres and tourist

destinations, these are Hurghada, Safaga, El Quseir, and Mersa Alam' The main

resort in the region, however, is Hurghada. of the 155 new tourist projects approved

by the Egyptian Tourism Development Authority between January 1996 and June

1996, 34 o/o are located on the Hurghada Coast. The room capacity of these 52

projects is estimated at 54,285 units, reflecting the policy of the Ministry of Tourism

to concentrate its development strategy in this atea. A relatively recent

phenomenon is the development of new hotels within master-planned resort

communities. These offer a variety of facilities, including retail, leisure (notably golf)'

entertainment and increasingly residential real estate components (Smits and

Shousha,1998).
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5.5 THE EGYPTIAN HOTEL MARKET

5.5.1 Profile

The Egyptian hotel market has shown strong growth over the past few years. Many

of the older hotel properties are currently undergoing renovation, whilst new supply

has been in the upper-end of the market. Visitors to the country are now able to

choose products across a wide geographical destination rather than in a distinct

centres (Cairo, Luxor, Aswan, etc.) and in response to better-defined market

segments such as the introduction of the luxury, niche brand (MEED, 1998;

Andersen, 2000). Hotels are thus more able to protect their yield, whereas

previously all were competing within the same market. Several hotel projects are

also expected in Cairo's suburban areas, including the new community

developments of Beverly Hills, Dreamland and the Sixth of October City'

lnternational operators, such as Accor, Bass Hotels and Resorts, Hilton, Marriott,

Starwood, and Movenpick, are all due to open new hotels during 2001 or 2002 and

believe they can be successful in attracting tourists in particular to these newly-

populated areas (Andersen, 2000; Hotel online, 2000).

5.5.2 Size

During the last few years, total hotel capacity rose to 123,822 rooms, with the

introduction of 10,897 new rooms. General average hotel occupancy in all Egypt's

tourist governorates rose to70 o/o, while occupancy in the Red Sea region, Greater

Cairo and Sharm el-sheikh showed more than 95% (Egyptian state information

service, 2O0O). Hotels in Egypt are distributed all around its 27 governorates.

Appendix C-1 shows the distribution of the number of hotels in each governorate

related to hotels' categories, 27.5 o/o of these hotels are located in two major cities in

Egypt (Alexandria and Cairo). Appendix C-2 shows according to the recent available

statistics, the change of the number of hotels in the period between 1997-2001.
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5.5.3 Grading system

The Egyptian hotel market follows the star rating system that is determined by the

Egyptian Hotel Association (EHA) and the Ministry of Tourism. Each registered hotel

is inspected at fegular intervals by hotel registration officers of the Ministry of

Tourism. The purpose of this inspection is to assess the extent to which the hotel

complies with:

a. a list comprises a number of requirements of a basic nature;

b. a graduated list of specifications essential to each grade. These are

developed in the form of a scale points allocated in varying proportions to the

six factors: structural features; furnishings and fittings; services and facilities;

food; cleanliness; and amenities.

ln the preparation of the grading tests, an attempt is being made to adhere to

objective criteria and to avoid, as far as it is possible to do so, intangible, subjective

considerations.

Small hotels in Egypt have historically been characterised in a variety of ways, some

categorisations include apartment hotels, others restricting the definition to 'full-

service' hotels. For the purposes of this study, small hotels are defined as

independent and multiple-independent hotel operators who do not have a presence

in major cities around the world'
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5.5.4 lnternational hotel chains domination

Many established international hotel chains, such as Sheraton, Hyatt, Hilton,

Meridian, Forte and lntercontinental, are currently dominating the management of

first class hotels in Egypt with more than 90 % of the total rooms available in the

region being owned and managed by these highly-branded international hotel

groups.

Since 1998, the Egyptian hotel market has been encouraging many international

hotel chains to expand, ]n 1998, Hilton Hotel Corporation added a third property

(Conrad lnternational Cairo) to its present two-hotel base in Egypt, the Red Sea

properties of the Conrad lnternational Sharm El-sheikh and the Conrad lnternational

Hurghada. Early in 1999 Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts debuted in Egyptwith

the 273-room Four Seasons Hotel Cairo. The hotel since its opening formed part of

the First Residence mixed-use residential and retail complex, a new luxury

development located on the west bank of the Nile River. Radisson hotels also

started its presence in the Egyptian market, managing two resort hotels, one in

Sharm El-Sheikh, the Radisson SAS Desert Beach Resort, and the Radisson SAS

Dana Beach Resort Hurghada. The Sharm el-Sheikh property opened in September

19gg with 295 rooms and 2l villa suites, including two imperial suites' Hyatt hotel

chain also opened a city-centre hotel at Heliopolis on the outskirts of Cairo. The

hotel offers 575 rooms and suites, 192 apartments and 75 poolside chalets (MEED'

1998;Travel Trade Gazette UK and lreland, 2000).
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5.5.5 The Egyptian hotel market and the Web

Until recently, Egyptian hotels' services/products have been promoted and

distributed using only conventional (traditional) tools of marketing. As in many other

developing countries, the hotel sector is slow to consider the advent of the Web and

its exploitation for hotel marketing. However, in Egypt, many hotel companies,

whether internationally branded, multiple or single hotel chains, are now expanding

their efforts to use the Web as a strategic marketing tool. Although some Egyptian

hotel marketers viewed the web potential as a fundamental factor to form their

competitive strategies to respond to sharp competition of today's global market

place, the issue of web marketing is still in its infancy stage.

There is a need to investigate the dynamics of web marketing in the Egyptian hotel

sector and assess and evaluate the current status of the usage of the Web and its

exploitation as a strategic marketing tool by focusing on hotel website design

principal stakeholders (hotel marketers and web designers). The rationale behind

this selection of stakeholders, is to allow the author to comprise a dynamic, yet

balanced, perspective on the subject of hotel web marketing.

5.6 WEB MARKETING AND THE EGYPTIAN HOTEL SECTOR

As discussed in section 3.6, an exploratory case study approach was developed in

this phase to determine the factors and their relationships, between hotel website's

principal stakeholders, that have impacted on the use of the Web as a strategic

marketing tool for the Egyptian hotel sector. This phase of the study has three

objectives:
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1. To evaluate a selected sample of 36 hotel websites, in three

destinations (UK, USA and Egypt), in terms of their brand-building

capacity. The results of this evaluation are presented in section 5.7

below.

2. To conduct a series of semi-structured interviews with hotel

marketers.

3. To conduct a series of semi-structured interviews with hotel website

designers.

5.7 THE BRAND-BUILDING CAPAGITY OF SELEGTED HOTEL

WEBSITES

5.7.1 Evaluating hotel webs¡tes in terms of their brand-building

capac¡ty

The hierarchy developed in chapter four for the evaluation of hotel websites is used

to evaluate a sample of 36 hotel websites in three destinations (UK, the USA and

Egypt). The results of this evaluation are presented below'

Accessibility

All chain hotels, all multiple independent hotels and ten of the independent hotel

websites were constantly accessible at the time of the evaluation in different

browser interfaces (Netscape and Microsoft internet explorer). Two of the single

independent hotels website were not consistently accessible (Maadi hotel in Egypt

and Grapevine hotels in the UK). These sites may have been off-line for

maintenance purposes or aS a result of net congestion on servers.
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The mean download time for each of the hotel types and destinations varies. Table

5.2 shows the mean of download time for hotel types in the three destinations. The

evaluation also revealed some websites that are more extensively enhanced with

multi-media features (e.g. the Colwyn hotel in the UK, Johns Town in the USA, and

Shams hotels in Egypt), and as a result these websites needed much longer times

to download.

Ease of navigation was also critically evaluated, Thistle hotels group is a very good

example of an easy to navigate site as it provides three main sections to navigate:

business, meetings and leisure. Each section is accessible by clicking a relevant link

on the horizontal menu bar at the top of the web page.

Navigation through a side bar was also a noticed feature on many hotels' websites.

For example, the side navigation bar in the Golden Tulip chain hotels website can

be clicked on to take the user to the various parts of the site describing different

facilities and services in 250 locations around the world. Forte website is another

example for ease of navigation, it integrates a "fast access" function which

eliminates graphics for the time-pressured customer. lt also uses one platform with

the same navigation regardless of where the property is located, so reflects the

brand image across all chain.
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Twenty eight out of the analysed websites operate under their own URL

representing the actual name of their organizations. All chain hotels operate under

their own URL that reflected their internationally-marketed brands, sometimes with

the word hotel or hotels added (e.9. http://www.Oberoihotels.com). Ten out of twelve

of the multiple independents and six out twelve of the single independent hotels had

URLs that promotes the hotel name. The evaluation of this feature really reflects the

hotels efforts to strengthen their brands on-line, and to build an image in the minds

of users.

Table (5.3) shows a comparison between the median performances of the

accessibility features across the three categories of the evaluated hotels. lt is clear

form the table that all hotel websites with no regard to their category performed

'good' on accessibility and URL features, multiple independent and independent

websites performed 'satisfactory' on other accessibility features such as

downloading and navigation.

lnformation

All the analysed websites offered basic product information. Grapevine hotel, a

small independent hotel in the UK, particularly provided extensive information about

its products and services. Additional product information was evident in all the chain

hotel websites but none of multiple or single independent hotel websites offer this

feature. For example, Heritage hotels website provides sections for meetings,

conferences and events with extensive information offering detailed information

URLDownload NavisatlonAccessibllityGateg ory
44 44Chain hotels
53 44[llultiple independent hotels

3 434lndependent hotels

TABLE 5.3 MEDIAN PERFoRMANCE COMPARISON OF ACcESSIBILTY FEATURES
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about properties around the UK within the chain offering these services. Another

good example is the Marriott hotels website, it provide comprehensive information

on each hotel within the chain is and also provides the opportunity to users to ask

specific questions to accompany their booking and information requests' Other

information features such as: country contents, product availability and on-line

brochures were only identified on chain hotels websites'

Table 5.4 compares the median performance of the evaluated hotels across chains,

multiple independent and independent hotels. All chain hotels websites performed

,good' on 6 out of the 7 features evaluated and performed 'sub-optimal' on on-line

brochure. Multiple independent websites performed 'good' on basic product

information and'satisfactory'on destination contents. lndependent hotels performed

,good' on only 2 out of the 7 evaluated features (price information and basic product

information) and performed 'sub-optimal' on the other 5 information features.

Credibility

Eleven out of the twelve chain hotels websites, eight out of the twelve multiple

independent and five out of the twelve single independent hotels websites posted

when the sites were last updated. Chain and multiple independent hotels were thus

much better at keeping their sites up-to-date. Chain hotels also are continually

On-line
brochure

On-line
advert.

Additlonal
product info.

Product
av.

Basic
product

info.
Price info.Category

Destination
Cont.

55 255 55Chain hotels

00 050 03
Nlultiple
independent
hotels

005 000 4lndependent
hotels

TABLE 5.4 MEOINru PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF INFORMATION FEATURES
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giving their consumers something to come back for and thus maintaining customer

interest. All the analysed chain hotels websites offer promotions and discounts

features on their websites.

Each hotel chain included in the evaluation had done an excellent job of using

graphics to reflect the chain brand starting from designing websites with cheerful

clear backgrounds to using consistent pages design and fonts and using animations

and other graphic elements. Seven of the twelve multiple independent chains and

four of the independent hotels have successfully used this features to make their

sites more attractive, they also used animated images to draw extra attention to

other pages of the. Other hotels extensively and ineffectively used excessive

animated images, for little useful effect, rather than saving animations for specific

cases in which attracting the user's eye is the main goal'

The median performance of the three evaluated credibility features is shown in table

5.5. Hotel chains performed 'good' on updates and graphics features and

,satisfactory' on search the site. Respectively all multiple independent and

independent hotels evaluated performed 'sub-optimal' and 'satisfactory' on the same

features

GraphicsSearch the siteUpdatesGategory
535n hotels
300independent hotels
20 0lndependent hotels

MEDIANPERFoRMANcEcoMPARISoNoFcREDIBILITYFEATURESTABLE 5.5
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lmmediacy

Direct email was identified in all the analysed hotel websites regardless of their

category or location. Search facilities were also offered by seven out of the twelve

analysed chain hotels (Forte, Hyatt, Golden Tulip, Four seasons and Howard

Johnson whose websites functioned as generic websites and included hotel

search/booking facilities on-line). Only two of the twelve multiple independent hotels

and none of the twelve single independent hotels offered search facility'

Only two chain hotels were found to have real-time booking systems (i.e' Omni

hotels in the USA and Thistle hotels in the UK). Single independent hotels did not

provide these services. Many of the multiple independent hotels only offered a

booking facility via a reservation from offering to confirm the reservation within 24

hours on working days. This is clearly inappropriate for many customers who are

more likely to telephone the hotel to ascertain room availability and confirm a

booking, particularly at weekends'

These results are also presented in table 5.6 below. Hotel chains performed 'good'

on every immediacy feature included in the evaluation. Multiple independent hotels

and independent hotels respectively performed 'satisfactory' (3) and 'good' (5) on

"email reServatiOn" and performed 'sUb-Optimal' on all other featureS'

GonflrmationOn-line res. RealtimeEmail res.Gategory
5 555Chain hotels
0 003Multiple indePendent hotels

0005lndependent hotels

TneL¡ 5.6 MEDIAN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF IMMEDIACY FEATURES
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E-commerce

All the chain hotels had fully-functional on-line reservation systems. Only two of the

multiple independent hotels and two of the single independent hotels had non-

functioning on-line reservation services. Attempts to place reservations in two of the

single independent hotels (Cairo and San Goivanie) resulted in the on-line

reservation form (HTML form) being accepted although nothing showed that actual

reservation was made and the researcher did not receive confirmation by email or

any other method.

on-line payment facilities were present in nine out of the twelve hotel chains

websites. Heritage hotels website included a section for reservation that provided its

customers with two options to reserve a room in any of the chain's hotels around the

UK: the user here has the option either to place his reservation on-line through a

secured booking and payment system; or by simply contact the nearest centre

(world-wide reservation numbers) by phone (toll free or local numbers) or email

from the list provided on the site including numbers in different countries around

Europe, Middle East, Asia, South Africa, Latin America and Asia/Pacific. No on-line

payment facilities were identified for the hotels in the multiple independent hotels

and independent hotels categories'

All the analysed websites with on-line payment facilities post a message somewhere

on the payment section (sometimes in the from of a pop-up window) promoting

assurances on security of payment transactions and privacy over their websites'

Alternatively, at the programming level, password-based routing features were

added to some chain hotels websites to restrict access to members or frequent

users only. on-line consumers may try to minimize the risks by booking on-line in
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real time websites run by established, well-known brands and chains rather than

doing so on weakly-branded or unbranded hotel sites'

Generally, all the international hotel chains were able to provide a full e-commerce

enabled websites to turn visitors into actual customers by processing bookings and

payments on-line. Four out of the twelve multiple independent and none of the

single independent hotels demonstrated full e-commerce functionality only partial e-

commerce solutions involving a range of booking and payment facilities were

identified on five out of the twelve multiple independent hotel website'

From table 5.7 it is clear that multiple independent and independent hotels

performed 'sub-optimal' on 6 out of the 7 evaluated e-commerce features, they only

rated 'satisfactory' and 'good' on email reservation feature'

Customer relationshiP

Nine out of the twelve hotel chains websites only offered this feature. Forte hotels

provide a number of links with partners across the travel sector, e.g. with airlines

that otfer points under partner's "frequent flyer" and similar reward programs'

Members of Hilton's "frequent-guest club" can get 1,000 bonus points for booking

on-line at particular times. sheraton hotels website also includes a reward program

to its customers where they can view their rewards points on-line by accessing this

section using their membership numbers and their last names. This feature is also

available in some multiple independent hotels websites (e.g. Thistle hotels, Danish

Currency
convertet

Credit
cards

Privacy &
SecurityGonfirmationOnline

res.
Real
tlmeEmail res,Gategory

55 55 555Chain hotels
00 00 03 0l\4ultiole indePendent hotels
00 00 05 0lndeoendent hotels

TABLE 5.7 MEDIAN PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF E-COMMERCE FEATURES
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Manor hotel in the USA, and Grapevine hotel and Capricorn hotels in the UK)' The

evaluation also revealed that nine out of the twelve hotel chains posted a series of

FAes on their websites, from which customers might be able to find answers to

common queries. This feature is only available on four multiple independent

websites.

Almost every hotel chain include a "what's new section" on its website' This feature

did not exist in most of the multiple independent hotels websites, it was only

available on two out of the twelve multiple independent hotels sample. Three of the

analysed chain hotels websites offered discounts for bookings made on their

websites. Helnan and Sheraton hotels give 10% discount for web bookings, and

Marriott hotels offer last-minute deals for web customers. "Great vacations here", is

another promotional section on Sheraton hotels website that includes one-stop

shopping for vacations with loads of offers and discounts up to 25% on airfares,

accommodation and transportation. Some independent hotels websites also offer

discounted rates for web bookings (e.g. Plaza hotel and Flamenco hotel in Egypt)'

Table 5.g summarizes the evaluation of 7 customer relationship features. lt is

obvious that hotel chains, in general, performed 'good' on customer relationship

consideration which support brand-building on-line, Multiple independent and

independent hotels performed 'sup-optimal' on 6 out of the 7 evaluated features'

they only performed 'good' on direct email'

lìia¡a¡ ¡n{a

Maillng
llsts

Online
cugtomer

3er, FAQ
Feedback

form

Frequent
guest
oro.

Direct
emall

Gategory

3 5555 55
0 000 005
0 010 05 0lndependent hotels

TneL¡ 5.8 MTOIRII PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP FEATURES
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51.2 Visuat representation of the evaluat¡on of multiple independent

and independent Egyptian hotels websites

The results focusing on the Egyptian hotel websites are shown in table 5.9 below'

The following graphs (radar plots) shown in figure 5.4 to figure 5'15 visually

represent the results of the evaluation of these websites (4 chain hotels, 4 multi-

independent hotels and 4 independent hotels) which the study is focusing on. The

median response of the performance of the 28 evaluated features were then

calculated (see table (5.10), this allowed a comparison between the levels of

performance of the websites in the three different categories of the hotels

(international hotel chains, multiple independent hotels and independent hotels) and

therefore reflected their brand-building capacity (see figure 5.16).
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5.8 THE BRAND.BUILDING DILEMMA FOR THE MULTIPLE

INDEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT EGYPTIAN HOTELS

The hierarchy allowed websites to be classified according to each of the six website

design considerations that promote brand-building and clearly identifies the way in

which they build brands. lt is also possible to classify websites into highly-branded

websites and weakly-branded websites (see table 5.11). Overall the highly-branded

chain hotels are all trying to compete with each other by adding more interactive

features that provide global reach for their customers and support their offline brand

names. Most of the smaller independent hotels designed their websites to serve as

an information source and a way to only communicate with their customers

electronically. lt is clear that these informative websites will continue to attract a

limited number of users since their main objective is just to provide information'

Weakly-branded websites
hotels

Highly-branded websites
chains)

Non-transaction al F transactional.

lnformational Rich in contents.

Non-un domain name. Enter via home Pages of each of the

chains'brands

Does not reflect brand Look and feel the brand

Static pages adapted from existing
collateral.

Hold messages through pages to

draw users to the site

Difficult to to

More like an on-line brochure, a

marketi and PR site.
Site integrated with brand marketing

Stand alone business Secure transactions

TABLE 5.11 COIUpnRlSOtt BETWEEN WEAKLY-BRANDED AND HIGHLY-BRANDED

WEBSITES
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5.9 RESULTS FROM INTERVIEWING EGYPTIAN HOTELS'WEB

MARKETERS

This section presents the results of 12 interviews with hotel marketing managers as

described in section 3.6.1. Four interviews were conducted with international hotel

chains marketing managers, four with key marketing personnel of Egyptian multiple

independent hotels and four with managers of small independent Egyptian hotels'

lnterviews were conducted in Arabic and recorded, then were transcribed and

translated into English to pull out key findings as follows'

5.9.1 The role of the web in hotel marketing and its relat¡on to the

Egyptian hotel market

The interviews started with a general question aimed at exploring how hotel

marketers consider the role of the Web in hotel marketing with relation to the case of

the Egyptian hotel sector stating any benefits or barriers they anticipate' Answers

confirmed that the Web is perceived as representing a revolution in the way hotel

companies and their customers can communicate. lt provides many opportunities for

customers especially through these interactive websites which allow them to

immediately search, book and pay for their hotel rooms on-line' One of the owners

of a multiple independent chain supports this view, he states:

with the web small hotels can compete with the world's most respected hotel

cornpanies in the free range of cyber-space, this is another fact presented by the

marketing manager of an independent three star hotel he comments:
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Tatking from my experience, we needed the technology of the Web in

orderlo be abte to market our hotel outside Egypt and reach more

cusfomers to book our rooms via the website (HM05)'

lnterviewees stress that the reason for hotels to create websites on-line vary

tremendously from an hotel operation to another, but commonly many businesses

create their websites to increase their sales, to market their product and to

effectively com m u nicate with thei r customers'

These findings concur with those of Fortin (2000) who assert the number one

reason for any given business to go on-line can vary tremendously from industry to

industry and business to business. He summarized these reasons of marketing on

the web into four functions of websites: a distribution channel, a marketing channel,

a sales channel, a communications (support) channel, or a combination of all of

them. Examples of responses that support these reasons are quoted below:

It is an effective channel for the promotion and distribution of hotel

products (HM03).

The lnternet is widety recognised as an extremely valuable marketing

fool (HM02).

It hetps companies to reach new mar(efs, fransform their sales

sfrafeþies, an'd achieve market leadership (HM12)'

With the Web, unlimited amount of information can be stored at a

weösife and a'n untimited number of users can retrieve it at any time

from anYwhere in the world (HM07)'

Hotel marketers were also asked to think of the benefits and barriers that users can

gain from hotel web marketing. with relation to benefits, answers came to reflect a

general perception about how the Web reduced advertising costs' increased

customer involvement transactions and provided greater flexibility of using the

marketing mix, allowed better market research for product development' and
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prov¡ded better strategies for direct marketing and promotion, among the comments

These comments very much echo the trends that were discussed earlier in section

2.5.2 with respect to the impact of Web marketing'

Among the most cited barriers for web marketing diffusion are those related to

security matters, lack of privacy, confidence and authenticity of on-line bookings'

These barriers were only cited by multiple independent hotels one hotelier tells his

experience:

The web rs used for adveñising in a greater variety of ways, it

combines text with photos and graphs, audio and video cþs, so

hofels no longer rely on the printed brochures or copies of videos or

CDs. Ihis sáves ihe thousands of pounds spenf on adveñising
(HMo5).

Web marketing decreases administrative cosfs normally assocrafed

with direct malketing. tt atso lowers telecommunications cosfs since

the lnternet is more economicat than other conventional forms of
communicafion (HM06).

The Web is definitety going to be the future of hotelsa/es all over the

world. We are ,e""írlng ã number of bookings through our website,

but the only probtem wé face is fhe use of credit card payment, which

does nof ensure safetY (HM07).

are:

Another hotelier confirms:

At present, web-based bookings are not very popular with the hotels

¡i Egvpt. ihis may marteters

,,gñí'opt for such about the

p""y^"nt procedure MoB)'

Overall, answers confirm that there are no simple solutions to these problems.

Hotel marketers advice that hotels' organizations will need to monitor the situation

constantly, keep auditing and examining systems and policies, and they will need to
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get involved in efforts to help governments and education cope with the social and

political issues that will affect the future of web marketing.

The financial barrier to a website is very low as was confirmed by eight out of twelve

interviewees. ln Egypt, it is possible to be on-line with a decent website hosted

externally for budgets below SOOO L.E. (€ 800). Responses to the interview confirm

this fact as a majority of budgets for the design of a site was below 4000 L'E.

(€640). Hotels are also charged monthly or annually surcharge for the maintenance

and updating of their sites. This case does not apply to international hotel chains

websites that are part of a global marketing plan designed and managed by the

chain's operation,

ln response to question three, there was an overall fair amount of scepticism about

the web and its importance for the Egyptian hotel sector' specifically for

independent and multiple independent hotels, there was a great uncertainty about

the role that the Web plays in hotel marketing today. lnterviewees generally agreed

that web marketing could become enormously important to their businesses,

although they were uncertain as to exactly what impacts it might have, how dramatic

these impacts would be, and on how these changes might be appreciated in their

specific businesses.

Ih,s ,s a fascinating question because, very often, many hotels have

no clue as to why they are on-line (HM08)'

can t tett you something that woutd probably surprise you? I do not

know (HM11).

You've got to tink the Web to your marketing activitie.s, something

tiit cnãnges úhe business a bit, with a tot of stuff made through the

Web... Ulow do you do that? , I am not very sure of an accurate

answer (HM04).
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These results echo the early work of Kalakota and whinston (1997) that argues that

hotel companies, whether large international chains or small independents' can

have equal presence on the web at a comparatively low cost. A site on the lnternet

would not only save hotel's administration costs but would also reduce marketing

expenses.

one hotel manger (HM09) believes that there is still a long way for the Egyptian

hotel market to go on the road of web marketing, he comments:

exisf in a very high
most of them, esPeciallY
nvert to new marketing

rketing.

Despite the scepticism and uncertainty, none of the interviewees were willing to

completely ignore web marketing at the moment. ln the case of small hotels there is

always the concern that the web might suddenly become very significant, and they

did not want to risk being "left behind". Typical of comments is:

It is an extremely valuable marketing tool for hofels world-wide

(HM01).

Yes, ff is a new medium that,s affordable, more effectlve yd wrought

witn opportunity especialty for smaller /rofels tike this hofel (HM07)'

This coincides with the results of Gilbert and Powell-Perry (2000) who argue that the

web offers the hotel industry a distribution channel that enables customers around

the world to book hotel rooms. web-enabled distribution strategies have been

heralded as a way for small and medium sized companies to compete more equally

withlargerorganisations(GilbertandPowell-Perry,2000)'
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5.9.2 Hotel marketers' motives to start a webs¡te and their on-l¡ne

market¡ng exper¡ences

This section of the interviews investigated the main motives for hotel marketers to

be on the Web. Their answers reflected general responsiveness in starting a

website enforced by different motives: the "me too" motivation, the obligation

because competitors already established their websites, to create or strengthen the

company's brand and image, and to develop a new distribution channel though fully

transactionalwebsite that consumers can reach directly by passing intermediaries.

In the case of multiple independent and small independent hotels, the "me too"

motive is the most cited. For all of them the Web is a vital tool to respond to the

competition they face from the larger international chain hotels. One multiple

independent hotel marketer states:

We thought of being on the Web two years ago, to respond to on-line
competition from hotel chains, The main motive was to attract more
cusfomers to our busrness (HM03).

Another independent hotel marketer similarly comments

To respond to the pressure from larger hotel chains..' Yes, all of them
are now on-line, and we are being pushed by them to be in there
(HM06).

This section of the interview also investigated the strategies that hotel Web

designers should apply to translate the relationship between the hotel and end user

(customer) preferences when designing hotel websites. The analysis of the results

showed that seven out of twelve interviewees cited that web designers should focus

on consumers in designing websites and to optimise the user's experience for the

duration of their stay. HM04 of a multiple independent hotel chain refer to user

friendly design, he advises:
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The most important thing web desþners need to do in order to build

uìser-irienary'websifes ls-úo fesf fne sifes with real people in the early

sfage of design.

design better websites, HM09 comments:

Give customers what they want capture customer wants and needs

and use that information to automatically enhance sffe content for

future YlslÏors.

The analysis also revealed that it is not enough to ascertain what types of content

users are asking for. Three of the interviewees stress the fact that web designers

should be more attentive when designing interactive websites specially when it

comes to customer driven and delivery related features, HM11 and HM02 tell their

experience theY comment:

Theatmosphofimmediacy.Delaysin
deliveringcudeadly.Webdesigners
should routin tter and faster customer

seryices (HM11).

Web designers musf make and response

mechan¡s¡Åï,-àáti tò r¡'d and e remarkable how

many weøine designers make alt I've seen many

*"ø p"g"t'àóiol äi", provide a phone number if a customer really

needstotatktosomeone.lfcustomerscannotevenfindthe
company,Jinoi" number, what are the chances thaf they will be

able to f¡nd-an-eien more unclear piece of information? (HM02)'

HM04referstoindependenthotelwebsites,hecriticizes:

Cusfomers cannot easilY find

and/or send an e-mail request

the "Contacf Us" button sim

screen- with no information ab

and/or where else Úo look for information'

Again the focus here is to increase research and to gather customer information to

Some of these above views agree with Nielsen (1997) who notes that web

designers need to accommodate and support user-controlled navigation' He argues

that sometimes designers can force users through set paths and prevent them from
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linking to certain pages, but sites that do so feel harsh and dominating. lt is better to

design for freedom of movement.

5.9.3 Hotel marketens' opinions about their hotel websites

Significantly, security of handling personal information and secure payment

transactions are cited by ten out of the twelve interviewees as the most important

hotelwebsite features, one hotel marketer states:

Security of information and the transacfions is very impoftant now for
the suruival of the web marketing (HM08).

Another multiple independent hotel owner includes that lack of security is the reason

behind consumer fear to book on-line, he comments:

t feet that one of the main reasons for consumers' lack of enthusiasm

for web bookings rs fhe security of the transaction procedures - or ifs

absence (HM07).

Functionality of websites and convenience of purchasing hotel service and products,

the ability to sit at home or work and find, value, order, pay, and arrange holidays for

almost any hotel product or service in less than five minutes, is the second most

cited features of successful hotel websites that is appealing to web consumers.

Nine out of twelve interviewees refer to the same factors driving the level of user's

convenience these are; the speed of the page download, ease of navigation and

how quickly it is to find the desired producUservice, hotel marketers comment:

To drive bookings, put booking functionaltty atthe forefronf (HM04)'

I am not an expeñ in this, you might need to interuiew web masters in

this matter. But of course Users, I mean travellers who do not have

time, would prefer a fast responding site, they do not want to wasfe

the¡i t¡mes to get a ,nessage like 'website rs nof available or

responding' or 'connection refused' or so.'. (HM05).
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Yes, fasf downloading of sifes and ease of navigation are absolutely
major factors that contribute to fhe success of the sde (HM02).

Four interviewees also emphasised that web pages across sites must be clear and

concise with search capabilities. Another cited feature includes a personalized log

in, help in choosing products, more products/services information, notification of new

products, frequent updating of sites and real time confirmation of bookings, among

interviewees comments are:

Cusfomers tike weÓsifes that provide them with accurate and

sufficient useful information, t think the last thing this busy user wants

rs fo go through many web pages to took for information, the web

and tñe tnternlet is an-information medium before it has been used for

marketing (HM01).

personalization has been seen as a real key feature to attract loyal

cusfomers (HM06).

Another point is that you need to update the site continuously so that

guesfs c.an availthemsetves of the /afesf packages available (HM04)'

lJpgrading fhe srfe is very impoftant (HM05)'

Hotel marketers also discussed the features they identified above in relation to their

websites, HM07 of an international hotel chain operating in cairo explains:

we have devetoped a website and are marketing directly to .lhe-
corporate secfor. Occupancy has grown.tremen.dous/y as a result of

thiè. There has been a 25 per cent grov'rth in on-line bookings'

Two of the independent hotel marketers (HM11, HMOS) reflect on the importance of

updating the site design and content as an essential feature in their websites,

highlighting that the reason behind why some websites are packed with outdated

information, that some web designers offer only two or three updates of websites

every year. Hotel marketers have to pay increasing charges each time to update

their site or add to it, this adds more overheads to the on-line marketing budget,

HMOS representing an independent hotel tells his experience:

Prior to the design of the website I agreed with the web designer to

update my site" as many times as I want or whenever there is
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something needs to be change4 so our website is usually updated
(HMo5).

lndependent multiple hotel chains were found to focus more on providing extensive

product and destination information, One hotel marketer comments:

We provide extensive information on our website starting wtth

Alexandria and the hotet tocation to hotel rooms and other outlets' I

betieve that as long as we got some feedback form our cusfomers

who sign our guestTook that indicates they are comfortable using our

website and find it useful(HM07)'

Although most of larger hotel chains promote and distribute their products directly

through their own websites, few of them are still reluctant to do so directly via their

webs¡tes and prefer to link with GDS sites and use them as their booking service,

one large hotel chain's marketing manager describes:

Despite each of the independent hotels has its own websites' the business

processes of each hotel were not well integrated with the website. Neither did it

appear that these hotels were geared up to keep good commercial records of web

activity, nor ready to measure important statistics such as look-to-buy ratios' lt was

not always clear in each hotel just how the web room sales enquiries nor exactly

what percentage the web contributes to the hotel overall reservations' For

example, when question eight was asked, independent hotels and multiple

independent hotel chains' marketers (HMO2, HMOs, HM07, HM01, HM03) gave

fairly accurate answers, for example:
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The actuat setting of products or sewices through weös,Tes is at the

moment stitt timited, but the trend is growing (HM02).

In our case, on-line booking has not materialised so far. We are only
getting enquiries about tI (HM05).

Worldwide, the company has registered a 12 per cent allocation of its
room bookings to the new website, but I m not sure how much actual
bookings rI gefs (HM07).

As of now, on-line bookings are not proving to be very effective. l'm
tatking about direct bookings through the hotelweösffes (HM01)'

(HM03).

On the other hand three hotel international chains marketers, (HM12, HM08, HM09)'

cited that they expect to book 30 to 45 % of their total room sales over their global

websites during 2OO1I2OO2. (HM09) representing a company whose brands include

three global names, said it expects to book as much as $750 million, or close to 5%,

of its business through its websites this year. (HM12) of another chain whose brands

include two popular names, expects to book about $500 million worth of business

through its website this year, approaching4% of its total business and more than

double its lnternet business from last year. However, these top three hotel chains

have been among the Egyptian hotel industry's most aggressive players that

possess websites that not only accept reservations but provide a totally interactive

hotel rooms and amenities shopping experience to their customers'

It is also important here to highlight the results of Active Media Research Group

(1ggg) which assert that websites that master on-line selling will see a prompter

return on their investment. Conversely, sites that do not perform sales will not be

able to compete in today's market space. Those sites failed to use the web to
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strengthen distribution channels and improve coordination to reduce cost of sales,

this was evident in the case of the multi-independent and independent hotels

included in this studY.

5.9.4 The future of web market¡ng in Egypt

Competition, promoting websites, strengthening distribution channels, and more

secure interactive websites are cited by eight of the twelve hotel marketers as major

strategies to successful web marketing. The presence of competition from larger

hotels on the lnternet is may be the only factor driving smaller hotels to consider a

web presence in some form. Four interviewees emphasized that the response to

such threat is not only designing websites that include few web pages full with

advertisements or information about the hotel. Listings of hotels on portals sites and

hotel guides are also witnessed to be helpful in many cases. Among the marketers

comments are:

Ihese /isfings often represenf an alternative website for many hotels

(HM0e).

There are many p/aces on the Web where hoteliers can list their

f¡ofels on sale (HMl1).

However, these alternative websites should always be linked to the electronic

marketplace presence of the hotel, thus illustrating that it is early days yet in the

utilization of the Web and a well-planned coordinated approach to the Web has not

occurred yet.

Two promotion techniques are most cited by interviewees: mentioning the website

on all existing communication means (letterhead, business cards, brochures, etc')

and registering with search engines, HM11 of an international chain reveals his

future plans:
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to be the most efficient
URL) address on a// sa/es
through other media than

the Net.

This is supported by Bayne (1996) who recommends that all advertising material

from business cards, to advertisements and sales literature must encompass web

URL address details. A further prompt is to include email addresses and also normal

phone and address details on the site.

Normally websites that are designed to provide direct retail income use the Web to

strengthen distribution channels and improve coordination to reduce cost of sales

(Active Media Research, 1998), HM05 of an independent hotel adds:

We are devoting sorne time and effotts to approach this significant

change. We soón will focus on formulating on-line strategy together

with sotne information technology and electronic commerce

supporting strategy that woutd be helpful in chafting an appropriate
path to distributing our hotel's products in future'

Participants in the interviews also strongly support the notion that many hotel

marketers need to build more interactive websites that provide secure payment

transactions. ln response to that a number of measures are the advocated as

mentioned by interviewees:

To overcome the consumer barriers to the expansion of web

shopping, we anticipate the development of a website with secure on-

line payment fu nction (HM08)'

Our focus for now is to provide secure website and providing

customers with greater convenience (HM07).

we currently update our website to include secure payment

mechanisms'and retiabte reseruation sysfem (H M04)'
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A globally-branded hotel chain provides its plans for the future via a company report

given to the interviewer during his interview with HM12, the report iortrays the

following strategies:

The chain is developing its own front end to TravelWeb - to reflect

the brand image.

content continues to increase, ê.9., a new menu, special offers.

tt is preparing to launch muttiple languages e.9., Japanese, Korean

and Chinese.

tt witt enhance iÚs meeting planner facilities.

Content management will extend across a// sifes'

The last question of the interview asked marketers to state their belief of the Web as

a strategic marketing tool for their operations. Overall responses came to confirm

that the Web would significantly continue to impact the marketing strategies and

economics of hotels and support the brand for the traditional business, among

marketers' comments:

ed that the web marketing initiative rs

deseryes credit for cutting cosfs, acquiring
the brand (HM09)'

/f [the Web] will soon enhance room sales and revenues for the

Egyptian hotet marketers (HM05).

The Web witt continue to attain substantial growth allowing the

Ègyptian hotel market to enter today's aggressively global markets

(HM1 1).

,f ,s realty promising as hofels witt be able to increase their

panicipatión'in web harketing that witt altow them to interact with

their prospective cusfomers (HM08)'
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5.9.5 Summary

A number of key findings have emerged as a result of analyzing the twelve

interviews conducted with the Egyptian key marketing personnel in the selected

hotel sample. lt is clear from the analysis that the Web is causing both interest and

uncertainty amongst Egyptian hotel marketers (managers/owners). Already, the

Web is being perceived, as being of great benefit, especially by international hotel

chains marketers, as it enhances the understanding of their customers, provides a

global view of operations and also fosters collaboration across the entire value

chain. Whilst, a few Egyptian hotel operations seem to be adopting quite deliberate

and explicit strategies with respect to web marketing, some still feel uncertain as to

how significant the impacts of web marketing might ultimately be. The results of the

interviews also indicate that there is generally little evidence of any adaptation of

web marketing practice being made by multiple independent and independent

Egyptian hotels in response to the opportunities offered by the web marketing

strategies. Most of the small hotels' marketers feel that web marketing is still in its

infancy and that it wilt be sometime before it becomes prevalent across the Egyptian

hotel sector. On the other hand, most of them emphasized that the use of the Web

will become more critical in future with the increase of the intensive local competition

for international visitors from larger hotels.

5.10 RESULTS FROM INTERVIEWING EGYPTIAN WEB DESIGNERS

This section presents the results of interviews with 5 hotel websites designers as

described in section 3.6.1. lnterviews were conducted and tape recorded in Arabic

language then were transcribed and translated into English to provide the key

findings discussed below.
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5.10.1 General exper¡ence and understanding of hotel web marketing

ln general, the five interviewed web designers had one to two years experience with

hotel website design. Three of them WD01, WD03, WD04) are official web

developers, running businesses in this capacity' They were not all HTML

programmers, nor specialized information technology personnel. Only two of them

(WD02, WDOS) were directly employed by two major specialized web design firms

located in Alexandria (these firms also act as lnternet Service Providers).

Web designers describe the role of the Web in hotel marketing in general, WD04

affirms that the Web provided hotels with global market reach and removed the

need to find a distributor (intermediary) for the their products.

tJsing the Web for marketing hotets expands the marketplace to

natiõnat and international markets, and offers the ability to reach new

markets that ntially unreachable otherwise " '

The Web is an sell your product your self

directty to you ed to any distributors (wD04).

Another web designer (WDOS) who has experimented with hotel sales and

marketing cites that the Web offers some uniqueness not available through the

traditional channel, it allows hotels to target their products at the low end of the price

spectrum.

compared to traditional web is very effective

in tairgeting hotel produ at a very low cost""
you õan lmpress your nique features of the

products.

The use of the web as a market research tool was also cited by wD02, he states:

The Web is an extraordinary market research tool. lt facilitates

information gathering, tracking and measuring of marketing efforts'

Focusing on the case of small independent Egyptian hotels, WD01, WD03 and

WD04 also affirm that the web enabled promotional bandwidth not available via

traditional means and an alternative selling'
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The Web succeeded to represenfs a cosf-effective way to sell and
promote hotet products on-line especially for smallhgfels that would'otherwise 

not be able to gain an even share of the traditional
d istribution chan nel W D03).

One of the greatesf benefifs for small hotels is that it offers new
promotional avenues, atnd opens new customer seruice and product

support ch a n nels (W D0 1 ).

A website acfs as perted promotion medium for small hotels (WD04).

There was a degree of uncertainty in relation to the benefits of web marketing in the

Egyptian hotel market. For one designer (WD05), the web provided a supplementary

sales channel that is helping larger Egyptian hotels to reach, brand, promote and

reach markets that would have been difficult or even impossible to reach in the real

world

For another (WD04), the Web is still in its infancy and hotel marketers should

extensively adapt web marketing strategies and ¡nvest more in websites that

propagate their companies or products faster and more effective than ever before.

lJntil now, there has been no realweb marketing. lt is in its infancy

sfage in the country WD04).

Another problem stated by wD02 is lack of web experience and knowledge he

argues

The web provided mpanies a supplementary
sa/es chan nel, the they strategically focused

on branding and ing international markets

(wD05).

Lack of insight in the concepfs of web marketing makes it hard for

Egyptian nõtets to iustify the large sum of money required to
implement a web marketing program.
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5.10.2 Successful hotel webs¡te design

All five web designers stressed the need to directly communicate with the hotel

marketers to ascertain what is required and what are the overall objectives for the

site, this ensure that the design would meet their/their organizations goals. This

echoes the observation of Cronin (1996) who claims that a website must be

designed around business goals where there is value, not around the technology'

prototyping was cited as an excellent example of the dynamic nature of the web,

where "a sife could be continually amended until it met the needs of the ownef'

(WDO4). The use of templates for generic design was also mentioned (WD01). A

series of checklists were also referred to as a means of streamlining development

time, and enabling a designer to "design a consistent website which works within the

available technotogy for the organization" (WD05)'

Three out of the five web designers believe that hotel marketers have a vital role to

play in the design of successful hotel website and it is their responsibility to ensure

an interactive design that appeal for their customers. WD01 claims that Web

designers' role is only to "translate the relationship between the hotel marketer and

his customers,,. Not to study the consumer. Hotel marketers were said to fall into two

categories (wD03), one being those who had prepared by surfing the web and had

some idea of its capabilities. The other category is only drawn by the perceived

attraction of the Web and the lnternet. Many of those in the second category are still

not prepared and uncomfortable with the idea using the web marketing as a

marketing tool. This echoes the observation of Pitt ef a/. (1996:1) who argue that

,,many marketing managers have not yet given careful consideration to the full

potentiat of the Web as a marketing tool, particutarty with regard to its potential to

move the prospective buyer from being a passive surter b an interactive customer'"
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WDO3 argues that a successful web designer would take a potential client (the hotel

marketer) through a series of web walks, showing him what works and what does

not.

This woutd enable a build up in skills and enable the web designer to
clearty assess the clients desire for a web presence (WD04)'

There was consistency in response to question five regarding the design features of

a hotel website that meets the need of the customer. Relevant content was

considered as important as efficient graphics and downloading time (WD01, WD02,

WD03). Easyto-navigate and visually-appealing website is also considered very

important (WD05, WD04, WD02), designers comment:

Graphics should be simpte and user friendly indexing thotlld be used
This woutd enable easy return to the starting pornf (WDO1).

There should be a clear layout with minimal text (WD03).

Download time shoutd not exceed 30 seconds (WD02).

Users should be able to find quick access to relevant information
(wD04).

Ihe slfe should be seen as complete. Low intensity images and

efficient clean tayout with ease of navigation will result in favourable

impressions and book marking for later visit or referral(wD02).

The layout shoutd catch the eye and be visually appealing with

navigaiion through clearly thought out levels WD05).

The use of new technologies, such as sound and Java scripts, also improve

appearance and interactivity of the site. one interviewee (wD04) stressed that a

good website should be interactive with its customers providing features such as on-

line reservation and confirmation, he comments:

A successfut website shoutd emptoy all options of new technologies

to provide cusfomers with the experience of booking their hotels and

arrange their holidays on-line (WD04)'
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Another interviewee (wD03) expands these thoughts, he explains:

tnteractivity involves the ability of the users of the sffe fo complete

transactions and interact with the sysfem itself in other ways such as

obtaining taitored information from databases associated with the

sife.

lnterviewees also cited a number of dislikes that are considered principal

impediment to designing hotel websites. Examples of these, related to the case of

Egypt, are: access speed, dead links and lack of privacy and security, among the

web designers' criticising comments are:

of course, there are many drawbacks too. The lack of privacy,

security, tangibitity, human response and so on can become and are,

in many cases, impediments to on-line sa/es (WD03)'

Egyptian websifes are always criticised es

añci t¡ne cut off over congested tinks. in

order to keep users informed of sifes in

better and faster seruers (WD02).

5.10.3 Hotels web marketing strategies and brand loyalty

All interviewed web designers saw building trust among customers and take great

care to retain it, is very important to improve on-line brand loyalty among customers

significant opportunities to develop trust in websifes exrsf' (wD04)'

On-tine frusf rs very very impoftant... consumer confidence in on-line

hotel markets witi increase in direct proportion to the degree that

marketers develop weösffes, poticies and procedures which pay

close attention to the consumer (WD05)'

The web f¡as a great abitity to buitd customer loyalty because it is an

interactive, two-way medium, l've personatly noticed that the lnternet

greatty facititates the branding process and builds consumer

confidence (WD02).

This very much corresponds with the findings of Fortin (2000) who concluded that

the lnternet greatly facilitates the adoption and branding processes - such as with
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the ability to project a strong corporate identity and to build brand equity, both over a

shorter period of time. Moreover, it removes potentially critical, physical

comparisons.

All designers saw the maintenance and updating of a site as an essential element in

building on-line loyalty too. Old information and dead links were identified as major

problems (WDO1, WD03). The use of hits as a relevant measure for site

performance is viewed important (WDO4, WD05), Bayne (1996) supports this views

by arguing that designers and marketers should utilize some form of measurement

to keep track of the number of people visiting their site each day. The term "hits"

refers to the number of times your site was accessed, and is the simplest form of

measurement available. Customers feedback through emails, feedback forms or

survey methods are also all encouraged as they can help a hotel recognize potential

problems early and respond to them quickly (wD01, wD02, WD04).

On-line customer service is also cited as the key to build on-line brand loyalty' This

involves giving customers control over all aspects of the interaction with the

company through the website, WD01 says:

Receiving e-mails from the hotet about bookings confirmation,

changesi special discounfs and promotions or even a simple

newitetter can make cusfomers feel as if they are part of the

organization.

Ihrs was a/so suppo rted by another interuiewee u¡ho asseds;

I have seen some hotet websifes [international hotels] integrating

web-based customer seruice features into their websifes to guarantee

that their cusfomers can get information about the hotel services,

answers to their guesfioñs and responses fo their existing and

expected needs (WD03).

euestion eight asked interviewees how can websites best attract more customers to

supply their credit cards and personal information on-line. Generally, on-line
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transactions were cons¡dered to be difficult design areas, due to the underlying

security fears of hotel marketers/owners, and a belief that the technology is still not

capable of doing this. lnstead they preferred the use of fax back order forms, which

offered some degree of control'

There is general consensus that the web is not secure:

Media hype as well as the unstructured nature of the web, implies a

ce¡tain iisk in terms of on-line payment in the minds of many hotel

marketers and customers (WD04).

Many users are reluctant to do so (buy on-line) .because they are

woriied about the security of their credit card numbers. Hotels

preferred fo use the fax and sometimes ffie email for these purposes

(wDo1).

Two (WD02, WDO3) of the five interviewees thought that the problems of web

marketing with regard to security would be solved when the major credit card

organisations and banks start to institute web purchase policies.

The tack of standards of security from the side of financial credit card

rnsûfufions and bank is significant, these organizations has a role to

play to reduce this risk and unceftanfy (WD02)'

On-tine transactions wilt of course expand once the maior credit card

companies and banks devote or suppotT secured transaction servers

(wD03).

However, it was apparent that most web designers have the technical skitls to

incorporate this technology (on-line transactions) into the websites they design, and

that the difficulty from the user side in identifying commercial websites (including

hotels) across the globe, and trusting their integrity was often perceived a great risk

by hotel marketers, one designer comments:

From a design perspective it is not a large fask fo build websites for

the order foímó and on-tine payment, but you cannot do that without

the suppott of banks and' olher financiat secfors in the country

(wD03).
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This did not apply to branded product sites where an ethical corporate image is

entrenched in the minds of the consumers from non-web based activity (offline

strategies). For example, international hotel chains successfully receive many

reservation made daily via their websites.

5.10.4 The future of web marketing in Egypt

This section focused on the future of the Web as a strategic marketing tool for the

Egyptian hotel sector and on identifying web designers'future plans. ln response to

question nine, web designers were all confident about the positive future of on-line

marketing for the hotel sector in Egypt, among their comments are:

tf the Web is exptoited efficientty, it will definitely prove advantageous

to Egyptian hofels WD04)'

Weighing tween its drawbacks of
weø maiX nt exe hotel marketers,

the Web to be nd Profitable for

fhem (WD02).

All the interviewed Egyptian web designers have optimistic future plans with relation

to the Web and its potential use as a distribution channel for the Egyptian hotel

products, designers reveal:

We wittspend more time visiting our customers websifes, talking to

them, identifying what design feâtures worked and what did not, this

i¡tt netp in úpiating our tevels of se¡vice and to convince hotels to

devote more'invesinent and effotts to their web marketing strategies

(wD03).

Our company is always and witt continue to embrace the cutting-edge

teinno,øigy for the fuiure of the hospitatity industry in Egypt WD05)'

Our main aim now ls fo raise hotel marketers are very confidence

áø,out the security aspecf of on-line bookings. -and allow them

soluúions to offertheir hotet rooms on the Web (WDOa)'
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We are considering the design of a web-booking portal to function as

a viable busrness option for small hotels in the future. This will

f a ci t itate sm ooth e r o p e rati o n a I p ro c e d u res (W D02).

-line booking is
in future. I am
eans for reqeat

busrness WD01).

5.10.5 Summary

Five Egyptian web designers participated in this series of in-depth (semi-structured)

interviews which covered four issues related to hotel website design' These

interviews did not only highlight present activities within its respective investigation

area (web marketing and web design), but also focused on some questions of

perhaps even greater significance in the Egyptian hotel sector: how well do hotel

web designers translate the relationship between the hotel and end user (customer)

preferences? How can websites best attract more customers to reveal their credit

cards and personal information on-line? And what are the features they consider

most important when they design hotel websites that meet the needs of the

customer?

5.11 DISCUSSION

It is clear form the radar plots (see figures 5.4 to 5.15), of the evaluation of the

twelve Egyptian hotel websites, that hotel chains performed 'good' on almost every

design feature included in the six website design consideration that support brand-

building. They were found to have quite a few similarities regardless their

geographical location, but also some significant differences, both in the quality of the

sites and in their approach and functions. They had a number of common website

design features including the ability to find and book a room in any of the chains'

properties and the process of finding rates and availability and then booking rooms

in real-time.
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The results of the evaluation also confirmed that Egyptian multiple independent

hotels and independent hotels are facing a branding dilemma in the global

marketplace (see section 5.9). Most of these hotels websites performed

,satisfactory' and 'sub-optimal' on three website design considerations (accessibility'

information, and credibility) and 'sub-optimal' on e-commerce, immediacy and

customer relationship which builds the brand (see table 5.9). None of the evaluated

websites offer any real-time interactions, or any function to check room availability or

on-line reservations. However, integrated on-line branding is especially important

when launching a website. Successful website design and studying the unique

characteristics of the Web to build the brand can help overcome any negative

impacts generated as a result of start-up problems, including technical failures,

customer service flaws and distribution issues.

E-commerce functionality completes the transaction and the deal to be closed. This

offers opportunity for the hotel to start to build a relationship with the customer and

thus, those websites without e-commerce functionality are likely to be

disadvantaged. customer relationship features also did not exist in most of the

multiple independent hotel websites. only few of the features related to this

consideration were available on two out of the twelve multiple independent hotels

included in the sample. using email, feedback forms, newsletters, etc. enables this

relationship to be maintained and strengthened and hopefully will lead to customer

loyalty and building the brand'

However, web marketers were not able to identify the sub-optimal design of their

websites. The interviewed Egyptian hotel marketers still feel uncertain as to how

significant the impacts of web marketing might ultimately be and this is reflected in

the design of their websites which represent an opportunistic web presence rather
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than exploitation of the Web as an integrated part of their wider marketing strategy

or strategic development, they do understand consumer needs in websites but lack

of resources, in terms of investment capital, qualified personnel, and web marketing

strategies hindered them from the full exploitation of this emerging medium. The

technological sophistication of some of the sites runs counter to the trend for firms

that are increasingly using their websites for customer service and building customer

relationships building brands online, to move away from 'bells and whistles'towards

technologically-simplicity (Dutta et al', 1 998)'

On the other hand, the interviewed web designers assert that many Egyptian

multiple independent and independent hotels are facing major challenges in building

brands in virtual markets. They confirm that the nature of these businesses and their

limited investment in on-line marketing make it difficult to them to fully exploit the

potential of the Web as a marketing tool specifically in relation to addressing the

branding issue. An important question that the interviewed web designers often

failed to adequately address is "whom are we trying to reach and what are we trying

to accomplish once we have reached them?" The response requires considerable

insight into all constituents who want to use the site, and what they are expected to

gain. web designers however need to be more interested in marketing/consumer

behaviour rather than in technology, they need to better understand the unique

characteristics of hospitality products and services (see section 2'4'2) and to

consider customer needs in the design of their websites.

However, there is no doubt that the web "will provide the avenue for small firms to

þecome more competitive" (Morrison et a:.,1999:100). small hotels should not be

deterred from the web since it offers all the essential elements for building a brand,

i.e. the opportunity to build a positive feeling in the mind of the consumer. lndeed the
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small hotel has many advantages in terms of building a personal relationship with

customers because of their size, the way they are managed and the opportunity to

more easily personalise their interrelationship with the customer. However, there

are a number of ways in which a small hotel can overcome the branding issue and

work to enhance penetration into the virtual marketplace. one is for the property to

be acquired by an international chain and thus benefit from the soft branding implied

with the name, notably a presence in cities around the world and the economies of

scale emanating from association with the corporate business' Another avenue for

small hotels is to become part of a marketing consortium with an established brand

image, e.g. *Small Leading Hotels of the World" and "Welsh Rarebits", Morrison and

Harrison (1998:355) comment that membership of a marketing consortium can:

Transform the small firm from a corner shop to a parlicipant in the

electronic shopping mall. However the downside relates to concerns

that the smatt' hotõt/oses autonomy and the return on investmenf rs

low.

Small hotels can also be listed (advertised) on hotel guides e'g'

http://www.hotels.com or http://www.hotelquide.com - such interaction will help

advertisers strengthen customer loyalty and brand-building through a more intimate

and trusted consumer relationship. Another key issue is co-branding or partnership

with another company. This will provide the ability to design smarter websites with

adaptable content and functionality depending on combining the strategies of the

two-partners/ co-brands. For example, small hotels would share a home page with

links to other hotels or independent chains under the same classification or brand

umbrella. This co-branding might be also with a company that could potentially be a

non-travel partner and this may help these smaller hotels to improve their market

reach on-line and to collect database and information from the customers of those

co-branded partners in terms of database and sharing that information across

channels
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However, there are a number of other ways that independent hotels can explo¡t the

unique characteristics of the Web and ¡ts narrowæsting potential through niche

marketing. Customer loyalty can be enhanced through developing a relationship

with the customer by email, customer comments, even customer photographs can

be posted on websites. Customers can help build the foreign language support of

the website by pointing at destination-oriented published materials (Artl, 2002)'

5.12 SUMMARY

This chapter outlined the results of the case study of the web marketing in the

Egyptian hotel sector. lt identified a number of major challenges to the expansion of

electronic commerce in Egypt (see section 5.3.4 and 5.3.6), these are mostly due to

the fact that there have been relatively few attempts by businesses, particularly

small and medium enterprises (sMEs), to establish any electronic commerce

ventures. Although the entry costs associated with electronic commerce have made

it a very viable option for small and medium enterprises to pursue, several

constraints restrict the further expansion of electronic commerce in Egypt, among

them are: the lack of an accepted code of ethics; the necessity of developing

focused Arabic language contents websites; the need for firm legislation system to

handle lnternet operations publicly; the growing quest for a reliable infrastructure to

support faster lnternet networks; the increasing need for an acceptable model to

reduce the risk of handling credit information and personal details on the lnternet.

Results from the evaluation of the Egyptian hotel websites show that Egyptian

multiple independent hotels and independent hotels are facing a branding dilemma

in the global marketplace. Most of these hotels websites performed 'satisfactory' and

,sub-optimal, on many of the evaluated website design features (see section 5'9)'

This was also confirmed by the results of interviews with both stakeholders of hotel
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website design in Egypt (web marketers and web designers). The research

identified major problems in relation to brand-building on both sides. There is

generally little evidence of any adaptation of successful web marketing practice

being made by hotel marketers in response to the opportunities offered by the web

marketing strategies. Most of the small hotels' marketers feel that web marketing is

still in its infancy and that it will be sometime before it becomes prevalent across the

Egyptian hotel sector. They were mainly interested in consumer behaviour issues on

the Web more than on other technical and website design issues. On the other hand

interviews with web designers identified that they were more interested in technical

skills to incorporate web technologies into the websites they design, but they lack

knowledge and experience in marketing/consumer behaviour and the unique

characteristics of hospitality products and services'

Although these results show that it may be quite a while before the Egyptian hotel

sector is able to prove itself in today's global marketspace, the future looks

considerably better. This chapter also identified the possibility of significant

expansion and improvements as small and independent Egyptian hotels' marketers

and designers are joining their knowledge and experiences with various lessons

they learn form the web applications in other sectors and industries all over the

world to design successful web strategies to allow Egyptian hotels to expand on-line

and fully exploit the potential of the Web.

However, this research suggested a number of options overcome the branding issue

and work to enhance penetration into the virtual marketplace (see section 5'11), but

all of these options may work for one hotel and may not work for an other and

therefore it is more strategic for these hotels to focus on building their brands on-line

by understanding their unique characteristics (see section 5'11), to strengthen their
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relationships with their customers. However, it is clear that Egyptian multiple

independent and small independent hotels, to be competitive on-line, need to gain

reliability and credibility besides the functionality and interactivity of their websites,

they should focus on the successful planning of their "emarketing strategies" that

allow them to effectively communicate and interact with their existing/potential

customers.

This emarketing strategy is reached through the Web and its proactive integration

into a strategic marketing strategy rather than its reactive fragmented application'

This is possible and within the means of these small hotels through effective

marketing communications planning that takes into account the proper mix and

integration of all the marketing vehicles available, including corporate identity, brand

development, advertising and promotion, sales literature, direct marketing, public

relations, and most importantly a well-designed and maintained interactive website'

However, the degree to use the Web compared to other means of communication

does not depend upon the size of business and therefore small hotels can use their

unique characteristics to build their relationships with customers and turn web

interest into bottom line business using the features of the Web to encourage loyalty

and build their on-line brands to compete against larger hotel chains in the global

marketspace. This does not require massive investments or sophisticated

technology rather than a deliberate creative strategy, designed to move the

consumer along a Continuum frOm unaware to aware, loyal, cOnvinced, trusting and

ready to buY to advocate and allY'
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CHAPTHR StXr QONCLUS¡ONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter concludes this study on evaluating the Web as a strategic marketing

tool in the context of the Egyptian hotel sector. Section 6.2 presents the major

research findings with relation to brand-building on-line and the current exploitation

of the Web in the Egyptian hotel sector. The significant contributions of the study in

relation to theory, methodology and practice are outlined subsequently in sections

6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. The study limitations are presented in section 6.6, and an agenda

for further research on this complex, yet significant and timely issue of web

marketing is set out in section 6.7. The chapter concludes with section 6.8 which

describes my final thoughts and reflections on the research process.

6.2 MAJOR FINDINGS

The emergence of the Web has attracted many hotel companies to consider the

implications of global promotion of their brands. lnternational hotel chains around

the world spend billions to promote and support their brands and to deliver

consistent messages to their customers. The Web has become an integral part of

the marketing mix in building such brands. Through successful marketing programs,

these companies have acquired loyal customer bases willing to seek them out and

buy their brands on-line.

ln the virtual market place branding poses a major dilemma for companies that have

not established a "rìame" in the global marketplace. ln the case of Egyptian

independent and multiple independent hotels, seeking to attract international

business, 'unknown' names in the global marketplace, even if they get to the top of
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the search engine, they may not be selected by the customer. Consumers are wary

of products that are not reinforced by a high street presence and so the opportunity

for independent hotels to develop web business can be limited. On-line, "clicks and

bricks" companies seek to preserve and build the hard-earned brands they have

built in the real world, whilst "dot.com" companies are creating new brands in the

virtual world. Therefore, brand awareness is a critical issue in relation to consumer

decision-making around purchases and both companies with a high street presence

(clicks and bricks) and purely virtual (dot.com) companies are seeking to create a

web presence which reflects and develops their brand image. So the inherent

dilemma for the Egyptian independent hotelier is that the Web promises them equal

access to the consumer in the global marketplace alongside the international hotel

chains, yet the brand name of the international hotel chains and their brand assets

are likely to win the battle for customers on the search engines.

Thus, branding hospitality products and services is becoming an essential part of

the marketing landscape of the future. This raises the question of how the hotel

companies, particularly small and multiple independent hotels, will proceed in their

efforts to promote brands globally. To be effective, brands must be promoted

through the global mass media offered by today's technology and in the hospitality

industry, technology represents one of the most significant channels for brand-

building. Traditional distribution channels for hotel products are all now shifting to

the Web and this is considerably affecting booking patterns and consumer

behaviour and has potential implications for the branding and brand-building of

hospitality products. Maintaining a good relationship with customers is critical to the

development and survival of brands on-line.
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This study's examination of a number of previous typologies that investigated the

categorization of commercial websites demonstrated that most of them focus on the

functional or the technological side of web design and rarely consider the unique

issues associated with web marketing of hospitality products or the issues of brand-

building. This study identified the need to develop a more comprehensive typology,

encompassing functionality, design, web content and customer interactivity, to

enable a comparative analysis, not only of technical aspects of hotel websites, but

also other characteristics of hotel websites to evaluate their effectiveness from a

consumer point of view and in terms of their brand-building capacity. Further

enhancement of the design of this hierarchy of considerations, through the

classification of the design features and the graphical presentation of the websites

evaluation using radar chart, reflected three levels of hotel website performance

(good, satisfactory, and sub:optimal). The radar charts facilitated the comparison of

website design and performance on dimensions. ln addition chapter four evaluated

two-exemplar websites, one strongly-branded and the other weakly-branded using

the developed tool. This evaluation of these two websites demonstrated how the

allowed design considerations pedorming 'sub-optimally' to be easily visually

identified.

ln addition to the thesis'development and testing of this website evaluation tool, the

Egyptian case study identified the importance of the issue of branding for the

Egyptian independent and multiple independent hotels which are the subject of this

thesis were identified. These businesses do not benefit from economies of scale and

are not able to invest as heavily in website development as international chains.

They do not benefit from their name being "known" and reinforced through a

presence in cities around the world. This point their brand awareness and brand

loyalty and it is possible that they will be bypassed as customers click onto familiar
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names. ln contrast, international hotel chains have developed products to respond

to specific market segments and these products are delivered consistently around

the globe. The customer thus knows what to expect and can be confident that they

understand the nature of the product being presented. With the continuing

reluctance of consumers to purchase products on-line web-based brand awareness

can enhance consumer confidence and promote sales.

Despite the growth of the Web and the expanding interest in web marketing and on-

line branding strategies discussed above, most Egyptian independent and multiple

independent hotel marketers remain unconvinced and have to date chosen to

remain on the "web sidelines". The careful planning and the levels of investment in

marketing strategies required to compete is beyond the means of many small

hoteliers. The Web through its accessibility, functionality, and immediacy provides

the elements essential to building a successful hotel brand. However, it remains

unclear why most of these small operations are utilizing aspects of the Web only as

a communication medium merely to disseminate information about their properties

to their current and potential customers, but have yet to decide to engage in the

ultimate form of electronic interaction with customers. So independent hoteliers must

carefully analyse the distinctive characteristics of their products which differentiate

them in the marketplace and project a unique selling point for the website as they

build customer relationships. The unique ability of independent properties to

respond to niche markets can thus enable interaction with very narrow market

segments exploring the full benefits of the manyto-many narrow-casting potential of

the Web (Hoffman et a1.,1995).

ln the light of these findings, this thesis has recommended a number of strategies to

address the branding issue (see section 5.11) and also emphasises the importance
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for these small independent hotels of focusing on building their brands on-line by

understanding their unique characteristics and building their relationships with the

customers. ln order for these hotels to be competitive on-line, they need to gain

reliability and credibility. Thus besides the functionality and interactivity of their

websites, they should focus on the successful planning of their emarketing

strategies through the proactive integration of the Web into their strategic marketing

strategy rather than their current reactive fragmented approach. ln this way

independent small hotels can strengthen their relationships with their customers and

turn web interest into bottom line profits through encouraging consumer loyalty and

brand-building,

This study has also supported however that Egyptian multiple independent and

small independent hotels also need to be very realistic about the contribution that

the Web can make to their business, The Web is no'Tield of dreams" and they need

to continually add to their websites and update them regularly. lt is therefore

apparent that hotel marketers who seek to understand their markets and specifically

consumers, develop web marketing objectives and strategies, incorporate useful

design and interactive websites, and commit to an on-going system of testing (using

tools such as the model developed in this study) will undoubtedly be successful in

the virtual marketspace.

6.3 CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY

The thesis makes a contribution to the understanding of various issues related to

web marketing, including: hotel management, information technology, marketing,

electronic commerce and branding. Through its review of literature and generation

of ideas it adds to the growing academic literature about hotel web marketing. This

thesis also analyses web customers' cognitive and physical behavior from many
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different perspectives, including navigational patterns, general experience with the

lnternet and the Web, attitude toward the use of the Web for shopping, and also

identifies and analyses consumers' scenarios when buying hotel products on-line.

The breadth of this thesis provides a rich resource for future research in the field of

study and grounds the theoretical principles of hotel web marketing in a

phenomenological research approach.

Another significant contribution of this research is the development of a diagnostic

and analytical tool for the evaluation of hotel websites in terms of their brand-

building capacity which codifies current knowledge of web design and performance

issues. Underpinned by the findings from consumer interviews and the on-line

survey, a hierarchy of considerations which emphasizes how a website can support

branding was presented. These considerations provide a basis for hotel website

design, as they include the different dimensions (accessibility and information,

credibility, e-commerce, customer relationship and immediacy) required to facilitate

a strategic approach to the rationalisation of hotel websites design, and as well a

vital tool that helps in evaluating hotel websites. Further enhancement of the design

of this hierarchy of consideration to reflect the performance of hotel websites

through the graphical presentation of the results using radar chart was also

achieved. lt was then applied to an evaluation of a sample of hotel websites, which

itself generated significant findings and results (see sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.2).

Most significantly, it allowed the classification of the evaluated websites into highly-

branded websites (fully transactional, content-rich, secure, upto-date and attention-

arresting sites) and weakly-branded websites (static and brochure-like sites). The

key finding in this is that the highly-branded chain hotels are all trying to compete

with each other by adding more interactive features that provide global reach for
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their customers and support their offline brand names. Most of the small

independent hotels continue to design their websites to serve as an information

source and a way to communicate with their customers electronically, thus

functioning as a one-to-many marketing communication tool rather than an

interactive many-to-many marketing communication model (Hoffman et al., 1995). lt

is however obvious that these information-only websites will continue to attract a

limited number of users and hence customers.

6.4 CONTRIBUTION TO PRACTICE

The chief contribution of this study to practice is the developed tool for the

evaluation of hotel websites. This tool codifies current good practice and

performance requirements for hotel websites to meet customer requirements and

can be continuously refined as technological platforms and performance evolve. The

model is thus dynamic and can be updated over time. As described above, the

applications of the model to an evaluation of a sample of hotel websites supports the

proposition that there is a continual demand for such a capable and useful tool that

can easily be implemented to generate reliable results. Specifically, the graphical

presentation of the results of this implementation allows website design

considerations performing 'sub-optimally' to be easily visually identified and thus

prioritized for development. There are several significant benefits of this tool: it

presents a more effective and better-designed tool for hotel web developers; it offers

a more clearly defined methodology to evaluate hotel websites. (through identifying

sub-optimal performance and considering suitable actions to develop more effective

websites); it facilitates understanding of the scenarios of hotel customers purchasing

on line.
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The model can also be used to develop a specification for website design. Work on

European projects managed by UWIC: Optimize lT (an European Social Fund

project funded through Welsh Development Agency) and the Network of Excellence

for Action in Tourism (NEAT) and Strategic Project for ln-Company Education

(SPICE) (European Regional Development Fund and European Social Fund

projects funded via Wales European Funding Office) suggest that small firms often

do not have sufficient understanding of the technical issues associated with website

design to be able to articulate their requirements for a website or to provide a

technical specification. An appropriate specification would enhance the satisfaction

of independent hoteliers in engaging with website procurement. Therefore, the

findings of this study can be subsequently practically implemented through a set of

good practice guidelines for inexperienced practitioners in the field.

6.5 CONTRIBUT¡ON TO METHODOLOGY

The thesis has two significant contributions to methodology: the development of the

on-line survey and the use of radar chart as a visualization technique to represent

the results of the evaluation of hotelwebsites.

Using an on-line survey as a tool for collecting data offers exciting new possibilities

to research. The use of on-line surveys for research has been a topic of interest

among statisticians and information scientists (Pitkow and Recker, 1995) for

sometime. There are benefits and drawbacks of on-line surveys, but the benefits

outweighed potential concerns for this study, The on-line survey helped to minimize

cost through four main factors: ease of data transfer and collation; visual

presentation of figures and questions; removal of time constraints for answering

questions; general convenience of on-line access for some participants.
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However, whilst it is important that the potential of the on-line survey approach is

grasped, it is equally important that its limitations are understood. Using the lnternet

as a means to accessing samples in some way representative of general

populations is currently prevented by who has access to it and who is using it,

although the user population is becoming less stereotypically male (see section

2.3.3). Moreover, even when the desired sample is of lnternet users themselves,

significant technical and operational problems remain in terms of how to ensure the

population targeted is in fact the population which responds. Given this, conducting

survey research on-line will, for the time-being, continue to present a certain amount

of unknowns regarding sample bias. Another associated problem is that this type of

survey also faces the risk of hard- and software failure and other problems due to

the connection on the lnternet. Despite these problems, it has been very helpful to

collect data from a research undertaken via the lnternet where a non-random

sample was selected by administrating the questionnaire via an e-mail system. This

mode of sampling ensured that the respondents were all lnternet users and the

indicative data was deemed to be useful and the research worthwhile.

Using radar charts as a simple visual representation tool for hotel website design is

the second major contribution of this research to methodology. A radar chart,

sometimes known as a "radar plot" or "spider web" chart is useful, in particular for

comparing performance on multiple dimensions simultaneously or for comparing

cases with multiple performance dimensions. lt has been well established as a

management tool and latterly has been used for benchmarking (Mosley and Mayer,

1998). This approach for visualizing multidimensional data was found very

appropriate and helpful in graphically representing the evaluation of multiple

considerations of hotel website design and to quantify overall pedormance taking
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into account all these considerations. This tool could be applied in various modes of

applications to similar research projects.

6.6 LIMITATIONS

The research area of web marketing is new and complex and lnternet technology

and its exploitation are constantly changing as awareness and understanding

develop. Websites are dynamic and change overtime and thus qualitative evaluation

must be recognised as valid at a point in time. The website evaluation tool

developed here will need to be evolved for it to maintain currency, particularly in

relation to the codification of performance standards which will evolve over time as

technology develops. This may result in new dimensions and considerations being

added and some being deleted,

ln addition to the dynamic nature of the field of study, two limitations concern the

interviews and the on-line survey. Firstly, the validity of the semi-structured

interviews in the case study may be lowered due to the fact that the interview

questions were translated into the Arabic language and accordingly answers were

again re-translated into English during transcription. ln the translation process words

can unintentionally acquire the wrong meaning. The strategy of consulting

professionals in translation and allowing the review of the translated work has

hopefully helped to overcome this problem. Secondly, the on-line survey is a new

and as yet unproven way of conducting research. There are virtually no comparable

studies yet published that could indicate whether the response rate of the survey

used is satisfactory or not. However, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to design

survey instruments that are completely bias-free. This study is no exception. lt is

subject to sampling bias, response bias, and questionnaire bias. Therefore, caution
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must be used when interpreting and generalizing the results of the survey as in

research project of this kind.

During the case study phase of the research, some of the limitations of the data are

due to the fact that they have been collected primarily from different on-line sources

(governmental organizations, ministerial websites, banks and non-governmental

organizations). Unfofiunately, the data was limited and some was not available. lt is

possible that information about the tourism market, especially that related to the

number of tourists, nights and hotel rooms may not represent the actual figures for

the country. This is especially true of the tourism statistics and the estimations of the

Egyptian lnternet population and the user profile. While all possible measures have

been taken to compile, code and interpret the collected information, it is possible

that some errors may have occurred due to the inaccuracies of the data.

6.7 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The issue of the Web in the context of hotel marketing is still wide open for

exploration. lt is a complex field, which demands specific comprehension of multiple

disciplines not only those related to the lnternet and the Web (lnformation

technology and technical issues) but also others associated with hotel marketing,

electronic commerce, and branding. However, the research findings provide some

promising areas for future investigation. The most important of them are highlighted

below:

Brands and brand-building mechanisms are associated with consumer

markets. This thesis highlighted some of the concepts, strategies and key

issues related to brands and brand-building focusing on an Egyptian case study.

Nevertheless, an in-depth analysis, drawing on several case studies exploring
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the social and psychological dynamics of the Web and its impact on consumer

behaviour and decision making and possibly focusing on applications to other

sectors or in other destinations would represent an exciting opportunity for

further research.

Building on this study, another significant avenue for further research that is

extremely appropriate and timely would be using the developed tool to evaluate

hotel websites. The tool can be used in its present design fashion or may be

further enhanced to evaluate larger samples of hotel websites in different

situations, or even websites from other tourism sectors and services (e.9.

restaurants, travel agencies, tourism information centres.). These researches

would allow the critical comparison of results and would methodically identify the

impact of the Web in different organizational structures and other customer

marketplaces.

Another possible area of further research is that focusing on the Web

customers, particularly in relation to developing countries and non-English

communication. This study used semi-structured interviews and an on-line

survey to investigate customers' scenarios when buying on-line and to identify

the user-relevant hotel website design features. lt thus contributed to the

conceptualisation of customer relationship marketing and highlighted the

importance of studying the Web from consumer point of view. Perhaps another

useful study would either use other methodologies to examine consumer

attitudes and behaviour on-line, or expand this study of identifying customer

scenario when buying hotel products on the Web by focusing on a random

sample, therefore representative of the population at certain levels of

significance.
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This study highlighted the importance of forming an emarketing strategy

through the integration of the Web into the hotel's marketing strategy. More

research with the focus on small independent hotel may tackle the fundamental

issues of how best to proactively integrate the Web into a strategic marketing

strategy rather than its current reactive fragmented implementation.

Finally, many small companies have been operating on-line under the

assumption that they are reaping positive financial benefits from their web

presence. Further examination of the Web as a marketing tool would focus more

on the cost and profit side of developing websites, for instance, to justify the on-

line return of investment (eROl) of websites, this could explore whether the Web

presence of these companies is significantly reducing marketing costs and

generating recognizable profits in terms of increased revenues, cost savings,

and brand equity value, and if so, would this actually change marketers'

attitudes towards on-line marketing.

6.8 FINAL THOUGHTS

ln conclusion, this thesis is the culmination of a four-year research effort designed to

evaluate the Web as a strategic marketing tool in the context of the Egyptian hotel

sector. The author hopes that the development of a tool to evaluate a brand-building

website and its graphical representation facilitate the pragmatic solution of problems

identified during hotel website design and development. lt is also the author's

sincere aspiration that this thesis, through its rich sets of information will provide

support to those who will carry on further research including data gathering and

analysis needed to study web marketing.
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Finally, this research has greatly contributed to my knowledge and research

aptitude, it allowed me to explore issues that I am certain not many researchers are

focusing on. I have been able to forge new and unexplored areas that I find

interesting, especially those that arose during the development of the model and the

search for the appropriate methodology and theoretical perspective that

corresponded to my research. ln the early stages of my research I adopted very

much a bottom-up approach to the development of research methods, selecting

quantitative or qualitative methods, on the basis of fitness for purpose. Through my

research experience I have developed my understanding of the research process

and would now adopt a more holistic approach to research design recognizing

epistemological issues. lf I were to be undertaking a new piece of research or

extending this study, I would approach it in a very different way!
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Appendix A-1

INTERVIEW WITH WEB CUSTOMERS

Appendix A-1: lnterview pattern with hotel web customers

Interview date:
Interviewee code:

Sectlon One: Demographics and Personal
Information

¡ Name:
. Age:
. Gender:
¡ Occupation:
¡ Average income/year f
. How many times do you go on holiday/year?
o \{hat sort oftraveler you consider yourselfl
o Who usually makes Your traveling

anangements?

Sectlon Two: The Internet and the \ileb

o How long have you been using the Web?

¡ What is your general idea about the Web and

its benefits?
¡ WTat are your main purpose(s)of using the

'üeb?
o Where do you gain access to the Web?

. How many hours you use the Web /week?

o Is there a special time or day(s) you usually

use it?
¡ What do you think of the Web as a potential

for on-line shopping?
o Have you ever had a shopping experience on

the Web? If yes, tell us about it.
o What sort of websites do you usually use when

buying on-line?
o Vy'hat do you usually buy on-line? Ifyes, what

you usually buy on-line?
o Do you think ofany products/services that you

would not buy on-line?
¡ Are there are any other barriers for using the

Web for shopping PurPoses?
o Do you give your credit information on-line?

If not, why?

Section Three: How do you usually buy travel
products on-line?

. Have you ever used the V/eb to buy

travel/hotel products?

. If you are looking for a travel product on-line

what
¡ Procedure would you follow?
o How does this differ to the sort of information

you require when you buy travel products by

other methods?

Are there any other marketing
medium(s)draw/help to draw your attention to
the websites?

Do you usually go to websites that you already

know?
Are you familiar with any travel products or

hotel sites on the Web?

Section Four: rilebsites Festures

To what extent you consider the þllowing fealures
to be important to you on a hotel website: (please

commenl on eachfeature as much as you can)

¡ The site is easy to navigate
¡ The site provides extended information on

hotel products.
. The site provides different languages

o The site has multimedia items
o The site provides extensive price information
o The site URL address (e.g., www'hilton.com)
¡ The site has reliable Links
¡ The site provides on-line reservation
¡ The site is updated (e.g., product, prices,

promotions)
o The site is secure for online payment

o The site offers online promotions (e.g.,

coupons, packages, etc.)
. The site includes FAQ section
o The site provides customer service

o The site includes "What's new" section

o The site provides a feedback form

a

a
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Appendix A-l-l: Example of an interview with hotel web Gustomers

I nterview date: 17 I 212000

O lnterviewee code: lM**

SECTION ONE: DEMOGRAPHICS AND PERSONAL INFORMATION

Namg: ********

Age: 56

Gender: Male

Occupation: Part time academic (professor)

Average income/year Ê *****

Q 1. How many tímes do you go on holidaylyear?

Probably take 4 to 5 holidays a year including within the UK or overseas

Q 2. What sort of traveller you consider yourself?

Leisure and business

Q 3. Who usually makes your travelling arrangements?

lf I am planning on a holiday I make my own arrangements. lf on business some of it

I will make my own arrangements, but other arrangements would be made for me.

SECTION TWO: THE INTERNET AND THE WEB

Q 4. How long have you been using the Web?

I have been using it for 3-4 years now.

a

a

o

o

o
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Q5. What is your general idea about the Web and its benefits?

The first element I think of is the immediacy of the lnternet, you have the facility on

your desk at work, on your desk at home, you can literately with a press of a button

get in contact with establishments. Do vou mean a communication tool? Yes, I

mean that it is immediate; you can do it without having to go anywhere'

Convenience I mean. The second thing, is the extend that you actually using it in

real time, you can get information which is very up to date, you will be getting the

latest possible of information, The third thing, possibly reinforcing this idea of

convenience you can just go ahead and do it'

Q.6 What is your main purpose(s)of using the Web?

ln more general context I would use it as an alternative of other resources of

information, and as a research tool, for instance now, if I want a certain reference

material, I know I will get that from the lnternet, I will go to the lnternet specifically for

this purpose, without looking into any other source of information. I would

sometimes use the lnternet to collaborate other information, for instance I might

read something in today's newspaper that such and such happened, I would then go

to the lnternet may be to have a full back ground of it.

Q 7. Where do you gain access to the Web?

From home and the office.

Q 8. How many hours you use the Web /week?

My pattern is that I use it more so I can classify my self into three areas. Academic

use, business use and leisure use from home, of the three, I would have thought it is

business use from work and office, I am not a great leisure user for the net'
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Q 9. ts there a special time or day(s) you usually use it?

At home I would sort of checking my emails, because I am paying for the calls. I do

when I need to, I do not choose certain time, no specific time, and my main use is

during the day, some during the evenings, no specific time.

Q 10. What do you thínk of the Web as a potential for on'line s;hopping?

I am not really a shopper by inclination, I have traditionally behaved in a particular

way, I am used to buying products over the a counter I'm used to the notion of

personal service, I'm used to doing it that way, I have never made a conscious

decision to say I really could buy that over the Net. I do not know, I found it

interesting to see traditional distinction breaking down that traditionally people

pattern in life to have a work place and homes some where else, and shops some

where else, so you know there are places where you work, there are places where

you live, there are places there where you are engaged in commerce, and to

actually have all of these some times merging into one, is a very interesting

experience, and to me the idea of arm chair shopping, is a contradiction in terms

that to me an armchair is somewhere one sits down and relax, the last thing I want

to do is shopping which I hate anyway, you know again with other commerce on the

Net possibly the product of my generation I attached to personal services, in terms

of banking I could do national transaction on the lnternet, it is a way of transacting

business which is eminently civilised eminently workable in time to come I may will

alter that completely but at the moment I do not see any huge advantage to me to

transacting that some of those things over the Net.
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Q 11. Have you ever had a shopping experience on the Web?

I use the Web reasonably extensively to order textbooks, at home I buy books in

relation to my work. I have not rushed to buy any consumer products through the

Net

Q 12. What sort of weösiÚes do you usualty use when buying on-line?

Usually global websites

Q 13. What do you usually buy on-line?

Textbooks

Q 14. Are there are any other barriers for using the web for shopping

purposes?

I suppose as somebody who is of my age people call mature, I suspect that

probably a little bit more conversion with lT the many people from my generation

and age I was brought up with pen and better, and I was fortunate in a sense that

my work I needed to have a facility with it, but I can understand that the it for people

perhaps from my age or generation the lnternet can be frightening to them, and I

think this is changing raPidlY.

Q 15. Do you give your credit information on'line? lf not, why?

on approval basis and the payment would be something latter.

SECTION THREE: HOW DO YOU USUALLY BUY TRAVEL PRODUCTS ON'LINE

Q 16. Have you ever used the web to buy travel/hotel products?

I would use it for information, the pattern of my travel is such as that I do not often

need to buy on-line, I would often buy on telephone, but the situation I used to
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travel, is to a large extent we as a family, for a personal holiday, we usually go using

touring caravan and so that is something which you do not need to make reservation

before you go. I might search for information to help me about the destinations with

accommodation when I am travelling for business I would look at a site to look for

information but I usually confirm by telephone partly because I find the telephone

slightly more flexible, because sometimes, there might be a query I might have

when I say, for example, look I will be arriving late is that ok? Or may be some sort

of negotiating prices? This is the other thing negotiating prices on-line.

Q 17. tf you are looking for a travel product on-line what Procedure would

you follow?

lf it is a destination I am not familiar with, if it is within this country I would tend to go

through the official tourists board system I would think to my self, let's assume I

want to go to Liverpool, right I know that Liverpool is in England and I know it is in

the in north west of England, I would go to the north west then I would go to the

Northwest tourist board and go down from there, I would not go to Liverpool site as

a destination because I would feel that this is such a hit and miss affair, I want

accommodation so I go to the organizations that offer accommodation, I would go to

the tourist board.

Q 18. Do you usuatty go to weösíÚes that you already know?

To an extent yes. As far as using sites of concern I have a certain number of sites

which from experience I know them and so like anybody else I will bookmark them

and return to those site times and time again. On other occasions, I would search

the net for information using any search engine. I have to say I am not an expert in

that matter, I find the net very confusing sometime, I find it a hit and miss, it has

flexibility but has also weaknesses, but I enjoy using it, I find it useful'
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SECTION FOUR: WEBSITES FEATURES

Q.1g To what extent you consider the following features úo öe important to

you on a hotel websites?

Ø The srTe rs easy to navigate

ln terms of navigating the site, I think that easy navigation is very important indeed,

if you are a new user of e-commerce, you going to say God this is not for me I can

not find my way in this, so if the site is not professionally organized and easy to work

that make me think I do not want to know about this site, I do not want to know

about this company. lt is a representation of the company, it is the same as a

brochure, it is like an advertisement, and it is half of the brand in nature, so a bad

website says to me "bad comPanY".

Ø The site provides extended information on hotel products'

lnformation, information, information, certainly when I am buying accommodation, I

need that information to be clear, very specific, I do not want any ambiguity I would

be very very careful here, because I recently made some work on holiday decision

making and it was very very interesting to see, respondents to the survey say, yes

the Web is great, but I want a brochure in my hand, for more information.

Ø The site provides different languages

yes lt is very important, I think every provider of the lnternet service should ask him

self who are my clients, what they want, and having done that, they should provide

information in those languages. one of the things that I come very cross indeed

about, is when people offer different language, if you going to offer a bi/multilingual

site every language has to be given in equal stages. obviously in some cases you

may want to have a greeting or welcome and you might have a paragraph in
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different language, I think that is ok. But if you actually have different language users

extensively using you have to give then the full facility of using different languages,

and you have to do it properly. The quality of translation should be good.

Ø The sife has multimediaifems

Multimedia, I think there is a danger of technology led sites that you provide moving

pictures because you are able to provide it. I am quite happy to have a

representation of the product, I am not convinced that I need any sort of dancing or

music. I m not sure it is a tool of interactivity

Ø The site provides exfenslve price information

very important extremely important, I think that price information has to be accurate,

it has to be clear and very simple, I have a huge worry my self of something which

advertises prices from 1 9.99.

Ø The sde URL address (e.9., www'hilton.com)

I think that having an easily identifiable address is very useful for first time visitors to

the site, if I want some information about Hilton hotel I will take a chance and just

type Hilton, Once you are into the system you then it does not really matter if the

name is Greek you know, because you have it on your list book marked it, have not

you? I would have thought that it is an advantage, but overtime the advantage

becomes less.

Ø The sife ñas reliable links

Very important indeed, because the main element of the net that it is a net, at what it

is, that is what it is all about, but I think that the links have to be very well

constructed other wise you can end up with wrong information.
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Ø The site provides on-line reseruation

Yes, I think it is important, and it I s growing important, bearing in mind that travel is

become much more frequent more short term planning and so on.

Ø The sÍe rs updated (e.9., product, prices, promotions)

Yes, it should be, the essence of the Net is immediacy, if you are not updating it,

you are missing out but also you are actually showing to your customers that you do

not understand the culture of the net, and that could be more damaging, without any

doubt.

Ø The sife rs secure for on-line payment

Yes important.

Ø The sife orïers on-line promotions (e.g', coupons, packages, etc.)

It is the character of the net, these things are changing so actually to have this week

special promotion, this week special offer, this is very much what the net is all about,

so yes it has to be imPortant

Ø The site includes FAQ section

yes. I think sometimes that the net providers tend to use FAQ as a means of not

giving people individually information, by that I mean it is a way of discouraging

people of getting into a dialogue with individuals'

Ø The site provides cusfomer seruice

yes, very important providing the answer to customer's questions promptly within a

giving time.
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Ø The site includes "What's new" section

Yes, it is important.

Ø The site provides a feedback form

Yes certainly it is part of our customer driven culture

Q.20 Do you think there is any other features that can be added to this list?

No there is nothing I can think off.
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Appendix A-2: Gopy of the on'line survey
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Appendix A-3: The selected hotel websites sample

Hotels/Destination URL address

Egyptian Hotels
lnternational chains
Helnan hotels
Oberoihotels
Accor hotels
Sheraton (lTT)

Htto ://www. hel nan. com
Http : //www. o be ro i hote I s. co m
Http://www.accor.com
H tto ://www. s he rato n. co m

Multiole lndependent hotels
Pichalbatros hotels
Flamenco hotels
Shams hofels
Golden 5 hotels and resorts

Htto://www.f la menco.com.eq
Htto://www.sha mshotels.com
Htto ://www.qo lden 5. co m

Sinqle independent hotels
Plaza hotel
Cairotel
Alsalamlek hotel
Sa ie hotel

htto://www. olazaeovpt.com

K hotels
lnternational chains
Forte (Heritage) hotels
Summit hotels and resorts
Golden tulip
Marriott

http ://www. heritaqe-hotels.co.u k
htto ://www. sum mithotels.com
htto ://www. q o I d e ntu I i p.com
htto ://www. m a rriott. co m

Multiole independent hotels
Brook hotels
Four Pillars hotels
Thistle hotels
Caoricorn hotels

http ://www. brook-hotels.co. u k
htto ://www.four-pi I lars.co. uk
http ://www.thistlehotels.com
htto://www.ca oricorn hotels.co. uk

Sinqle independent hotels
Court Colman Manor
Grapevine hotel
Sorrento
Marinarers lodqe hotel

http://court colman manor.com
http://www.vines.co.uk
http ://www.sorrentohotel.com
http://www.btlntern

USA Hotels
lnternational chalns
Four seasons
Hilton
Howard Johnsons
Hvatt hotels

http ://www.fo u rsea so n s. co m
http ://www. h ilton.com

htt[/r¡n¡nrylvaltesm
Multiole independent hotels
Pinnacle hotels
Westcoast hotels
Omnihotels
Amrihost inn

http ://www. pinnaclehotelsusa.com
htto ://www.westcoasthotels.com
htto ://www.omni hotels.com
htto ://www.amerihostinn.com

Sinqle indeoendent hotels
Danish Manor Hotel
Sorrento
Johns town
The island house

htto ://www.da nishma nor.com/
htto ://www. hotelsorrento.com/

THe evnIunTED HoTEL WEBSITES SAMPLE
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Appendix A- 4= Example of hotel website evaluat¡on

GOURT GOLMAN MANOR

URL address¡ www.court-col nla n-nranor.conr

Location: Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan, Wales.

Category: ***

Date accessed and analysed: l0 July 01.

Time analysed: 8:21 :01 PM.

FFF.*Fþ
.q 'i.¡

l.INTERACTIVITY

Accessibility

. The site has been accessed several times before this evaluation to check

consistency; it is accessible reliably linking from different search engines and

links from other sites and links to wedding and conferences services in Wales,

and travel portals e.9., htto://www.a1 rism.com/uk/.

http://www.walesindex.co. uk/, and

a

Downloading Time

The following table represents the approximate downloading time for the

homepage and the site average.

Analysed by Gif software. Based on a con using a standard PC
and a 64 K. fax-modem.(Plll and 64 MB RAM) linked to a normal connection using a UK landline

The evaluation of the website home page uncovered opportunities to

conservatively reduce the hotel image (on the front page) download time by an

average oÍ 9o/o, with some images reduced upto27o/o.

OptiView found no images with exact duplicates. Duplicate images are images

that are exactly the same but have different URLs. This defeats browser

caching, and slows down Pages.

C ot+t t C oùvu¡,w M ø,vra

12.2 sec. 5.5 sec.24.4 sec.Homepage

7.8 sec 3.5 sec.15.6 sec.Site average

56K e¡uo 128K aauo29.8 K enuoMooervr GoruruEcloru

a
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Navigation

The site follows a slide show structure and consists of eight different web pages

rather than sections on the same central page (front page). Most of the pages

are designed to include a photograph and a brief text about each of the hotel

facilities or services.

ln general the site lacks a number of navigation features. lt only provides a hot

key on the bottom of the front page (tour) to press to enter the site. This key

functions as an alternative to using the back and forward button on the site user

browser.

The site does not provide interesting flow and not very easy to navigate as it

lacks an organized navigation bar. lt does not include navigation icons such as

named back, forward, go to top, home. lt can only be navigated through a list of

keys (menu) on the left-hand side, a downside of this list is that the user has to

use his scroll down bars on his browser to scroll down and view this list of links.

Flow and Design

The site is criticized with the use of a black front page (background) with plentiful

of empty meaningless spaces.

The designer poorly used the hotel exterior as a major graphical item in creating

the front page but in fact this use did not add any interesting features. The

picture it self is used to create other collateral marketing materials (e'g', a

greeting card of the hotel). The use of a degitized version of this picture on the

website seemed useless as it does not reflect the beautiful location and the

colourful natural surroundings of the hotel.

ln general the site lacks a number of web design and structure features such as

the use of colour, text and imaginary items and hyperlinks. lt only represents an

on-line brochure rather than an interactive website.

Languages

The site only used English language

a

a

a

a

a

a
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URL address

One of the very few good features of the website is the easy to remember URL

address which indicates that the hotel had invested in its own site.

Rank on search engines

The hotel website did not have a high rank among the top websites when

searched using the key words (hotels+Wales), (hotels+Bridgend) on popular

search engines (yahoo.com, altavista.com, and lycos.com)

Updates

There is no evidence of when the site is last revised or updated.

Graphics

The site has a poorly designed home page

Pictures are included in almost every page of the site although most of them do

serve the purpose related; they did not seem very clear in some sections around

the site e.9., conferences.

Multimedia

The only multimedia items found on the site is a loop of changing images related

examples are the 'lnteriof'and "ResÚaurant' pages.

Reliable hyper Links

No broken links were found on the site (as analysed by OptiView software).

The site included a section for links among these are the Welsh Tourist Board,

Data Wales, and total Bridgend. All of them were functioning properly

Security

It does not say on the site if it is using any security standards or client data

protection.

Search

There is no search feature on the site or any links to external search engines.a
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2. PRODUCT

Basic product lnformation

. The idea of presenting basic information about the hotel products is only

presented through different pages as each included a picture and brief

description or comment.

a

a

a

Additional (expanded) product information

Product information is not very clear; the site does not even give any information

about its category or the type of rooms it offers and their prices.

No detailed information about products and facilities was provided. lt would

have been for example helpful for the dining section to include menus and

prices.

Finding information about prices was a difficult task as the only way to do so is to

fill out a form for more information in the contact us section.

On-line brochure

It is not possible to view /download a brochure from the site

There are not any links to other brochure or catalogue pages.

On-line help for choosing products

The site does not provide any help information for choosing products.

Customer participation in new product design

The site does not engage its customers in the design and development of new

products/or services.

Group bookings

The site does not offer any details about group bookings, e.9., facilities,

discounts, or special packages.

Destination contents

The site provides links to destination details through providing a link to the

Welsh Tourist Board and total Bridgend.

a

a

a

a
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Few words about the historical background of the hotel are presented in the

"House" page.

3. PRICE

Price information available on-line

. No price information available on-line.

Customer participating in price

The site does not engage its customers in product pricing.

The site does not allow on-line price negotiations

Gurrency converter

No link to currency converter

4. PLACE

Product availability

It is not possible to check product availability on-line

On-line reservation form is only available in the contact us page.

Email reservation

It is possible to make email reservation.

On-line reservation

There is an on-line reseruation form is available in the contact us page'

Real time processing of orders

It is not possible to purchase hotel products in real time.

Confirmation

It does not say if there is any mean of confirming booking by email or other sort

of communication.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

On-line payment

It is not possible to handle payment on-line.a
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5. PROMOTION

On-line advertising

. The site does not use any on-line advertising or any other promotion items or

special programs for guests.

Downloadable coupons

Not used.

Frequent guest programs

Unavailable.

Third party bookings

Not available.

Gredit cards used

It is not stated on the site which types of debiVcredit cards are used'

Privacy and security

There is not any sign of security standards or privacy matters

Membership clubs

Unavailable.

Discounts

Unavailable

6. CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP

On-line customer service

. Not provided.

a

a

a

a

a

a

Gustomer ldentification (profiling)

Not used.

Gustomer communities

Not used.
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a

FAQ

Unavailable,

Mailing lists

Available as guests can join the hotel mailing list, and subscribe to the monthly

recipe from the Llewellyn Cook Book using the form on the contact us page.

Direct email

Available from the "contact us" and 'links'pages.

There are as well direct links to email for further information in the

" conferences" and "Weddings" pages.

Suggestions or complaints

Unavailable.

What's new section

Unavailable.

a

a

a

a

a
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Appendix A- 5: lnterview pattern with Egyptian hotel marketers

INTERVIEW WITH EGYPTIAN HOTEL MARKETERS

Section One: The role of the \ileb in hotel
marketlng and lts relation to the Egyptian hotel
market

What do you think of the role of the Web
in hotel marketing in general?

Can you think of any benefits that users

can gain from using the Web to buy hotel
products online? Are there any barriers?
How can you relate that to the case of the
Egyptian hotel marketing?

Sectlon Two: Hotellers motives to stsrt a website
and thelr on-line marketing experience

What were your hotels' motives to start a
website?
How well do hotel web designers
translate the relationship between the

hotel and end user (customer)
preferences?

Section Thrce: Hoteliers oplnlons ¡bout their
websltcs

. In terms of website design features, what
tlpe of a hotel website do end users

(customer) like?
. How is that related to your hotel website?

' Would you briefly provide your
experience with on-line marketing? Does
it affect your reservations, sales, etc.?

Sectlon tr'our: The future of hotel web marketlng
in Egypt

What are your plans to attract your
potential/current users to the hotel's
website?
How do you feel of the future of the Web
as a strategic marketing tool for your
hotel's marketing?

I
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Appendix A-6: lnterview pattern with Egyptian hotel web
designers

Section One: General experience
understandlng of hotel web marketlng Sectlon Three: Hotels web marketlng strategles

¡nd

How long have you been designing and
creating websites for hotels/hotel
companies?
What do you think of the role of the Web
in hotel marketing in general?
How can you relate that to the case of the
Egyptian hotel marketing?

Sectlon Two: Successful hotel webslte deslgn

In your opinion, how well do hotel web
designers translate the relationship
between the hotel and end user (customer)
preferences?
What are the featues you consider most
important when you design a hotel
website that meets the needs of the end
user (customer)?

Does this different when you design
V/ebsites for other sectors?

What strategies work best for hotels
seeking on-line brand loyalty?
How can websites best attract more
customers to supply their credit cards and
personal information on-line?

Section tr'our: The future of hotel web marketing
ln Egypt

V/hat do you think of the future of the

Web as a strategic marketing tool for
Egyptian hotels?
What are your company's plans for the
future in terms of the Web providing
potential for hotel marketing?

INTERVIEW WITH EGYPTIAN HOTEL WEB DESIGNERS
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Appendix A-7: Designing the NUDIST*QSR project.

'NUD*IST 4" stands for Non-numerical, Unstructured, Data: lndexing, Searching

and Theorising. lt is a computer package designed to aid users in handling Non-

Numerical and Unstructured Data in a qualitative analysis by supporting processes

of coding data in an index system, searching text or searching patterns of coding

and theorizing about the data. 'NUD*IST 4" is used for a wide variety of tasks from

complex theory-constructing and testing to very quick analysis of small or large

bodies of text in interviews or open-ended answers in surveys. lt works with textual

documents, and facilitates the indexing of components of these documents; is able

to search for words and phrases very quickly; and claims to support theorising

through enabling the retrieval of indexed text segments, related memos, and text

and index searches; and through the construction of a hierarchically structured tree

to order index categories. 'NUD*lST 4" is simply a tool to mechanise the clerical

tasks of ordering and archiving texts used in hermeneutic sciences for hundreds of

years and that we should use these programs as software for data administration

and archiving rather than as tools for analysis. Another feature which influenced

the choice of "NUD*IST 4" was the availability of two types of index systems, ln

NUD*IST the index system is made up of nodes which are containers for "thinking

about the data and the results of asking questions". These considerations

supported the overall approach to reflect the researcher's decision to use "NUD*lST

4" lor the analysis of data in this research.

Procedure and process

To present a step-by step description of how "NUD*IST 4'was employed would be

deceptive. One of its advantages over manual methods is the relative ease with

which the researcher could switch between different phases of data analysis.

Specifically, four stages of dealing with the data can be identified - the introduction
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of documents to "NU*DIST 4"; its indexing; theorizing, and its retrieval in an

organized form in order to incorporate and write up the findings and results. The

procedure of designing the project and the analysis of data is summarised in the

following paragraphs.

lntroducing documents to NUD*IST (the document system)

Once the interviews had been conducted they were transcribed onto the word

processing software used by the researcher. Three decisions regarding the format

of the transcriptions had to be made: 1) the size of the text units; 2) the content of

the header; and 3) the use and format of sub- headers. First, for this project, it was

decided that each text unit would be made up of either the interviewer's question or

the respondent's answer. So, every time the person speaking changed, the typist

would press the hard carriage return key. This meant that, in most cases, any data

retrieved would make sense. Second, each document was headed by information

useful for its identification: the respondent's code number, time and date for

interview, and duration of the interview. Third, consideration was given to the use of

sub-headers. Retrieved text units are presented attached to the sub-header under

which they appear. ln this case, it was decided to use the question asked by the

interviewer as a sub-heading in order that text units retrieved were placed in the

context of this question. Each document, once transcribed, was saved as a "Text

Only" file and introduced into "NUD*IST 4' as a raw file (document).

The lndexing process (the index system)

"NUD*IST 4" organises data in a system of nodes, grouped together in a free node

or a tree-structure. Main nodes were given "parent" status, and sub- nodes were

"children". The result was a diagram that can be viewed on the computer screen,

with many branches at whose nodal points relevant data were stored. The indexing
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process began at a very early stage, before loading documents to "NUD*IST 4".

Headings from the interview schedule were used as nodal titles, as were concepts

and themes which had emerged from the literature review as being important to

understanding the experience of using the Web for marketing in general and for

marketing hotel products in particular. Thus, among early nodes were "lmpressions

about the Web as a marketing phenomenon" and "thoughts on the importance of

such a new emerging tool", and "potential of the Web as a marketing tool for hotels"

and "security" nodes were also created at this stage.

From the literature, themes were obtained on the potential of the Web use as a

marketing tool and its suitability for hotel products. These themes together with the

researcher's own readings and background were very helpful to the content of the

interview pattern which was a product of these factors. Specifically the contents of

the last question (hotel website features) were a product of the model that the

researcher needed to test and use in this project. Particularly, this question was

seen as a potentially useful element in examining the form on which users like the

hotelwebsites to be.

After creating these nodes and their sub-nodes (children), interviews transcripts

were introduced to "NUD*IST 4". These documents were read through in their

total, and each section of the text of relevance in answering the main research

question was assigned to the appropriate node(s). New coding categories were

then created as new ideas and themes emerged from the initial investigation of the

interviews. The next step was using "NUD*IST 4' to search texts by their coding.

For example, after the 12 interview transcripts had been indexed, the researcher

used a simple search on some of the key words included in the interview questions,

the results of these attempts are presented in the analysis sections below.
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Working with documents (Theorizing)

This stage involved some tasks such as, recording, rethinking and revising coding,

and putting the text being coded into a wider context. "NU*DIST 4" provided a

number of tools to facilitate these tasks:

Base data

Base data is the term used for the key characteristics relating to each interview -

such as was the respondent male or female, how old is he/she, what is his/her

average annual income? Each transcript was indexed based on the respondent's

demographic data: Gender (male or female), age (22,23,24,32, etc.) and number

of holiday trips (1, 2, more). Questions such as: " have you ever had a shopping

experience on the Web and how was it?", " Do you give your credit information on-

line?" and "whether or not respondents buy hotel and travel products on-line?"

were explored easily by using the base data nodes function.

Document memos (Theory building)

Writing note of ideas or comments as they occur to one throughout the analytical

process was an important task of the analysis process. Memos were attached to

nodes either as a freestanding memo, or as a part interview transcription itself.

These memos were later helpful in the analysis as they provided the combination of

themes and the presentation of the results. The memos were also used to write any

useful comments that the researchers viewed important to be included for further

investigation or more work. Generally, 'NU*DIST 4" facilitated the indexing and

coding process. By the end of this stage, there were (7) free nodes and (79) tree

nodes. Data sets were ready to be used for final analyses and writing up the

results.
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Gommand files (Automatic processes)

The relevance of automated process is not obvious in many qualitative projects.

However, almost all can save time by automating some processes. 'NUD*IST 4'

automates almost all processes by command file. A command file is a customized

program similar to a script or macro on a word processor. Command files are files

of command messages to "NUD*IST 4", instructing it to carry out one or any

number of actions. The researcher used this function to consolidate answers of

each question in order to facilitate the task of investigating and comparing

interviewee's responses to each question separately. Commands were created in

normal word processor (note pad), stored, then run automatically from NU*DIST's

(project menu).

Constructing themes to interpret the project's results

The final stage was putting it all together to enable the researcher to interpret the

results. The interviews had been indexed under the 86 (79 tree nodes and 7)

categories (nodes). Text searches, index searches reports and base data nodes

were used in conjunction with the nodes to consolidate the final ideas and present

them in the form of research findings. During this stage the researcher had to run

various attempts of text-search: supporting simple or complex search of text in

imported documents and storing the finds in appropriate index categories, thus

allowing rapid auto-coding of documents; asking a wide range of questions about

patterns of coding and displaying patterns. Also used an interlocking set of 17

search tools for analyses, and for the expression and testing of theories and

answering research questions.
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Appendix B-l: Dimensions of website evaluation

TECHNOLOGICAL SOPHISTICATION

The ease of navigation of the site
The degree of customization possible of the web interface
Speed and ease of access to site features
Advanced technological capabilities (such as video)

TRANSFORMATION OF PRODUCTS

The availability of product related information on-line
The customization of products for individual or groups of customers
The participation of customers in the specification and design of products

TRANSFORMATION OF PROMOTION

The use of on-line advertising
The use of on-line promotions such as sales and discounts
The customization of on-line promotions
The participation of customers in on-line promotions
Links with other organizations in organizing on-line promotions

TRANSFORMATION OF PRICING

The availability of pricing information on-line
The dynamic customization of prices
The availability of on-line price negotiation
The possibility to charge customers for only proportions of products consumed

TRANSFORMATION OF PLACE

The availability of on-line ordering
The availability of secured on-line payment
Distribution of products on-line
The involvement of partner organizations in on-line distribution

TRANSFORMATION OF CUSTOMER RELATIONS

The provision of on-line customer service
The on-line identification and tracking of customers to provided customized services
The provision of on-line communications to customers
The creation of on-line communities for customers
The solicitation of on-line feedback from customers

Dimensions of website evaluation - Dutta ef al. (1998) and Dutta and Segev (1999)
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Appendix B-2: Website evaluat¡on - Testing the appropriateness of the

developed model

Egyptian sites http://www.maadi.com/
http ://www.wi n dsorca iro. com/

UK sites http ://www. heritaqe-hotels.co-uk/
USA sites http ://www.westin.com

Srres nrunlvsEo URL ADDRESS

Search engine used Yahoo (www.yahoo.com)

Browser used lnternet explorer 5

Keywords used in search ' Hotels+Egypt','Hotels+U K',
'Hotels+USA'.

Search results

"Hotels+Egypt" 3 40 64
"Hotels+UK" 30 1134 797
"Hotels+USA" 1 3539 720

CntecoRv
MATCHES

Srres
MATCHES

Wee
PAGES

MATCHES

KeY Wono

Date accessed 1311211999

Date analysed 1311211999

SITE EVALUATION

Maadi.com is one of the very few sites of independent Egyptian hotel chains. The

site is owned by Cairo City Co. For Tourism Development and lnvestment

established since 1975, the company owns and manages a travel agency and 2

hotels in Cairo.

Site: http://www.maadi.com/
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lnteractivity

The site only took few seconds to download but it does not provide interesting flow

and not very easy to navigate as it lacks a navigation bar as well there is duplication

of information in most sections. lt only used English language although most of the

customers that may be interested in this type of hotels in such a location could be

Arabs rather than English speakers. One of the good features was only the site's

URL address which indicates that the hotel invested in its own site. lt seems that the

site is usually updated and maintained as it included updates of prices until

December 1999. ln terms of graphics, the site used only small unclear pictures and

logos, the map provided to show the location of the hotel is hardly readable and it

cannot be enlarged as in other sites, The researcher did not identify any multimedia

used on the site or any hyper links other than 2links to services offered by the travel

agency page that occupied a part of the site. The travel agency page itself lacks

detailed information and extended product and price details. The site asks

customers to fax their credit card details, and does not offer on-line payment.

The site followed a slide show structure and consists of ditferent web pages rather

than sections on the same central page/s. Most of the pages are designed to include

a picture and a very brief text about a service, or a facility that the hotel/s offer. ln

general the site lacks a number of design and structure features such as: the use of

colour, text and imagery items, and hyper links. Although the site is accessible, it

did not represent a good example for hotel independent chains sites in terms of

graphics and navigation.

The site features 2 hotels in Cairo (Maadi Hotel "4 stars" and Cairo Hotel "3 stars")

and a travel agency (Maadi Travel). The site included some details about the

services that Maadi travel offer such as: lncentive, Conference, Meetings and
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Banquet, Special lnterest Tours, Hotels Reservations in other hotels around Egypt

for individual and groups as well as pilgrimage organized tours. Following a link from

the travel agency home page, the site included a section with basic information and

a picture in each section about each of the services provided by the company.

From the company home page the 2 hotels owned and managed by the chain can

be accessed by following a clickable text link. The structure and layout of both hotel

front pages were identical. The front page of each hotel provided some links to other

pages with details about the hotel's location, facilities and rooms, description and

services, room rates, reservations and contact information. Each of these features is

offered to the site visitor through links to pages included in the site rather than

sections. The page contact information is the same page functioning for the travel

agency and the two hotels, including the address, phone number and fax number of

the company's head office; and 3 email addresses for each of the hotels and the

travel agency.

Although the location page which included an unclear map for the 2 hotels, a

separate page including only 3-4 lines details about the location was created to each

site. All the pages for each of the hotels used the same slogan with red font by the

bottom of each page ("Distinctive and Classy" for Cairotel and "Your home away

from home" for Maadi hotel). Although the site provided a link to contact information

page (section) all the pages for each of the hotels included the address, phone

number, fax number, email address and links to the other two properties of the

chain. The facilities and rooms pages included a small picture for only one type of

rooms (twin bed) and a table listing the number of rooms and suites. Another page

for each hotel included links to other pages such as guest services, facilities,

restaurants, recreation, conference, banqueting and meeting facilities, rates, and on-
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line reseruation form. The guest services page included a picture for one of the

outlets (restaurant, coffee shop) and a bulleted list of some services offered by the

hotel which links to other pages on the site: the restaurant pages a list of food and

beverage and 2 pictures; the recreation page for Maadi hotel features a picture for

the swimming pool facility; the room rates page included a table with including room

types and their prices with US$; the on-line reservation form which was only

accessible from one hotel home page (Maadi hotel), and included details about the

guest, his arrival and departure date, his choice for the hotel, type of room, and

meals.

Product

Product information is not very clear; the site did not even give any information

about the categories of its two hotels. lt only showed one type of rooms in each

hotel page. No detailed information about products and facilities was provided and

only one or two statements and a small picture for only one or two outlets

(restaurant and coffee shop) were used. The site did not provide any extended

details about the destination or other services such as group bookings or any

customer paÍicipation items such as feedback forms or FAQ.

Price

The price of products was only provided with $US. The site did not offer any links to

currency converters. No details about prices for other services or facilities were

available.

Place

The site did not offer any details of product availability. lt only offered on-line

reservation but not real-time processing. Confirmation is done by email or fax. The
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site accepts payment with 3 major credit cards (Visa, Master card, and American

express). Customers are required to fax their credit cards details to the hotel to

make payment.

Promotion

The site did not use any on-line advertising or any other promotion items or special

programmes for guests. No details about discounts or special offers were provided.

Gustomer relationship

The site did not include any sort of customer relationship building features; it even

lacked a feedback form or a counter to monitor the number of visitors.

A 55 rooms, 3 star's independent hotelthat was built 1901 and renovated 1976

lnteractivity

The site followed a hierarchical structure starting with a central page (home page)

and provided a number of links in a side bar linking to different sections, or other

pages. This structure allows the visitor to take only short surfing routes in order to

get specific information. The site is not very attractive in terms of colours, pictures

and fonts used.

The site consisted of different sections offering brief information. The main sections

comprised a quick description of the hotel's location and its history, an information

section including some details about the hotel address and contact information with

some details about when it was built and renovated. Services and facilities section

Site: http://www.wi ndsorcairo.com/
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only listed facilities and hotel's outlets but not giving any details about food and

beverage offered or any prices or extended information about meal prices. "Room

rates" is another section that presented a table of room prices for 4 different types of

rooms. The site included a picture gallery gathering some pictures for the hotel

lobby, lounge, bar and a guestroom. A map for Cairo showing the hotel location is

included separately in a different section. A reservation section or registration as

called by the site master requires customers interested to make reservation to give

some personal information, and their choice of room type and dates for arrival and

departure. A final section named questions only provided the possibility to send

email to the hotel through "Microsoft Outlook Express" interface. Although the site

provided on-line reservation, it did not offer too much information about the product

or facilities and it is likely to be an on-line brochure more than an interactive site.

The site only provided two links by the bottom of its front page: a link to Yahoo

weather to check weather in Cairo, and another link to another hotel site in Cairo

(Hotel Louts) which is following the same design and layout and an included

incomplete section for information it did not even show any details about the hotel

number of rooms or categories in its information section. ln an attempt by the

researcher to place a reservation by filling out the form provided for this, the process

did not succeed and the browser after three different attempts came with the

message "page not found". lt was noticed as well that the link to yahoo site did not

properly link. Although the URL of the site (www.windsorcairo.com) is one of the few

good features, it stills confuses with other hotel's site (www.windsor.com).

Product

The site lacked information about the hotel services and facilities the section only

included a list of services and amenities offered pointing to some facilities which are
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on call and nearby (travel agency, airport services, sports facilities) but with no

details about where are these services are located or how much they cost. The site

only offered information about Cairo airport and the time zone of Cairo and

neglected other information that might be important to customers such as currency

used and visas requirements for example.

Price

Prices were only provided for rooms in the room rate section through a table listing

type of rooms and prices in $US, no links to currency converters is available. lt was

mentioned on the site that prices including taxes and service charges with no details

about how much exactly they are.

Place

The site provided on-line reservation, but not the function of checking availability or

providing real time information and did not list the types of credit cards accepted. No

details about handling payment were given on-line.

Promotion

The site did not use any form of on-line advertising and does not offer any sort of

packages, discount or special programs.

Customer relationship

No items for customer relationship building features were identified in the site.
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Site : http://www.westi n.com/cg i/t3.cg i/mai n.taf

Westin hotels and Resorts'website is a global collection of over 110 hotels,

including 29 resorts. Westin is a member of Starwood Hotels and Resorts

Worldwide and provide links to it from its own site.

lnteractivity

The site followed an interesting structure and flow reflected by its clean design and

organized sections and links and type fonts used. The site, at the time of the

evaluation, presented a very good example for chains' websites. lt provided an

extensive searchable database for hotels in the chain called Westine Travel guide.

The guide is searchable by city, state, hotel or other countries around the world. The

visitor can search the site by other facilities of keywords such as "scuba diving or

snorkelling". The guide can also be used to obtain information on all Westin

properties worldwide.

Very interesting and helpful content included on this site it provided a special section

called Traveller's Advisory which provided information about local events and

weather forecasts, and a daily exchange rates and foreign language tips. Other

interesting sections included a link to amenities offered by the chain and another link

for latest Westin news. Besides all these features the site contained sections for

guest survey, direct email of comments, and FAQ sections. A very interesting

section is "Meeting Planner" through which the visitor can arrange and organize his

meeting in any of the hotel and resorts within the chain and another section for hot

deals.
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The site took approximately 3 seconds to download, and provided very reliable links

to other hotel chains some of them are Sheraton, Four Points, St.Regis, and The

Luxury Collection. The site presented a very easy to navigate site through which

visitors can access any piece of information about a facility or service in a shorter

time. lt only used English language, and regularly updated each time featuring

detailed information on one of the hotels in the chain. No multimedia items were

identified on this site.

Product

The site provided detailed information on its products, services, locations, and links

to destinations with extensive information about prices and provided on-line help for

choosing hotels through a section called Traveller's forum where travellers can

converse with one another, ask questions and share experiences. The site also

provided a section to collect customer's complaints or suggestions is an attempt

from the chain to make customers participate in the development and design of new

products.

Price

Detailed information about accommodation, food and beverage and other facilities

and services was available in $US.

Place

It was possible to make on-line reservation in any of the chain hotels and resorts,

visitors can check availability and obtain on line confirmation. A special section is

devoted for travel agents where they can register and log in with their ARC/IATA

names and this of course provided a very important distribution channel. Most of
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credit cards can be used with this site and customers can give their cards details on-

line.

Promotion

Different sorts of on-line promotion techniques were included in the design of the

site, A special section called hot deals, offered extensive information about hot deals

in different destinations and hotels across the chain. The site also included a reward

program to its customers where they can view their rewards points on-line by

accessing this section using their membership numbers and their last names, as

well members to this reward program can make benefit of Starwood Prefened Guest

program (Free Fridays and More) A very attractive promotional activity was

presented on the site through a special section that features (Westin Kids Club) with

services from baby sitting to providing sports and special services and amenities.

Great vacations here, was another promotional section available to include one-stop

shopping for vacations with load of offers and discounts up to 25 per cent on

airfares, accommodation and transportation.

Gustomer relationship

The site provided different items to engage customers in the site from basic email,

FAQ and feedback forms (Your Feedback is lmportant to Us) to a "Traveller's

Forum" via which customers can converse and share ideas and experiences which

creates a community of customers. Another section included the latest news of the

chain which helped in keeping customers up-to-date with any offers, special

packages, or programs.
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Site: http://www.heritage-hotels.co.uk

Heritage hotels offer a collection of over 40 establishments throughout Britain.

Heritage is part of the popular British Hotel Company Forte.

lnteractivity

A very interesting and attractive design presented the site is an excellent structure. lt

is designed from the user's point of view not the hotel's incorporating Clean design

with plentiful white space matching colours and suitable type fonts.

The site comprised different pages (sections) such as "Our Hotels", which provided

extensive information about different hotels in the chain, and links to other hotels

such as Forte, Posthouse, Le Meridian, and other sites for hotel guides such as

London Hotels. A section for reservation provided 2 options to reserve a room in any

of the chain's hotels around the UK; the user here has the option either to place his

reservation on-line through a secured booking and payment system, or by simply

contact the nearest centre (World-wide Reservation Numbers) by telephone (toll

free or local numbers) or email from the list provided on the site including numbers

in different countries around Europe, Middle East, Asia, South Africa, Latin America

and Asia/Pacific. ln an attempt by the researcher to book a room in one of the

hotels, by clicking on on-line reservation the browser was directed to the popular

GDS site of Sabre TravelWeb (www.TravelWeb.com), that means that customers

are able to check the availability and to receive on-line confirmation and as well

benefit from other services offered by TravelWeb such as air tickets offers,

packages, or car rentals.
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"Meeting, Conferences and Events" was another section with extensive information

offering detailed information about properties around the UK with in the chain with

the facilities of conferences, meetings, and events. "Partner and travel links" section

provided very useful links with leading service providers in the travel industry which

have partnerships with Forte. This links included many of the world's major airlines

and allowed the user to earn points under partner's "Frequent Flyer" and similar

reward programs when staying at Forte hotels. "Newsroom" is another section which

provided the latest news and views from Heritage Hotels, from this section site

visitors were able subscribe to email alert service where they can receive instant

updates directly from the hotel.

ln relation to graphics and navigation, the site stood above the rest of the evaluated

sites. Finding a room in London in one of the hotels within the chain was an easy

job. One can select a hotel by clicking on the map provided in the front pager of the

site with 3 different categories of prices pointed on the map it self. lnformation on

each individual site is presented with enough details about services and facilities

offered. The site is regularly updated and new items are added to the newsroom

section.

Product

lnformation on each hotel was provided with details. The site offered on-line request

for hotel brochure features, and provided products updates through a special email

alert service. Through a clickable map the site offered extensive information, a

location map, facilities and pictures of each of the hotels with a link to on-line

booking. The site provided extended information on local attractions and individual

information for each establishment and allowed visitors to use the Heritage Explorer

section to visit the best of the British past and the present.
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Price

The site offered three categories of rates (gold, silver and bronze) in sterling pound

and linked to a currency converter via TravelWeb website. Visitors to the site were

able to use the provided map and the navigational guides to explore which hotels fall

into which category and represent their budget. Prices were provided for special

packages and events from the special promotion page.

Place

The site used TravelWeb (Pegasus Systems) (http:/Meb.travelWeb.com) interface

to allow secure on-line booking transactions. Customers were able to check

availability, browse more information about the hotel and include their account

information in the "Professional ldentification/Frequent Membership" section on the

same web page.

Promotion

"special offers" and "Sport deals", were two sections included on the site to allow

visitors to find special deals and packages. On this page the hotel listed its latest

packages and deals and also invited users to subscribe to an email alert service to

receive instant updates directly from the Heritage Hotels included across the chain.

Customer relationship

The site provided interactive communication with its users. A newsroom service,

email alert services for offers, request for further information, feedback sections

were all offered. Another interesting feature was the "Contact us" page via which

visitors to the sites were able to email the managing director of Heritage hotels

directly with their comments, and suggestions.
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Appendix G-1: Distribution of hotels in Egypt by governorate (1997'

200r)

Source: Egypt's Governorates Net (1997); the Egyptian HotelGuide (2000/2001)
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Appendix G'2: The change of the number of hotels in Egypt by

governorate (1 997'2001 )
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